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Frat members
dismissed from
Yonts lawsuit

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
CLOSE CALL: Calloway County Animal Control officer Mari( Ameson, right, and Murray Police Patrolman Tim Fortner, left,
remove a dog from a vehicle belonging to Hardin resident Rithard Fischer. Fischer reportedly had a heart attack while driving
along U.S. 641 North about 10:15 a.m. Monday and crossed the southbound roadway and came to rest in a nearby ditch after
nearly ramming the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Fischer was transported by ambulance to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A report on his condition was not available this morning.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. —The Hazel City Council
plans to make good use of Calloway County
Sheriff's Department patrols to fight vandalism, speeding and other public safety violations, as well as stepped-up enforcement of
city property maintenance and leash law
regulations.
Council member Nancy Mieure, coordinator for the city's public safety effort, told
council members during a meeting at Hazel
City Hall last night that she has been working with Chief Deputy Clayton Hendricks
on how to efficiently employ sheriff's
deputies that have been contracted to spend
an additional 60 hours per month in Hazel.
A list of law enforcement issues, compiled from suggestions by council members,
business owners and residents, are now

under consideration by the council and the
sheriff's department to determine the best
way to enforce the law with limited time and
budget constraints.
The list includes several threats to public
safety and health such as drivers running
stop signs in residential neighborhoods,
speeding on city streets such as Third Street
and along U.S. 641 inside city limits from
Calloway Street to Lavender Road, vandalism at the Hazel Community Center and
downtown businesses, and violations of the
city's leash law, property maintenance and
other regulations.
-We all know that we have to have law
enforcement actually here at the time these
things happen so Clayton and I have been
working on the best way to do that,- Mieure
said.
Sheriff's deputies currently patrol the cit}%

on a schedule known only to Mayor Kerry
Vasseur, council members and the sheriff's
department with a monthly report published
to the council each month.
However Hendricks told the council that
the city must come up with a way to record
warnings and citations issued to city residents concerning property maintenance and
other violations so that a record can be kept
tracking requests, warnings and citations.
He also pointed out that sheriff's deputies
need a copy of ordinances they will be
required to enforce and the city would have
to create a property maintenance board to
review and act on violations.
"They can enforce those if they know
what they are," Hendricks said, suggesting
the council place some of their key ordi-

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -L A
federal judge has dismissed 62
members of a fraternity from a
wrongful death
lawsuit stemming from a
fatal
traffic
accident that
happened after
a
November
2005 party.
Judge
Thomas
Russell ruled
Yonts
Monday that
there is no evidence that members of the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity at Murray State
University provided alcohol to
Harrison Yonts. Russell said evidence indicates that Yonts took
his own alcohol to the party and
that there was no law requiring
fraternity members to stop Yonts
from driving, even if they
thought he had too much to
drink.
The remaining defendents in
the case are the national fraternity and Nick's Family Sports

Pub, which allegedly served
Yonts an alcoholic drink that
night.
Yonts, the son of state Rep.
Brent Yonts, D-Greenville, was
convicted last February of wanton murder, drunken driving and
other charges in the crash that
killed Murray State graduate
student Nadia Shaheen.
Shaheen, a student from
Egypt, was struck and killed by
a car on a roadside as she
walked home from the campus'
computer lab. Her estate sued
Ydnts, the fraternity and its
members. It does not seek a specific amount of money.
Yonts, who was a 20-year-old
student at MSU at the time of
the fatal accident, was sentenced
to 20 years in prison but tr that
commuted by former G . Ernie
Fletcher. Under his
inal sentence, Yonts woul ave had to
serve 17 years be ore becoming
eligible for parole. Under his
commuted sentence, he will
have to serve eight years.

University board
appointments
dispute resolved
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear and Attorney
General Jack Conway have resolved a lingering dispute over the
political makeup of governing boards at Kentucky's public universities.
Former Gov. Ernie Fletcher had appointed more Republicans
than Democrats to the boards, and Former Democratic Attorney
General Greg Stumbo had argued in a lawsuit that Fletcher violated
state law by doing so.
Beshear and Conway announced Monday that the lawsuit has
been settled.
The settlement requires Beshear to use his appointment powers to

Murray trooper
assigned to Post 1
Special to the Ledger
HICKORY. Ky. -- On Feb.
25, Class No.136 graduated from
the Kentucky State Police
Academy in Frankfort. Seven
members of the graduating class
have been assigned to KSP Post
One.
Monday. marked their first
day of service to the people of
the Post 1 area.
- MI Trooper Alison Wornmer,
24, is a native of Tamaqua.
Penn., and will be assigned to
Graves County.
Wommer
attended The College of the
Ozarks in Point Lookout,
Missouri.
• Trooper Anthony Trotter.
24. is a native of Letcher
County, Ky., and will be
assigned to Livingston County.
Trotter attended Southeast
Community
College
in
Whitesburg. Kentucky.
•Trooper Byron White. 35,
is a native of Murray and will be
assigned to Graves County.
White graduated from Murray

Trooper Byron White
State Unisersity With a Major in
Cnnunal Justice. White is a former Police Officer with the
Murray Police Department.
Trooper Jonathan Paull, 26,
is a native of Summer Shade,
Ky., and will be assigned to
Trigg County. Paull attended
Western Kentucky University,
and currently serves in the

See Page 2A
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
TROUBLED WATERS: Heavy rains fell throughout the region Monday as the National Weather Service issued flood warnings
for much of western Kentucky. There have already been reports of two-to-three inches of rain with another inch expected today.
Pictured above, water rushes beneath this bridge on Ky. 121 South. Reports began filtering into local law enforcement around
p.m. with reports of water over roadways at Kelso Road, Ky. 121 South and Murray-Pans Road, New Providence Road,
Clayton Drive, Torn Taylor Trail, Butterworth Road, Caldwell Road, Alma Road, Gibb Store Road, Brandon Road. Doran Road
and Ky. 94 West and Erwin Road.

Character Counts

RESPECT
• Treat others with respect follow the Golden Rule
• Be tolerant of differences
• Use good manners, not bad language
• Be considerate of the feelings of otters
• Don't threaten, hit or hurt anyone
• Deal peacefully with anger, Insults
and disagreements
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Oil prices taking toll on everyone
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NOTICE
MI The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital board of
trustees will hold their
monthly meeting Wednesday
at noon in the hospital board
room. Items on the agenda
construction
a
include
update, review of February
financials and a leadership
report from Keith Bailey
regarding smoke free facilities.
II The Citizen Advisory
Committee for the City of
Murray Comprehensive Plan
will be meeting on Thursday
at 5 30 p m in the council
chambers of City Hall to
begin discussion on updates
to the plan This meeting is
open to the public and all citizens are encouraged to
attend with any input For
further information contact
Planning
Murray
the
Department at 762-0330
Dexter•Almo
• The
Heights Water District will
meet Monday. March 10. at 6
at the District Water
pm
Office located at 351 Almo
Rd
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916
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Kentucky National Guard.
•Trooper Jason Clark. 31. is
a native of Lynnville. Ky., and
will be assigned to Fulton and
Clark
Hickman Counties.
attended Eastern Kentucky
University and has served in the

tivOca GO

'w•st'

United States Marine Corps.
•Trooper Enc Fields, 34, is a
native of Paducah and will be
assigned to Graves County.
Fields attended Embry Riddle
Aeronautical University in
Daytona Beach Florida and has
served in the United State Air
Force. Fields is a former Police
Officer with the Tennessee

Valley Authority.
•Trooper Jon Pagan, 34, is a
native of Lexington, Ky., and
will be assigned to Lyon County.
Pagan received a Bachelors
Degree from the University of
Nevada Las Vegas and has
served in the United States
Marine Corps.
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Obituaries
Annie Lee Cooper
Annie Let Cooper, 94, of Cooper Road in Murray, died Monday.
March 3, 2008, at 6:12 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Emergency Room. Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill
• Funeral Home

Dennis Miller
Dennis Miller, 58, of Benton, died Sunday, March 2, 2008 at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield, Ky. The son of the
late Gilbert Miller and Lillian Beane Miller, he is survived by his
wife, Sharma Henson Miller.
He is also survived by two daughters, Amy Rolle of Dallas, Texas
and Tiffany Philips of Olympia. Wash; three sons, Todd Miller,
Oklahoma City, Okla., Bobby Henson of Calvert City, and Randy
Henson of Hardin; two sisters, Glenda Musser of Farmington and
Gina Work of Water Valley, Ky; three brothers, Daniel Miller of
. Mayfield, Danny Miller of Calvert City and David Thweatt of
Pryorsburg. Ky; eight grandchildren.
Visitation will be held at 5 p.m. today (Tuesday) at Collier
Funeral Home in Benton. Funeral services are scheduled for 2 p.m.
Wednesday at the Collier Funeral Home Chapel with Dr. Roger
Joseph officiating. Internment will be at Benton Cemetery.

Noble RCra'
Noble Ray Craig, 62, of Buchanan, Tenn., died Friday. Feb. 29,
2008 at Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
Born April 28, 1945 in Paris, Tenn., Craig was a commercial fisherman for many years and a former fishing guide. He was an avid
musician and a flintknapper who created arrowheads and spearheads
out of rock. He was a member of Point Pleasant Baptist Church.
Craig is the son of Arthur Craig and Effie Lea Clutts Craig, who
preceded him in death. He is survived by his wife, Wanda Lou
Colson Craig of Buchanan,Tenn. to whom he was married Sept. 15,
1962; one son, James Ray Craig and his wife, Stephanie, of
Buchanan; four brothers, James W. Craig and his wife, Mary, of
Springfield, Tenn; Carney Craig and his wife, Sylvia; Richard Craig,
and Ernest Craig and his wife, Patsy; all of Buchanan; two stepgrandchildren, Robert and Devlin Worrall.
Burial was Monday at New Liberty Cemetery in Buchanan with
Mike James officiating. Pallbearers were Delbert Underhill, Jim
Underhill, Paul Woods, Roger Runyon, Tony Underhill, Tim Hatt.
Honorary pallbearers were Kevin Craig and Chad Craig.

Paid Obituaries
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Rula Williams, 81, of Benton, Ky., died Sunday, March 2, 2008,
at Britthaven in Benton. She was a homemaker and a member of the
First Christian Church Disciples of Christ.
The daughter of the late Charles and Ruby Cole, she was also preceded in death by her husband, Stanley B. Williams; one son, Mark
Williams; one sister, Edna Ayers; and two brothers, Wade Wagner
and Steve Cole.
Survivors include two daughters, Lyn Williams and Kim
Bazzetti, both of Benton, and three grandchildren, Rula Walker,
Hardin, and Clint and Jerod Williams, both of Benton.
Arrangements are through Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
Visitation is planned after noon Wednesday at the funeral home. A
graveside service will be held at 2 p.m. in Marshall County Memory
Gardens. Murray Riley will officiate.

Jimmie Lee Carmichael passed away March I. 2008, at the age of
96. Born Jimmie Lee Hendley to James Clifton Hendley and Lila
Hargrove Hendley, she graduated from Murray State Teachers
College Training School. From Murray, KY, she
moved to Paris, TN; Detroit, MI; and then to
Miami, FL, where she attended Miami Business
College. While in Miami, she was secretary to a
medical doctor, worked as a dental assistant, managed two apartment houses, and was the top seller
in Florida for the Jewell Tea Company.
After marrying Eddie Carmichael, who was in
the Army at the time, they moved to Galveston,
Texas; LeCompte, La., and then returned to Miami.
Carmichael
After World War II, when Eddie left the army to
Mrs. Patricia Marie Wood
manage hotels, apartment complexes, and business offices, they
Mrs. Patricia Marie Wood, 79, of Murray, died Saturday, March moved
to Ft. Lauderdale. Ha. ., and then to Savannah, Ga. In
1, 2008. at 2:50 a.m. at her residence.
Savannah, Jimmie Lee retired after serving as assistant librarian and
Born July 13, 1928 in Lake Worth, Ha., to the study hall proctor at Savannah Country Day School.
Even today
late Dr. Alfred Charles and Violet Marie Ouellette many of her former students
testify to the strong positive impact she
Haughton, she grew up in West Palm Beach, Fla., had on their lives. Jimmie
Lee was a Sunday school teacher at Bull
and attended the Dubois Academy and Bob Jones Street Baptist Church in Savannah.
GA„ and was honored for her
University in South Carolina, and earned a masters work as president of the deMolay Mothers
Club and as president of
of education from Florida Atlantic University.
two PTAs.
She taught 2nd and 3rd grade at Berkshire
Eddie and Jimmie Lee retired to Murray, KY,in 1976 where they
Elementary School for 22 years. She was a church lived for twenty-five
years in the home they built overlooking
organist, pianist and Sunday School teacher for Kentucky Lake State Park.
Both Eddie and Jimmie Lee were Sunday
more than 40 years and was a member of Murray's school teachers at Elm
Grove Baptist Church before joining
First Baptist Church.
Wood
Christian Fellowship Church in Briensburg, KY, where they were
She is survived by her husband, Edwin J. Wood, very active until health problems prohibited them
from attending. In
who she married May 13, 1956; two daughters, Lori Wood, Murray, Murray
she served as secretary and as treasurer of the Home
and Carole Inman and husband, Keith. Louisville; one son Dr. Department
of the Murray Women's Club. In 2000 they moved into
Edwin Wood and wife, Lynda, Arlington, Texas; one step-brother, the Glendale Place Retirement
Community where they made many
David Haughton, West Palm Beach; and seven grandchildren Betsy friends.
Inman, Christopher Inman, Shannon Inman, Rachel Rhodes, Trey
Jimmie Lee is survived by a son, Michael Carmichael, and his
Wood, Matt Wood and Katy Wood.
wife Sherry. of Reston, VA; granddaughter Rebekah Carmichael of
Funeral services were today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. at First Baptist New York, NY., daughter Linda
Carmichael Howard, and her husChurch with Rev. Keith Inman and Dr. Edwin Wood officiating and band,
Tommy, of Savannah. Ga.; grandson Daniel Howard, and his
Janet Finch, pianist, and Keith Inman, soloist. Burial was at Murray wife, Kelly, of Savannah,
Ga., son-in-law Raymond Rowe, of
City Cemetery. Pallbearers were Phillip Powell, David Travis, Dr. Miami. Ha., grandson Douglas
Mayo of Bunnell, Ha., and grandDurwood Beatty, Dr. Ray Moore, Robert Geurin and Jack daughter Pam Mayo of California.
She is also survived by two sisHightower.
ters in Murray: Imogene Palmer, and her husband Hugh; Betty
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Drinkard Coleman, and by sister Estelle Lovett,
of Georgia.
Murray-Calloway County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray KY Additionally, she is survived
by a brother, Paul Drinkard, and his
420711. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneral- wife Betsy, of Jensen Beach.
FL., and many nieces, nephews, and
home.com. Arrangements are made by Blalock-Coleman & York cousins. She was predeceased
by her husband. Eddie, by her daughFuneral Home of Murray.
ter, Mary Jane Carmichael Rowe, by her grandson. Stephen
Carmichael. and by several siblings.
Bobby Z. Armstrong
The funeral will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of the
Bobby Z. Armstrong, 71, Taylors Store Road, Murray, died J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. J.T. Parish will officiate.
Burial
Saturday, March I. 2008, at 5:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Pallbearers
will be
Hospital CCU.
Hugh Palmer, Rudy Holland, Frank Karnes, Chuck Conley, Tom
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict and Geerdes and Richard Sheffer.
member of Salem Baptist Church, he was retired
from the Calloway County School System where he Ray Beeler Brownfield
worked as a janitor at Southwest Elementary. He
Ray Beeler Brownfield,92,joined his Heavenly Father on Friday.
previously worked at Tappan Manufacturing Co., February 29, 2008. at
6:35 A.M. Spring Creek Healthcare had been
and was a farmer.
his residence since August 2007.
Armstrong was born in Calloway County on May 22, 1936 to the
Born on his family's farm on July 4, 1915, to Earl
late Carford Armstrong and Molena Adams Armstrong. He is also
S. Brownfield and Katie Beeler Brownfield, Ray was
preceded in death by one sister. Peggy Geurin. and one brother,
always proud of being from Buffalo, Kentucky,just a
Ronnie Armstrong.
few miles from another Brownfield family farm
He is survived by his wife. Glenda. whom he married June 20,
where Abraham Lincoln had been born in 1809?
1970 in Graves County; two daughters, Teresa Hudson and husband.
Brownfield enjoyed childhood with his one older brother. Paul
Layton. and Nancy Armstrong. both of Murray; one son. David and his one younger sister, Allene. Graduating from high school in
Armstrong, also of Murray; two brothers, Donnie Armstrong and Buffalo. he always recalled being on the championship debate team.
wife, Kay, Sharon. Tenn., and Jerry Armstrong and wife, Sandra. This started his life long career in public speaking.
Mayfield; and two grandchildren. Ben and Nicole Hudson, both of
The University of Kentucky presented Brownfield with an agriMurray.
culture degree in 1939 and he relocated to Murray, becoming a counService was today (Tuesday) at II a.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral ty extension agent. Relocating residents from their Tennessee River
Home with Bro. John Sheppard and Keith Oliver officiating. Valley homes to make way for Kentucky Dam was one of Ray's first
Pallbearers were Billy Kimbro. Wildy Coleman. Lucas McCallon. assignments.
Scottie Coleman, Taylor Sheridan. Tom Jones and Layton Hudson.
As was.Brownfield's lifelong habit, he quickly found a church
Burial was in the Salem Cemetery in Lynn Grove. J.H. Churchill home, the First Baptist Church. It was here he met and began courtFuneral Home was in charge of arrangements.
ing a local school teacher. Geneva Outland, daughter of Alvis G. and

Merlin Wayne Larimer

4.0

Mrs. Jimmie Lee Carmichael

Services for Merlin Wayne Lanmer, 73, were today (Tuesday) at
11 a.m. at Collier Funeral Home in Benton. Ky., with the Rev. Mike
Weber officiating. Burial was set at Benton Cemetery. Lanmer died
at 7:15 p.m. Thursday. Feb. 28. 2008. at Vanderbilt
Medical Center in Nashville. Tenn., after a long illness.
Born in Benton on Sept. I. 1934, to the late
Avis and Lowell Larirner, he graduated from
Benton High School in 1952 and from Murray
State University with degrees in chemistry, math
and military science. He entered the U.S. Army
after graduation and received an honorable discharge as captain. He began a career with Thiokol
Lartmer
Corporation in Huntsville, Ala.. and moved to
Virginia in 1966 to work with Atlantic Research
Corporation developing rocket propellants until he
retired in 1996.
He is survived by two daughters, Lisa Lanmer.
Arlington, Va.. and Laura Lanmer, Brooklyn, N.Y..
and one son. Wayne Lanrner, Portland, Ore.; a companion, Dean
Williams; one brother. Charles Larimer of Murray; and granddaughters And Dooley and Ciara Dooley of Arlington. Va. Expressions of
sympathy may take the form of contributions to First Christian
Church of Benton or Murray State.

Lula Outland. On July 2, 1941. Ray and Geneva surprised all in
attendance at the church's Wednesday prayer meeting by becoming
husband and wife at the service's conclusion.
World War II soon called Brownfield to duty and in December
1942. like so many before him he was drafted. Staff Sgt. Brownfield
spent three years in the US Army's 111th Infantry, two of which were
in combat and garrison's duty in the South Pacific Islands. At war's
end, the reunited couple spent a short time in Lebanon. Ohio, but
soon returned to Murray where Ray began his life's career in banking. With the Bank of Murray (now Regions Bank), he served as the
agricultural representative assisting many Calloway countians to
obtain farm loans.
In May 1948. Ray and Geneva welcomed their first daughter.
Linda Lou. July 1953, saw the arrival of Mary LetAlb complete his
immediate family. Over the next seven years Brownfield served as
state director for the Soil Conservation Service, president of the
Calloway County Agriculture Council, chairman of the March of
Dimes, fund raising chairman for the Murray Red Cross. and local
Rotary Club secretary and treasurer. As a deacon and Sunday school
teacher for the First Baptist Church. Brownfield also served as
trustee. With his lovely tenor voice, he added to the church choir as
well.
Ray and Geneva along with their two girls became Tennesseans
in January 1956 when Brownfield became vice president of First
Trust and Savings Bank (now First Bank) in Paris.

Again immersing hinlaelf in the conununity. Ray became a director for the local Girl Scouts of America. Ray was elected a Hcnry
County Magistrate, allowing him among other duties to perforrr
several weddings, a task he greatly enjoyed. As a co-founder and
director of the Henry County Country Club, Brownfield began-:his
love for the sport of golf.
Following his life's commitment to Christ, Ray and Geneva
became active members of the First Baptist Church in Paris, making
lifelong friendships. Here, too. Ray served as Sunday school teacher
choir member, and deacon. Friendships were also made while square
dancing, one of Ray and Geneva's favorite hobbies.
Peoples Bank of Murray (now BB&T) called Ray and family
back to Kentucky in 1965 and they responded. Brownfield remained
with this bank until his retirement as Vice President in Decembei
1980. There was no gold watch for Brownfield at this time because
he requested and received a shiny red bicycle.
Ending this career did not slow Ray. He traveled to Chile with:the
Southern Baptist Mission Board, teaching farming skills to indigent
families while sharing his love of Christ. In Brazil, he assisted a
local missionary in planting a citrus garden using his agricultural
skills.
When his wife Geneva retired from many years of teaching, they
toured the United States, Canada, Mexico, Peru, and eight European
countries. Along the way. Ray penned numerous poems to preserve
his memories.
In August 1987. the former bank vice president became the
grounds superintendent at Oneida Baptist Institute, Oneida.
Kentucky. While Ray enjoyed working with the young men, Geneva
served as guidance counselor. Both were greatly blessed by then
year spent nestled in the Appalachians.
Returning to Murray in 1988, the Brownfields took up residence
on London Drive where they remained until 2001. Ray and Geneva
moved to Azalea Estates Assisted Living in Fayetteville, Georgia; tc
be near their daughters. Parkinson's disease and dementia had begur
to slow Ray and in September of 2007, he came to Murray for the
final time.
Ray's spouse, Geneva 0. Brownfield survives him, living al
Hickory Woods Retirement Center. Ray's only brother, Paul
Brownfield, 93, resides in Elizabethtown. His two daughters, Linda
Bryan of Ft. Walton Beach, Florida, and Mary Lee Brownfield ot
Alpharetta. Georgia survive along with sons in law, Hogan Bryan
and Jimmy Ellison. His three grandchildren, Hogan G. Bryan. ol
Savannah, Georgia, Todd Bryan of Atlanta, and Katelyn Brownfield
of Alpharetta, Georgia will miss their "Papa." Mary Lee's step sons.
Dan and Curt Ellison of Alpharetta, Georgia also regret their "grandfather's" passing.
Preceding Brownfield in death are his parents Earl and Katie
Brownfield and his only sister, Allene Knight.
The funeral was held at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home on March 3
with burial at Murray City Cemetery. Keith Inman, a family friend
of Louisville, officiated and the First Baptist Church choir sang
Choral director was Kent Jackson and his wife Lucretia was pianist.
Honorary pallbearers were George Gray, Jim Kelly, Dr. Paul
Mobley, Joe Oliver, Bill Parrnan, Dr. Steve White, and members ol
the Solomon Sunday school class, First Baptist Church, Murray.
It was Brownfteld's request, and that of his family, for expressions of sympathy be made to Oneida Baptist Institute, P.O. Box 67.
Oneida, KY 40972 or Gideons International, 2900 Lebanon Road.
Nashville, TN 37214. The family wishes to express a special thanks
to the staff of Spring Creek Healthcare for making Ray's last 'days
comfortable and pleasant. -

Four adults, two children
found dead at Memphis home
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) Police who forced their way into
a small brick house discovered
the bodies of four adults and two
children, as well as three children found clinging to life.
Police said they were investigating the case as a multiple
homicide but otherwise released
little information early Tuesday,
including whether they believed
the killer was at large. Children
ages 7 and 4 and a 10-month-old
baby were taken to Le Bonheur
Children's Medical Center,
Memphis Fire Department
spokeswoman Melanie Young
told The Associated Press. She
did not know the ages or sexes
of the other victims, but police
told The Commercial Appeal
newspaper all the children were
under the age of 12.
"We just don't know the
motive or cause of death, but we

do have four adults and two children (dead)," Memphis police
Lt. Jerry Guin told the newspaper. Young said the victims had
been shot. At least one of the
children had been stabbed.
police said.
The Commercial Appeal
reported on Monday night that
one of the children had been
upgraded to stable condition and
another upgraded to critical
while the third remained in
extremely critical condition.
Hospital
spokeswornan
Jennilyn Utkov told The
Associated Press the family tias
requested that no information:be
released on the children's conditions.
Authorities were called to the
house by a relative who knocked
on the door around 6 p.m.
Monday but did not get an
answer.

141 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones list. Arg. -12174.1 84.S
91.83- 0.75
Air Products
.34.82 0.24
AT&T, Inc. .
-30.21 - 039
BUT ..--..
Brigss & Stratton -..17.67 - 0.27
Bristol Myers Squibb -12.16 -0.23
aterpillar
71.80 • 1.40
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82.75 -2.26
Daimler l'brysler_.
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Ford Motor
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.0.02
General Motors
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GlaxaSmithKline ADR 4343. 1.07
Goodrich
61.25 + 0.40
28.05 + 0.15
Goodyear
HopFed Bank' ....-....14 11 13 14.24 A
113.72 - 0.51
IBM

Intel
19.92 - 0.09
Kroger
24.80 • 0.03
Mattel
19.37 - 0.02
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. .-.-53.09 - 0.07
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Microsoft
27.24 + 0.25
46.70 - 0.31
LC. Penney
Pensko, Inc. ______.__.70.10 • 0.0/
Pfizer, Inc
22.20 • 0.05
Regions Financial
20.25 • 0.34
Schering•Plough...._.-_-20.99 - 0.42
Sears Holding Corp ..........95.76 - 0.71
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S Bancorp -____-........31.82 • 0.13
WellPoint hx-___71.40 OA
49.S2 • 0.07
Wal-Mart
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CCHS
students
qualify
for ATC
contest

GREG TRAviSiLedgef & Times
a Book Fair this week in
in
School
participated
Middle
Murray
at
M MS BOOK FAIR: Students
uonjunction with Read Across America Week Ditilured above, Cody Lane, left, a fourth grade
teacher, discusses a book with Alayna ptolack, Meen Thawainin and Josh Bartholomew

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK:
Forever
week's
This
and
Communications
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors "Student of the
Week" is Trent Beisel of
Murray High School. He is
the son of Brian and Shirlee
Beisel Pictured above, from
left. are Rebecca Landoll,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtor. Beisel. Joshua
Pre-Calculus
Thackston.
teacher at MHS. and Amy
Gannon, 1340 WNBS and
1130 ESPN Radio office representative

Its time for

Miss Spring

2008

Recently 20 Technology
from
students
Education
Calloway County High School
competed in regional competition at the WKTEA Technology
Challenge held at Murray State
University. The students listed
below have qualified for state
competition The results are as
follows:
First Place, Flight Endurance,
Michael McDonald:
First Place. Promotional
Graphics. Casey Butterworth;
Imaging
Place,
First
Technology, Sabnna Kanaski;
First Place, Engineering
Design. Josh Eaker, Bryan
Scott;
First Place, Technology Bowl
- Written, Jacob Wade, Mitch
Morton. Austin Dodd:
First Place, Transportation
Modeling, Lucas Morton:
First Place, Engineering
Structures, Tim Duncan. Trevor
Bohannon;
First Place. Problem Solving,
Audrey Harvey, Cassie Hendon;
First Place, System Control
Michael
Technology.
McDonald, Tim Duncan, Trevor
Bohannon:
Place. Cy berspace
First
Pursuit. Austin Dodd, Mitch
Morton. Adam Carmack;
Second Place. Engineering
Design. Sabrina Kanaski. Tisha
Dawson;
Second Place, Agriculture\
Bio Technology, Leah Hall:
Second Place, Construction
Systems. Josh Eakar. Bryan
Scott:
Problem
Place.
Second
Solving. Fernando Paulin°,
Denham Rogers;
Third Place, CAD 3D
Casey
Engineering.
Butterworth;
Imaging
Third Place,
Technology. Tisha Dawson;
Third Place. Dragster Design
Challenge. Cassie Hendon.

Continuing a 34-year tradition,
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2008.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:

g Murray High
• Senior girl fri%
or Calloway County High
• Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
• Individual interview process (for finalists only)
Please see your principal/or application
packets detail or more information.
All information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Monday, March 10, 2008.

LEtiUR&TIMES
P.O. Box 1040• 1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, Kentucky 42071
270.753.1916 • Fax: 270.753 1927 • e-mail: ads@murrayledger.com
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The Murray Middle School Academic Teams.

MMS places in
Governor's Cup
The Murray Middle School's Lyons, Ysabel Lavitz and
fourth and fifth grade academic Bryant Foster.
Individuals placing at the meet
team competed at districts over
the weekend. Murray placed on written tests include:
second overall. The team mem- Brendan Parker - second math;
bers from Murray Middle were Prashant Chakradhar - fifth
Prashant Chakradhar, Tanner math, third social studies: Ben
Foster, Ben Jackson. John Jackson - first Arts and
Koelsch. Brendan Parker, Humanities; Rachel Todd Rachel Todd, Trent Lyons, fourth language arts; John
Ysabel Lavitz, Bryant Foster,
Koelsch - fourth language arts;
Lauren Edminster and Ryan
Lauren Edminster - fourth comWilliams.
position.
The quick recall team placed
Middle's Future
Murray
third, members include Prashant
Team will
Solving
Problem
Ben
Foster,
Chakradhar. Tanner
along with
regionals
to
advance
Jackson, John Koelsch, Bendan
Prashant
Parker,
Brendan
Parker and Rachel Todd.
Jackson,
Ben
Chakradhar,
Solving
Problem
The Future
team placed second, members Rachel Todd, John Koelsch and
include Ben Jackson, Trent Lauren Edminster.

Photo provided

BLUE WILLOW: Vicki Alexander, fourth grade instructional
aide at North Elementary School, shows Mario Perez a Blue
Willow plate from her collection. The students were reading a
story entitled, "Blue Willow." Perez and his family came from
Mexico much like the student in the story.

Photo provide,d

LEARNING ABOUT GOVERNMENT Lonnie Thom, 12, a
student at Calloway County Middle School learned about the
political process by attending the recent Jackson Purchase
Republican Party's 2008 Lincoln Day Dinner at Murray State
University's Gums Center. He is pictured with U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, right and Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk
Linda Avery
Photo provided

MURRAY INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT
SCHOOL
KINDERGARTEN
The
REGISTRATION:
Murray Independent School
District will host Kindergarten
on
Night
Registration
Monday, March 17, from 5
pm to 6 30 p m at Murray
Elementary School, 111
Broach Street Children who
will be five years of age on or
before Oct 1, 2008, are eligible for registration A current
Kentucky physical examination, Kentucky immunization
certificate, eye exam from an
optometnst or ophthalmologist and a copy of the child's
social secunty card and official birth certificate will be
required for registration

Photo pro, ••

READ ACROSS AMERICA: Calloway County Judge
Executive Larry Elkins recently read the 'Read Across
America" Oath on Murray Elementary School's Tiger Cub
News Picture above are:(front row) Camille Burgess, Jacklyn
Fein, Jordan Boyd; Christian Awon, and Bradley Dawson,
(back row) MES Principal Janet Caldwell; Elkins. and Devin
Corum.
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COMMUNITY
Murray Independent Schools
to be in session March 20

lo's
Datebook
ied

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The Murray Independent School District will be in session March 20. The MISD
calendar originally scheduled March 20-21
as a mini-break for the district, however,
based on the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE)approval of the 2007-2008
calendar that shows March 20 as a scheduled make-up day, school will be in session. This make-up day is in observance
of Thursday, Feb. 21, missed due to
inclement weather.

MES committee will meet
Murray Elementary School Climate Committee will meet Wednesday at 2:45 p.m. in
the library of the school. All interested per-

sons are invited.

North Council to meet
The North Elementary SBDM Council meeting will be Monday. March 10. 2008 at 3:30 in the staff lounge.
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Drawing class to be held
Guild assistant Stacey Reason will be teaching an 8 week
drawing class designed to introduce basic drawing materials
and techniques to the beginner, or a good review for anyone
else! Participants will be introduced to the basic principles and
elements of art and design, with an emphasis on mark making, process, perspective, proportion and composition. Students
will be working mainly from a still life with guided creative
exploration. Subject and concepts will be based on students'
interests. Date & Time: Wednesdays, March 12 - April 30,
11:00 - 12:30 Fee: $75 Guild members, $115 non-members

Habitat looking for power pole
Habitat for Humanity of Murray-Calloway County is looking for a temporary power pole for their next house they are
ready to start. If you have one that you could donate, please
contact Chuck Hulick at 753-0323.

CCHS conferences rescheduled
Parent / Teacher conferences at Calloway County High School
have been rescheduled for Thursday. March 6 from 3:30-6:30
pm. No appointments are necessary.

Scholarship applications available
The Hazel Woman's Club/Janie Story Memorial Scholarship
Applications are now available. Interested seniors may go by
the CCHS guidance office and pick one up. All applications
must be turned into the guidance office by 3:15 on April 3rd.

Kindergarten Registration night Monday
The Murray Independent School District will host Kindergarten Registration night Monday. March 17 from 5 to 6:30
p.m. at Murray Elemetuary School, -1.1l Broach Street. Children who will be five earot Were Oct 1, 2008 are eligible
for registration. A current Kentucky physical examination, Kentucky immunization certificate, eye exam from an optometrist
or ophthalmologist and a copy of child's social security card
and official birth certificate will be required for registration.

Spanish class scheduled
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Starting Friday, March 7, Beginner's Conversational Spanish
Classes will be offered free of charge for those age 60 and
older at the Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens' Center.
located at 607 Poplar St., Murray, inside the Weaks Community Center. Spanish classes will be on Fridays from 12:15 to
I p.m. and will run each Friday until March 25. The class is
limited to 12 participants. Those interested should sign up at
the center or call Teri Cobb at 753-0929.

Grief Recovery Program lists new date
A new Grief Recovery Outreach Program has been changed
to Monday, March 10, in the third floor classroom of MurrayCailoway County Hospital. The 12-week program will meet
from 7 to 9 p.m. every Monday for 12 weeks. For more information or to reserve a spot. contact Kerry Lambert. MCCH
chaplain at 762-1274.

Youth registration scheduled
Youth Sports Association will have T-Ball, Baseball and
Softball registration at www.tcsportzevents through March 21;
register at Walmart on March 6 from 4 to p.m.. March 7
from 4 to 9 p.m. and March 8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; final
way to register is at Trophy Case on March 10 to 15 from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and March 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Free tax help by AARP
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Free tax help from AARP tax counselors is available for
low and middle income, with special attention to those ages
60 and older at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center, 607 Poplar St.. Murray. each Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. through April 2. Services are provided on a first
come, first served basis. Each one should bring the current
year's tax forms. W-2 forms. SSA-1099. Social Security cards
and any other pertinent information. For information call Ten
Cobb at the center at 753-0929.

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion
The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mail
their contact information to David McDowell at david.mcdowell@murray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet,
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at Si. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For
information call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.
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Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon v. ill meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
he a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned tonight
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight (Tuesday) from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd..
Murray.

Girl Scout
Week is a
time to
celebrate
Girl Scout
birthday
Girl Scouts is turning 96
this year and girls throughout
Kentuckiana are ready to celebrate. Each year, Girl Scouts
around the world commemorate the event with a weeklong celebration.
Photo provided
Girl Scout week begins with
INTERNATIONAL PROJECT: Pictured, from left, are Anita Heath, Brenda Kimbro, Mary Girl Scout Sunday on March'
Hampel, Judy Stahler, Vinita Winters and Mary Shipley, of the Friendship Homemakers Club, 9 and continues through March
at the 2008 International Day held Feb. 28. Members of the club are showing some of the, IS, which is the Girl Scout
sewing kits they prepared to go to Nicaragua in June. This was the International Project for Sabbath.
On March 12, 1912, Julil
eor
the year. Some 100 kits were prepared by all the clubs in the county.
ette Low created America'l
first Girl Scout troop. First;
celebrated in 1933, Girl Scout .r.;
Week originally consisted of *„.
seven da_ys of service.
.
Soprano, Sonya Gabrielle only English-speaking composTodj, troops honor Girl
Baker, and pianist A. Matthew er since Benjamin Britten who
Scout Week by working on:.
Mazzoni will perform an all- matches great verse with fine
community service projects or:t
American recital at Murray music so intelligently and
learning about Juliette Low:..
State University on tonight.
expressively" (USA Today).
and the first Girl Scout troop.:
;',,,
Baker, noted for her perform- Third on the program are Songs
Others educate themselves
ances of American music, has of Harriet Tubman by Nkeiru
about important women in their
been heard nationally and inter- Okoye, which include popular
communities who were Girl
nationally, including appear- elements such as gospel music.
Scouts, host a Girl Scout Birth- --,
ances at Carnegie Hall in New Works by popular musical theday party, or donate some of.,,,
York City, the Singletary Cen- ater composer, Leonard Bernthe troop's cookie profit to a
ter in Lexington, and most stein, close the program. Felworthy cause.
recently in Cape Town, South low MSU voice faculty, ElizGirl Scouts of Kentuckiana
Africa singing with renowned abeth Johnson and Christopher
serves more than 22,000 girl
bass-baritone Simon Estes. Mitchell, will join Baker for
members and 6,500 adult memz
Baker's concert opens with duets toward the end of the
hers across 60 counties in Ken:
selections by John Jacob Niles, program.
tucky and southern Indiana. .
a Kentuckian noted for his colCopies of Baker's CD, SHE
Girl Scouts advocates for.
lection
and
settings
of SAYS featuring art songs of
all girls and helps them build
Appalachian folk songs. Also American women composers, Sonya Gabrielle Baker
character and gain skills for
featured are selections from will be on-sale at the concert.
success in life. In partnership
the song cycle Me (Brenda The program takes place at 8 on the campus of Murray State with committed adults and comUeland) by Libby Larsen, "the p.m. in Performing Arts Hall University and is free and open munities, they inspire girls to
to the public.
develop strong values, leadership skills, social conscience,
and conviction about their own
potential and selfworth.
Girl Scouting builds girls
tial to improving the emotion- according to Abase Roberts,
Special to the Ledger
Who in your life do you al health and well being of Director df Case Management of courage, confidence and
character, who make the world
consider to have strengths? The society.
at MCCH.
answer is simple - every perStrengthening people and
Social Work Month also pro- a better place.
son, family and community has providing support are priori- vides an opportunity for social
strengths from which they can ties of the social work profes- workers to highlight the essendraw when times are difficult. sion.
Wherever there is a tial role they play in alleviatAnd social workers can help problem with an individual, ing some of America's most
build upon those strengths.
family or community, social difficult problems. Through
Murray-Calloway County workers look for the inherent education, training and dediHospital, along with the Nation- strengths that can be used as cation, social workers provide
al Association of Social Work- a starting point for further assistance in many different
•••
Wa after Imam Overage tor
ers, announce National Social growth.
areas of practice including
Work Month 2008.
"Social Workers are invalu- health, aging, mental health,
Individuals without Group Coverage
This year's theme - "Build- able to the discharge planning child welfare, cancer, end of
•
independent Contractors
•
ing on Strengths: Help Starts process and intervene to pro- life,
adolescent
health.
Dependents and Students
Here" - focuses on the impor- vide community linkage to serv- HIV/AIDS and family violence.
COBRA!Alternative
tant strengths inherent in each ices that meet the patient's parTo find comprehensive inforSelf-Employed
individual, family and commu- ticular needs. They are first mation about the role of social
Small Businesses
nity. Understanding and uti- and foremost patient advocates work and where to go for assislizing these strengths are essen- and personalize their interven- tance for these and other issues,
Solutions *nth choices are easy,Just call
tions for the individual patient," visit www.HelpStartsHere.org.
Robert BIllIngton Jr.
270-753-4751

Baker to perform at recital tonight

National Social Work Month celebrated

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

Homebased Microprocessor training being offered
The UK Cooperative
Extension,Service will be
offering ii Home-based
Microprocessor
workshop
March 10.
9 a.m. - 4
p.m. in
Princeton
at the UK
Research
& EducaExtension tion Center.
Todd PowNotes
ell, CalBy
La Dawn Hale loway
Calloway County County.
Extention Agent Extension
Agent for
for Family &
ANR and I
Consumer
encourage
Sciences
area farmers to take advantage of this
training if they have ever
considered selling products
from their farm or at an
approved farmers market.
We are really lucky to
have this workshop offered
so close to the Purchase
Area. There are only 4 trainings scheduled state-wide at
this time and the other 3 are
in the Lexington area. It is
not offered in West Kentucky every year so don't
delay in signing up.
In 2003, Kentucky passed
House Bill 391 which is
farm friendly for food manufacturing. This legislation
allows Kentuckians to sell
home-based products in certain locations if the final
product contains a primary
or predominant Ky-grown
ingredient that was grown,

harvested, and processed by
the farmer.
This workshop is required
to receive certification to sell
higher-risk, shelf-stable lowacid, or acidified foods,
including salsa, barbecue
sauce, herbal vinegars, pickled fruits and vegetables and
pressure canned vegetables.
Farmers must attend the
entire workshop and pass
both exams to complete the
Home-based Microprocessor
Workshop as established by
HB 391 regulations. Recipe
and labels used must be
prior approved and the individual must submit verification of an approved water
source.
Do not let the fear of the
exams keep you from partiL
ipating. The exams cover
things learned in the workshop such as food safety.
sanitation and home canning
procedures. You should follow food safety guidelines
when preparing food for
your own family but it is
crucial when selling to the
public. The workshop helps
to refresh the guidelines for
those who have experience
and it introduces new information to others.
Cost to attend workshop
is $50 and the certification
is good for 3 years. An
annual $50 application fee is
payable to the Kentucky
Cabinet for Health Services.
For information and a
registration form contact the
Calloway County Extension
Office at 753-1452 or go
on-line at

http://www.ca.uky.edu/agc/micr
o/.
Educational programs of
the Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people
regardless of race, color, age,
sex, religion, disability or
national origin.

roberty@thernurraposuranceagency.com
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• Hearing Tests
• Hearing Aids
• Service
• Batteries
Michael Stone. BcAilS

We offer the world's most
advanced digital hearing aids.

4

El
Present this advertisement
save up to 300,OFF
manufacturers retail price!

Call Today 270-753-8055
Toll Free 1-800-949-5728

RA STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th St.• Murray
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Keeping track of passwords
is word to the wise online

Mums
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wedaeliday, March 5, MSS:
Ttus year you VW& an aura of mystery and feel much better about
yourself than you have in years You
relax more easily with people and
enjoy them on • whole new level
lust the same, be wise and keep
your own counsel You also love
your downtime when you are not
accountable If you are
single.
11f011e quite alluring
,
$0
could eater
your life this year As enticing
as
this person is. you do need to chec
k
him other out more carefully If you
are attached, you make a profound
difference in your sweetie's life
You nught want to share much more
than you have in the past AQTAR'S nukes a great healer for you

Mammy Ledger & Times

Don't mix love
and medicine

the future Be in the here and now
LEO (hay 23-Aug. 22)
***** What you wished
for
with a key person in your life actuDEAR ABBY: Allow me
pass a along. Readers, because
ally does take place. Defer rtght
to draw your readers' atten
DEAR DR. GMT: I am due
- none of us know when
to the personal nature of
now. and don't instal on putung
an
a 35-year-old female with the
tion to the importance of keep
in
doctor/patient relationship,
- emergency such as incapaci
your nurroal two cents.
tahype
rten
ing
sion
.
trac
I
have
k of their online log- tion tor
been under but they should not
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
be acted
death) should strike,
the care of my current physi- upon
in information. We all kno
**** Recognize what you have
. This would be unprow this 'insurance policy'
cian for approximately six years
could
it's smart to keep photocop
in your daily life. Much changes
fessional and unethical on the
ies be invaluable to those left
and take prescription medicato
rather quickly Your ability to toler- of our driver's license, credit
part of the physician.
handle our affairs. (This does
tion
s
for
ate others and pioneer in a new
my condition. My
cards, etc. With as much time
You do not need to change
not
appl
y
to
thos
e
of
you
direction at the same time is new.
who
doctor has doctors if you can
as
som
e
of
plan
bring your
to
live
forever.)
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
always acted emotions under contr
us
spend
ol. If you
To secure log-in/password
***** You can be one of the
profession- believe this is not
online, in information, print
possible or
most romantic signs of the zodiac
out the docally,
but
also
too
hard, a new physician, peraddition to ument you have
Right now is no exception, in fact,
created and
with haps a female, is
your ability to allure others
the billions put it in a safe
an appropriis
-dep
osit
box
warmth, ate choice. As for
enhanced
of dollars or under lock
giving an
and
key in a
humor and explanation, this is
SCORPIO tOct. 23-Nov. 21)
we
spend file cabinet. If you
not neceskeep the
*** Your foundations are more
sensi
tivit
y I sary. You are fret to chan
there as a document in your
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
ge
computer,
important than you realize When
have recent- physicians as often
Yost% Have: S-Dy rooms:: 4nation, it's be sure to secu
as you like.
you feel secure, nothing will both.
re
it with a
ly
begu
n
to
If
you
Positive 3-Average. 2-Su-so. I do want to give an
wise to keep strong password
you. If you are upset. everything
or use comfeel physi- explanation, perh
Difficult
Dear Abby track
aps it would
of mercially available privacy softcould.
cally attract- be easier to do so
sundry log- ware.
in writing,
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES(March 21-April 191
ed to him. I or make up anot
By
***** Speak your mind Othe
By Abigail
in details as
her reason
POO
***** Finally you've got the
rs
am
unsu
re
why you're switching.
Or, Peter Gott
seem to echo your sentiments.
Van Buren
well.
DEAR ABBY: At what age
tiger by the tail, Of do you' You
what to do
If you do attempt to progress
I
keep do you discontinue usin
actually might not care in your pres- Relating in any form simply feels
abou
t
this
situation, but I won- your relat
g the
track of the various Web sites
ionship, you will be
ent euphoric mood A friend might good. You are putting out extraorditerm
der
"Master' before a young
whether I should consid- flirt
from which I make purchase
ing with fire. This can ruin
assist you in making a dream a real- nary vibes, which is why you are
s boy's name when addressi
er
find
ing
a
new
getting the responses that you are.
phys
ician — your physician's repu
ng
-- the Web site name, user
ity
tation. He
an envelope? I have searched
particularly since I fear my
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
may lase his job if he is part
name and my password
TAURUS(April 20-May 201
-***
nerv
book
ousness around him might of
* If you are getting such a
s without success. I hope
**** You are inspired in
a multiphysician practice.
because vanous Web sites
an strong sense about an expenditur
be causing unusually high
you can help. -- MS. D. IN
unprecedented manner How you
e, require different
You may even harm his perthen
info
rmat
follo
ion.
w
bloo
your
feeli
POR
d-pr
ngs
essu
T
CHA
re
Good
readings. If I sonal relationsh
RLOTTE, FLA.
deal with someone and the way you
Please suggest that your
ips. He may be
luck follows you wherever you go
did switch doctors, then I would
DEAR MS. D.: Good quesproceed reveal much more than you
in a serious relationship or
read
Stay
ers
ahea
comp
d
of
ile
the
this
game
by knowing
informa- tion. According to
feel
think
an
obli
gati
on
to
offer
my 16th
an married, and this could be
which way you want to turn
tion. in a single document
explanation to my current docGEMINI(May 2I-June 201
and Edition of "Emily Post'
s Etiespecially detrimental if he has
pnm it out from time to time
-Feb. 181
***** Creativity comes out AQUARIUS(Jan. 20
tor.
Howe
.
ver, I have no idea children
quette" by Peggy Post: 'Boys
itr**** Lady Luck knocks
. I urge you to conKeep a hard copy in a safe
when you detach and just listen
on
what I would say. What woul
may be addressed as 'Master'
d trol your emotions or switch
place with other important
There are many opportunities your door You might not quite
you
reco
mmen
belie
on
d
ve
enve
in
what is going on around
this situa- physicians before
lopes and formal coraround you Making them realities
papers. That way, if anything
things get
tion? Also, just out of curiosrespondence until they are about
out of control.
could take a fair share of talent. you Careful, as there could be an
should happen to them. fami
element of deception, or you simply
ity,
do doctors ever date their
- 7 years old, and 'Mr.' when
which you has(To give you related inforly members will be able
cannot buy what is going on
patients?
to they become 18. In betw
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
mation, I am sending you copies
een.
access these Web sites, delete
PISC
ES
(Feb
.
19
-Mar
DEA
ch
R
20)
REA
***** A partner suddenly
DER: Physical of my Health Repo
no tide is used.'
*** Your mind or
rts "Hypersaved credit card information
relations (including dating)
seems dream,, of
•••
an associated working osenirne subconscious is
tension" and "Choosing a
and
Just
clos
the same.
e the accounts. -betw
problem does an about-face. You
een
a
doct
or
and
his
DEA
patient Physician." Other readers
R ABBY: Most peoMlilletlfle you meet
today needs to
who
KATHERINE V., EAST LIVcould be stunned Right now, don't
are inappropriate and cannot
ple complain about their jobs
he taken with a grain of salt He or
would like copies should send
ERPOOL. OHIO
buck the trend. Expenence the
be
cond
oned
.
she might not be everything you
beca
use
they
a
self-addressed, stamped No.
feel they don't
moment, and forget worrying about
DEAR KATHERINE V.:
Some people (generally
think Be smart
make enough money. My prob10 envelope and $2 for each
You have offered an excellent
wom
en)
occa
sion
ally develop report to Newslett
lem is the opposite. I love my
er, PO Box
suggestion, and I'm pleased to
strong feelings, both emotionJob, but I think I make too
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
al
and
phys
ical
,
for
their
phys
much money.
i- sure mention the title(s).
cians. This is understandable
My job is mostly simple
By The Associated Press
Penn tot an area of land that later
work that could be done by
Today is Tuesday, March 4
In 1925, President Calvin
became Pennsylvania
anybody -- yet I earn almost
the 64th day of 2008 There are
Coolidge's inauguration was broadIn 1791, Vermont became the cast
M2 days left an the year
live on 21 radio stations coast as much as my husband, who
(4th state.
West dealer.
is a supervisor in a technica
to coast
Today's Highlight in History
next club. It would then be a simple
l
In
1858, Sen. James Henry
Neither side vulnerable
On March 4, 17139. the Con
In 1933, Franklin D Roosevelt field. My boss always give
matter for declarer, after losing a
Hamm
ond. D-S.0. declared, -Cot- was
s
%mutton or the United States went
NOR
TH
inaugurated president, pledgme excellent reviews and doestrick to the heart king, to discard
ton Is king- in a speech to the
•
A
K
Q
105
into effect as the first Federal
ing to lead the country out of the
whatever losers he had left on
n't seem concerned.
1.1S Senate
8 74
Congress met in New York (The
Great Depression
dummy's spades.
It's
In
•
nice
11461
A
7
,
to
Abra
have
ham
the
Linco
kind
ln was
lawmakers then aduourned for lack
So at trick two, West shifted to the
In 1952, actors Ronald Rea+9 52
inaugurated president
king ofdiamonds! This did not figure
Maciminimi
gan and Nancy Davis were mar- of job that isn't stressful. But
WES
T
In
EAS
190X
T
.
a
I
fire at Lake View
feel guilty that a lot of peoto cost a uick even if South had the
on this date
61 4 3
' +911
School in Collinwood. Ohio. ned in San Fernando Valley, Calif. ple with
queen, because declarer's diamonds
more difficult jobs
V K 92
In 1681, Eng
In 1977, some 1,500 people
•
King Charles
5
laim
were due to disap
ed
the lives of 172 children I.I.Cfe
make less than I do. Should
Ugrantedac
killed in an earthquake that
*Q 8 6 5 3 2 spades eventually pear on dummy's
William andthreeadults
•A
Q
10
7
4
shook southern and eastern Europe
I tell my boss to give me a
I83
South took the Wag with the arc
SOUTH
pay cut, or take the money
and led a trump to the queen, losing
•7 6 2
to the king. West returned the jack of
and run? -- CUT OR RUN
if A QJ fteI5 3
diamonds, and it was now East's turn
IN WISCONSIN
1094
to shine.
•6
DEAR CUT OR RUN: I
Be reasoned that since West had
The bidding.
won't reveal your exact loca
ignored the club signal at trick one.
West
Nort
h
Lam
Smel
t
he
must have known declarer had
tion because many people
I.
1*
2+
2 111
more clubs. In addition, the unusuno
would kill to have your job.
3•
al
3V
4*
4 11
diamond lead from the
Opening lead — ace of clubs.
made it
The answer to your question
clear
West
was
inter
ested in obtainGood defense is usually a cooperis you should neither ask for
ing a diamond ruff. So East overtook
ative effort, with both defenders
the
jack
a pay cut nor take the money
with
the
quee
n and returned
making use of every inference
and run. Feeling as you do, scrap of information thry baseand a third diamond. and West trumped
at
their disposal. An excellent example with the rune to set the contract one
you should donate every cent
trick.
of two minds operating on the same
you feel you are overpaid to
East-West's excellent defense
wavelength is provided by today's
notwi
a charity (or to a therapist
thstanding. South should have
deal
who can help you overcome
West led the ace of clubs against made his contract anyway. He should
four hearts, and last signaled with have recognized the danger of an
your sense of guilt1
opposing diamond ruffand taken one
the
eight Had West now blind con- simpl
GO*
e step to prevent it.
tinued with a club, declarer lywoul
Had he ducked West's king of
Dear Abby is written by
have had no trouble scoring I I tricksd
diamonds at trick two, he would have
Abigail Van Buren, also
But West reasoned that since
made it impossible for West to reach
had supported clubs twice dunngEast
known as Jeanne
the
Phillips,
bidding. South would surely ruff the his partner's hand later, and the conand vras founded by her moth
tract
would have been secured.
er. Pauline Phillips.
Tomorrow: Rising to the occasion.
c2cres,o rwa,scfl.,...win,

Dr. Gott
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1 Kid's question
4 Monveur s
pate
8 Window frame
12 Yes to Angus
13 Grad
14 Charles Lamb
15 Snake River
loc
16 Quacks
18 Untamed
20 Psyches suitor
21 Mont neighbor
22 Thickness
23 Energy source
27 We - robbed
29 Galleon cargo
30 Tempestuous
31 Hungry a bear
32 Whichever
33 Four qt.
34 Type we
35 Cattails
37 L-o-n-g time
38 Glamorous
wrap
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39 Doll s cry
40 Wheel buy
(2 wds )
41 Search 42 PC alternatives
44 Traffic cone
47 Takeoff
51 Percent ending
52 Revival shout
53 Kind of tradibon
54 Overhead
railways
55 Maor League
play
56 Putted apart
57 Frying medium
DOWN
Stray
London par*
Wishes for
Opossum s
gripper
5 Stately tree
6 Elvis
hometown
7 Atlanta
university
I
2
3
4

Answer to Previous Puzzle

EIPM DOOR OUOM
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MOM
UOM =DOOM BO
EIMUOMO MPOO
MM MOO MEMO
IMMO MMMP
Map Emma DOB
3-4 02008 United Feature Syndicate
inc
8 Cast off
(2 wds
9 Cienger 10 Polite word
11 Sutlers from
17 Very

NM MIME MAIM
MINI MEM MIMI
WEI WINIMMINIMM
MIMI MEM
dOl AMR dada
ddll AIM AMM
EM
MN IMMIN AMM d
U
End= AIM INIM
AMIE MOM AM
U. MINI
addINIMMAM MUEd
M
MEM MEM MEM
MEM AIM din

19 Teaser
22 Apply a )immy
24 Lawrence s
inrts
25 Two-color
cookie
26 Feathered
talker
27 Balmy
28 Clueless
29 Add- (extras)
30 Cooling device
32 Resolute
33 Region
of India
36 Dorothy s aunt
37 Guarantee
38 Conviction
40 Role player
at Not hers
43 Element 18
symbol
44 Rain hard
45 Earthen jar
48 Cory dwelling
47 Tiny bit
48 Outback bird
49 Ballpoint
50 Jogged
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1ST REGION PREVIEW: LAKERS vs. BULLDOGS — WEDNESDAY — 6 P.M.

Dividing
our
You
or
per

SECTION B

MICHAEL DANN
Ledger & Times

Calloway County
head coach Bruce
Lane will battle an
old friend when his
Lakers face Fulton
City and
head
coach
George
Yarbro in the first
round of the First
Region
Tournament on Wednesday. Lane and
Yarbro were teammates and best
friends at Hickman
County
High
School.

FRIENDS LANE, YARBRO WILL SQUARE OFF AS FOES WEDNESDAY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wntet
Fulton City head coach George Varian)
might not be where he is today if it wasn't
for Bruce Lane.
The first-year Calloway County head man
used to give Yarbro rides to school when the
two were teammates at Hickman County. Both
natives of Clinton, Lane and Yarbro have been
tkst friends since childhood, played basketball
together in high schowl, and enjoyed the early
morning car rides together, too.

"We used to call each other at 7 o'clock
in the morning and he'd pick me up for
school," Yarbro recalled Monday afternoon.
"He's a best friend in the true meaning of
the word, but we don't like to meet in competition."
The two former teammates will do just
that Wednesday night as Lane's Calloway
squad squares off against Yarbro's Fulton City
Bulldogs in the first round of the First Region
Tournament.
•See LAKERS, 28

' OVC TOURNAMENT QUARTERFINAL:
MSU vs. TTU — TONIGHT — 7:30 P.M.

Wednesday
Fakes City vs. Calloway Co.
when: 6 pm
Where: Regional Special Events Center
Records: PC 16-10 (15-T), CC 17.13(11.10)

Last meeting: Calloway beat Fulton City 62-57 on Dec 4
in Murray
Key players: FC - Aaron Wilson (20 8 ppg) Dae'Ron
Williams (10 7 ppg, 94 rpg 47 apg), levin Hobbs (31
apg). CC - George Gamer (148 ppg, 9 1 rpg), TyrrelI
Willis (11 9 ppg 93 rpg). Chns Dobbins(42 /wil)
Coaches: George Yarbro (FC). Bruce Lane (CC)

1st REGION TOURNAMENT: LADY LAKERS 59, LADY FLASH 38

Ready To Run
KENNEDY WOULD LIKE TO SEE DUPLICATE
• PERFORMANCE FROM MARTIN GAME
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
• When asked point blank how
Billy Kennedy can duplicate
Saturday's surprising thumping
of Tennessee Martin. where the
Racers handed the Skyhawks
its most lopsided defeated in
35 all-time games with MSU
by 39 points (98-59), the second year head coach struggled
to find an answer.
But one quandary he didn't
haveola problem putting his finger on was how the improved
play of Bruce Carter and Ray
George, his, drily two seniors,
served as a spark in what
Kennedy calls the best time of
the season for college basketball.
Prior to Saturday night, the
largest margin for a Racer win
over the Skyhawks was 32
points (107-75) back in 1995.
But after 22 points from
Carter and 10 from George
who hounded Martin's superstar guard Lester Hudson in
the last regular season home
game,the Racers host Tennessee
Tech tonight with confidence,
swagger and maybe a little
chip on their shoulder.
Just last Thursday, MSU fell
71-66 in Cookeville to the
Eagles. but Kennedy sees a
whole different ballclub in front
of him.
The Racers have never failed
to host a game in the quarterfinals of the Ohio Valley Con-

TTU photo
Anthony Fisher, a four-year
starting guard for the Eagles,
will be a point of emphasis
for the Racer defense, who
will also try to stop TTU's
talented tandem of Amadi
McKenzie and Daniel Northern.
ference Tournament in the 12
years the league has been staging games on campus sites in
the quarterfinals. The Racers
would gain their 19th appearance in the semi-finals with a
win. They'll ultimately be trying to get to their 16th championship game in the last 21
tries dating back to 1988.
"When our seniors play well,
U See RACERS,213

OVC TOURNAMENT QUARTERFINAL:
MSU vs. MOR — TONIGHT —5:30 P.M.

BATTLE BETWEEN BROWN,
PITTMAN ONE TO WATCH
body to fall in love with their
By MICHAEL DANN
role; I want you to star in
Sports Editor
Jody Adams has an impec- your role. If you can't accept
cable sense of style — almost that, it's going to be tough on
as much as her assistant coach- you. I think that — 1 through
ing staff. Her game time attire 13 — they've accepted their
is as colorful as she is on the roles. They're very excited about
sideline.
their role and take pride in doing
One thing she's not howev- their role. I think that's big
er is "black and white." but for us right now."
What else is huge for the
that has to do more with playr roles than it does her out- Racers is the fact that MSU
its.
finished the regular season in
With a dress-to-impress atti- a three-way tie for second place,
ude. Adams has her Racer surging with a six-game win
women's basketball team in the streak.
Ohio Valley Conference TourThe Racers lead the OVC
nament,where as the No. 3 seed. in sconng (74.2 points per
her hallcluh will host Morehead. game), scoring margin (+10.0
the No. 6 seed, tonight at 5:30 ppg; second-place SEMO is at
p.m. at the Regional Special +5.8), field-goal percentage
Events Center.
(.448) and fewest turnovers
"I'm very black-and-white (13.4 per game). Murray State
bout roles. Your role can grow, also rank second in the league
ut that's up to you to make in three-point shooting (.3711,
that role grow. I want every•See MSU,28

LONE OAK TRIES
TO RUN WITH
LAKERS; FALLS
IN FIRST-ROUND
ACTION
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Lone Oak head coach Mike
Murphy had watched countless overmatched teams try to
figure out a way to score
against Calloway County's
three six-footers over the
course of the season.
Most
have
involved
attempting to slow the Lady
Lakers' transition game, and
most have been futile. So
Murphy decided to take another approach — run with them.
It didn't work particularly
well for the Purple Flash, who
fell 59-38 and trailed 50-18
before making a foerth-quarter surge against Calloway's
sttbS. But)' you can't"'blame
Murphy for trying. After all,
no First Region team has been
able to figure out a way to
beat the Lady Lakers this season.
"Trying to play a halfcoun
game against them isn't effective because they're so tall."
Murphy said. "We decided
our best chance to score some
points was to run with them.
You get a few easy baskets
in transition and you never
know what could happen if
they're not playing well."
What the strategy produced
instead was a back-and-forth
game that got wild at times
and ultimately led to a worn
out Lone Oak squad in the
third quarter. Calloway rode
a 10-0 run into halftime and
continued that momentum in
the third quarter. outscoring the
Purple Flash 17-7 in the period.
Lady Laker head coach
Scott Sivills said the Flash's
attempt at a transition game
played to his team's favor.
"That
was
advantage
toward us," he said. "Anyone who does that, that's our
advantage. We want that."
Calloway didn't shoot the
ball particularly well — just
33 pent — and fared even
worse at the free throw line,
where they went 13-for-23.
The Lady Lakers were able

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger 8. Times
Calloway County forward Kayla Cunningham handles the ball near midcourt in the
Lady Lakers' 59-38 first round win over Lone Oak Monday night in the First
Region Tournament at Racer Arena. Lone Oak guard Macey Evans plays defense
as Calloway's Averee Fields looks on.

to grab enough offensive
rebounds, however, to compensate.
His team's poor shooting
wasn't of too much concern
for Sivills, who cited his
squad's inexperience at shooting in a deeper Racer Arena.
"I'm pretty pleased with
the way we shot the ball,
considering we didn't get to
have practice in here," Sivills
said "When you just have 45
minutes to shoot around and
get some shots in, it can be

difficult.
"We missed some easy
shots, missed some opportunities to play better, but at
this point of the season, we're
worried about advancing."
The Lady Lakers did just
that, and will face Ballard
Memorial in the First Region
semifinals on Friday night at
the Regional Special Events
Center. Ballard scored an ugly
44-26 win over Hickman
County in Monday's other
first-routd contest.

First Region Tournament
Gdis F1nd Round (Ri4clin Aron.)
Monday
Cahoway Co 59 Lone Ook 30
BaNard Monsonai 44 Mallred Co. 26
Thema*
Pad Tilghman vs Menne Co.
6 p.m
Fullon Co vs Graves Co
7
,
15 p.m
Soy. First Round(MEC)
Wainoaday
Rahn Oh vs Camas Co
6 p.m
Graves Co vs Lone OW
7-30 p.m.
Thieedse
Marshall Co vs Hs:knurl Co
6 p.m
Pad Tilghman vs Mayleld
730 pm

The Purple Flash had a
chance to cut Calloway's lead
to 11 halfway through the
•See CONS,28

NEW WAVE COMMUNICATIONS RACER CLASSIC

MSU gets in before Mother Nature
RAIN-SHORTENED EVENT GOES TO RACERS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Megan McKinney watches her
approach shot on No. 8 Monday during the NewWave Communications Racer Classic at
Miller Memorial Golf Course.

By MSU Sports Information
a spot in sixth, while Bethany Yates finished in
The Murray State women's golf squad fired a 10th place after an 83. Alexandra Hinteregger
first round 319 at the NewWave Cortununications shot an 84 and was in 13th place in the field of
Racer Classic being played at the Racers' home 46 competitors.
course, Miller Mensaial GC, good enough for a
Other MSU players in the field as individuals
win after Monday's rain shortened the event.
included Kaysin Hutching in 21st place after an
The Racers total in the first round of the 36- 87 and Ashley Yates in 24th place with an 88.
hole event was good enough for a nine shot lead MSU's Sara Seay had a 90 and was in 29th
over second place Eastern Kentucky (328) and place.
II shots ahead of third place Tennessee Tech
Other collegiate teams in the field are Dayton
(330).
Individually, the Racers had three team mem- (352) in fourth place and South Carolina State
bers in the top six, including Megan McKinney, (354) in fifth place. The field is rounded out by
Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne (357) and Wisconsinwho is in first place after a 76.
MSU's Joyce Trus (playing as an individual) Green Bay (390).
Eastern Kentucky's Kelli Warner had a holefinish tied for second place with Tech's Diana
in-one on the 18th hole at Miller using a nineCarson as both shot 78's.
MSU's Andrea Downer finished in fourth place wood from 150 yards. Her resulting 80 put her
after a 79. Caroline Lagerborg's 81 was good for in fifth place.

•Lakers
draw both C0111.11CS arc
with, and it creates what,
• Si paper. would appear to be a
.IOSC. ottipetitnie Mati.iiiip to up
oft the tournament Wednesday
night at the Regional Special
Events Center.
But while Line and Yalta°
ii4---•hati happy that region
tavontes Paducah Tilghman and
larNhall County sit on the oppoite side • 4 the bra. ket MOM their
Its
s

pleilsed

squads. they arett t pleased that

they'll be coaching .pis,site ea.h
other for the second tune this
season.
"These are game, I don't enjoy
playing," said Line. who could
coach against his mentor. Graves
County's Tary Birdsong. in the
sarufinals. It makes for an interesting night, a kit of mixed emotions. We've been mend.'. for 10plus years."
It was only fitting that Line's
first game as a head coach would

have been opposite Yarteu. Calloway's 62-57 victory over the
Bulldogs on Dec. 4 WAS the Lakers' first game of the season —
and Lane's first roimung the sideline at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Fulton City was without leadtrig scorer Aaron Wilson(2).8 ppgi
at the time, and both schools
had just begun practicing with their
key °armaments due to extended football seasons.
Wilson played the majority of
the season for the Bulldogs, but
had to miss several games due
to injury at the end of the regular season. He didn't play in
Fulton's 51-34 loss to Murray,
nor did he play in the Bulldogs'
regular-season finale loss to Heath
before returning to the lineup in
last week's district tournament.
He'll be ready for Wednesday's
contest.
"We wanted him to get treatment and rest, so we'd have him
ready for the postseason," Yarbro
said.

With both teams relying so
strongly on rebotindmg, both
ccasches are aware that the game
could be won or lost on the
boards.
"We know we're not going
to shoot a high percentage," Yarbro
said "I tell my kids, the more
shuts we get up in transition, the
better we're able to rebound. When
you look at Fulton City, you
look at high boards and not great
percentages. We have to get offensive rebounds."
The Bulldogs will likely try
to speed up Calloway and turn
the game into a half-cowl contest. The Bulldogs are at their
best in transition, and at their
worst when forced to settle into
a slowdown half-court offense.
One mere in which the Laken enjoy an apparent advantage
is in outside shooting. Fulton
City doesn't shoot well from the
field, and if Calloway freshman
Brock Simmons can find his stroke
from three-point land, the Bulldogs will have a hard time keeping 'MCC.

potential first-round matchups with
Tilghman and Graves, got the
best draw it amid have hoped
for at the coaches' gathering Saturday morning. But that doesn't
change the fact that they have a
tall order ahrad of than in getting past the athletii,‘ Bulldogs.
"Aaron Wilson is as athletic
as anybody," Lane said of the
Fulton City star who also plays
quarterback on the football team.
"They're athletic enough that they
can get in the lane, and a lot of
tunes they make a living on the
offensive glass. They get a lot
of fast break points, so we're
going to have to get back."
If any of that sounds similar
to Cidloway, it isn't too far off.
The two squads resemble each
other in mote ways than one —
they struggle to score at times,
rely on offarsive rebounding to
get second-chance opportunities
and both have plenty of athleticism.
Calloway. which dodged

•MSU
just six points in the Racers'
LINEUPS
favor. If the two meetings are
STATE
MURRAY
night's
any indication. Tuesday
Prelehis ftwilers
game will all but surely come No Name
Pos. Yr Flt
Jr 5-8
Amber Gulley GI
05
down to defense.
Sr 5-5
15 Shales@ Petty
That's fine for Adams, who 20
Sr 5-3
G
Lee
Alarm'
preaches defense, but more 23 Ashley Hayes Ci/F Jr 5-10
Sr 6-5
importantly defensive rebound- 54 Angela Brown C
ISSINVIS
ing.
Yr HE
Pos.
Name
No
Sr 5-8
"We've got to continue to 02 Gartroa kreetiews G
Fr 8-1
take care of the boards on the 12 Terrible Wynn CoF
SO 5-8
Mallory Lucken G
24
defensive side," Adams said. 31 JeWeCa JeCksonCef
5-10
SO 5-9
"At the end of the season, in 35 Kayla Vance G
SO 5-10
ThananF
tournament play, that shot may 40 Jeernyne
Jr 5-8
G
50 Page Gufley
not fall for you, and that's 53 Pam Bea
So 6-1
where your defense colTICS into
MOREHEAD SINE
play, rebounding the ball. That's
Pos. Yr. MIL
No. Name
why you hear the greats say 02 Omre Bozeman G
Fr 5-10
Sr 5-8
Torah Combs G
this in women's basketball,
Sr 5-7
Mho Smat-VMErns G
including,my mentor, Pat Sum- 23 graridi
So 6-0
Rayburn F
40
mit: that the bottom line is: 43 Brittany Pittman C
So 8-3
MOWS
It comes down to defensive
Pos. Yr. HE
No. Name
rebounding. That is true for 03
Jr 5-7
PhInwha Lrdsey G
us. along with our mentality." 21 Marceya Mingo G
Fr 5-8
Fr 5-8
One key to making that a 24 Candyce Flynn G
So 5-9
Amanda Green G
31
reality could come from the play 33
Jr 6-0
F
Brittany Bass
of Angela Brown, who at 6foot-5. will match up down to Make a move to get the
low with Morehead State's ant- shot off — I thought that bothtany Pittman, who stands in at ered her.
6-foot-3.
"All of her shots were con"I think Angela Brown is tested, and she really had to
huge for us. They have a great work hard against a bigger.
inside player. Brittany is long stronger body in Angela. Now
and lanky. She's a great shj,it- that Angela's been through it.
114)
I
In the teams' two regular- blocker (rankcil second in the she's seen everybody twice, she
season meetings, both games nation), but I thought that understands where she can make
Angela's physical play and abil- an impact tor us in the paint
were intense battles that
11 it) to challenge her shots and and defensively "
3
"
down to the final buzzer
ended by a final margin • of force her to move -- the has
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turnover margin (+3.21 per
game) and assist-to-turnover
ratio (1.(J6).
Individual Racers leading the
()V(' include Ashley Hayes in
sconng with 18.4 points per
game and defensive rebounds
with 6.36 per game, Amber Guffey in free-throw percentage at
.9)9. and Shaleea Petty in assistto-turnover ratio at 2.18
Morehead State (11-17, 9II ()VC) has won its last four
games of the regular season
to finish in a tie for sixth with
Eastern Kentucky. wjnning the
No. 6 seed by virtue of its
regular-season sweep of the
Colonels. The Eagles rank first
in the OVC in field-goal percentage defense (.362). threepoint field-goal percentage
defense(.301 ). rebounding(38.3
per game), blocked shots (6.52
per game), three-pointers per
game (8.24) and slafensive
rebounds (27.24 per game).
Brittany
Individually,
Pittman leads the league in
rebounding (9.2 per game) and
blocked shots (4.17 per game).
while Tarah ('ombs leads the
()VC in three-pointers per game

4ril10 ,

.S"CORE EN CP441

Haverstock Insurance Agency

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Monday s Scores
By The Associated Press
GIRLS BASKETBALL
1st Region First Round
Calloway Co 59 Lone Oak 38
2nd Region First Round
Livingston Central 59 Hopkins Co
Central 58
3rd Region First Round
Grayson Co 52. Apollo 50
Muhlenberg North 53. Meade Co 33
Ohio Co 78, Hancock Co 34
Owensboro Catholic 54. Ednxonson Co

as
4th Region First Round
Bowling Green 65 Todd Co Central 45
5th Region First Round
Elizabethtown 63 Adair Co 26
Neilson Co 74 Green Co 67
6th Region First Round
Anderson Co 53 Owen Co 38
Walton-Verona 55 Oldham Co 47
Region First Round
Conner 57 Highlands 46

•CCHS

Murray State Basketball

OVC TOURNAMENT
FIRST ROUND!
WOMEN VS. •
" MOREHEAD ST
@ 5:30 P.M.

20
Sir

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
2'1 S '21" St .l.l.rra, Ki•753-.14'

From Page 1B
second quarter and stay within striking distance,
but Lone Oak couldn't score despite two grabbing two offensive boards and getting two easy
attempts under the basket.
A layup by Rachel Adams on the other end
stretched Calloway's lead to 15 and sparked
the 10-0 Lady Laker run that would finish out
the half, putting Lone oak in a 33-11 halftime
hole that would be insurmountable.
"We talked about continuing to push the ball
in transition," Sivills said of the stretch. "We
talked about getting to the free throw line,
talked about getting easier shots, just little
things."
Kayla Cunningham scored six of her 14
points in the second quarter and Haley McCuiston notched the final four points of the half in
a solid six-point effort off the bench for Calloway.
Averee Fields' eight points didn't stand out
on the stat sheets, but the freshman forward
was the spark .for Calloway's defensive intensity in the first half. She grabbed several steals
that helped the Lady Lakers close out the first
quarter on an 8-0 run.
"Averee is everywhere," Sivills said of his
6-foot diaper dandy. "She's too unselfish, but
she does a lot of other things to make us a
better team. Her intensity on the floor, her

Coy Holy Cross 61, Dixie Heights 41
10th Region First Round
Harrison Co 49 George Rogers Clark
36
Mason Co 55 Bishop Braman 37
11th Region First Round
Lea Henry Clay 81 Madison Southern
26
Madison Central 64 Woodford Co aa
12th Region First Round
Casey Co 72 East Jessamine 35
Lincoln Co 50. Wayne Co 40
13th Region First Round
Clay Co 38. Whitley Co 18
Middlesboro 68. Barbourville 40
14th Region First Round
Knott Co Central 77 Woile Co 37
Powell Co 67, Leslie Co 63
15th Region First Round
Betsy Layne 71, Belfry 56
Johnson Central 65, Shelby Valley 35
16th Region First Round
Ashland Blazer 48. West Carter 38
Raceland 43. Bath Co 37

rebounding, her guard athleticism."
Up until that 8-0 run, the Lady Lakers had
struggled. Lone Oak tied the game at seven on
an Ally Heine three-pointer, before going scoreless for the remainder of the quarter.
The flu-stricken Heine scored 14 points to
lead the Purple Flash. She sat out of practice
yesterday and was a game-time decision for
•
Lone Oak.
Adams paced the Lady Lakers, scoring 2(2points and pulling down 16 rebounds to complete the double-double. She made 8-of-13 from
the field but struggled at the charity stripe,
shooting 4-of- I I.
Sivills challenged his squad after the win to
start games with more intensity, something he
says his team will have to do to advance in . •
the region tournament.
"We just have to have a better mindset corning into the ballgame." he said. "I could just •
tell some of our veteran kids, their minds
weren't focused into the game 1(X) percent."
7
15

Lone Oak
Calioway Co

4
18

7 20 — 38
17 9-59

Lone Oak (7-23) — Heine 14 Williford 10 Fellows 4 Brown 3.
Sanders 3. Brantley 2 Starks 2
FG: 12-56 3-pt: 27 FT: 8-14 Rebounds: 27 Fouls: 18
Calloway Co. (27-5) — Adams 20 Cunningham 10. Fields 8.,
Starks 6, McCuiston 6 Butts 4 Jones 1
FG: 22-67 3-pt: 2-11 FT: 13-23 Rebounds: 42 Fouls: 18

•Racers
From Page 1B
Kennedy said Monday when he addressed members of the media. "When we
get Bruce Carter and Ray
George playing on both ends
of the floor and they play like
they're capable of playing, it
picks up our post play. If our
post play picks up we have a
chance to be very successful."
The first order of business
for the Racer post play will
be trying to defend Tech's
Amadi McKenzie and Daniel
Northern.
Northern had 12 points and
10 rebounds in the win at
Cookeville, while McKenzie
added eight and eight.
At the Regional Special
Events Center back in January. Northern had 19 points
and six boards, while McKenzie added 10 points and 12
boards.
"We really did a poor job
of baffling in the post," Kennedy
said "They just threw it in
there and scored at will. We're
going to have to do a better
job of helping and competing
in the post."
On the Monday OVC teleconference, Tennessee Tech
head coach Mike Sutton talked
of his team being injured and
sick. When Kennedy was questioned about the statement all
he could take away was it.tvas
made known to him at the end
of the game in Cookeville that
that's huge,-

Northern may have broken his
•-•
LINIUPS
nose late in the game, although
MURRAY STATE
Monday was the first confirProbable Starters
mation Kennedy said he had. No Name
Mt WtI
Yr 6-9 mot:.
So
F/C
While trying to limit North- 43 Tony Easley P".
G
Sr 6-4 2011kri
Bruce Carter
ern and McKenzie in the post.
So 6-4 1 :s
12
Danero ThomasG
Kennedy's efforts will also be 4 Tyler Holloway G
Jr 6-2 1
Jr
on trying to contain Eagles 10 Kevin Thomas G
IIESONES
*M:
four-year starting guard Antho1 %Z
::
.
Pos. Yr Mt. W
Name
ny Fisher.
ta.„-'
6-4
Fr
G
Matt Fralier
6-4
a
Sr
G
Fisher
Ray
George
called
Kennedy
Fr 6-0 170
Picasso Cerrnors G
guard that can score in a lot
So 6-6 214
Maroon Williams F
of ways and it will be imporJr
6-4 179
F
Jared Key
Fr 6-1 leo
Jewuan Long G
tant for his Racer defense to
Jr 6-6 250
Tarod Sanders PC
pick him up in transition and
So 6-8 240
Georges Foiso C
limit his buckets in transition.
TENNESSEE TECH
"He's really good going from
Pos. Yr. Ht.
No, Name
one end to the other end. He 20
Jr 6-9 210
Daniel Northern C
Sr 6-7 230
got to the free throw line a 10 Anted McKenhe F
F
So 6-2 180
Davis
Frank
30
bunch of times against us. He's
So 6-1 190
G
WIN Barnes
21
a very good offensive player," 02
Sr 6-3 185
Anthony Fisher G
we
thought
"I
added.
Kennedy
1111361613
Pos. Yr. Hi WI.
did a poor job, our post guys No Name
Jr 6-0 172.
03 Jason Smiley G
did a poor job of rotating when 04 Mew Slcoiers G
Jr 6-4 210
took
and
lane
the
Jr 6-7 210
he curled in
05 Charles Moore F
5-10175
G
Jr
Walker
12
Zac
jump shots. We have to be
Fr 6-4 193
Lao Leen°
15
more aware of where he is at. 23 Jeremy JacksonG
Fr 6-6 190
Sr 8-4 190
When he touches it he's try- 24 Rashaud Nixon G
F
Fr 8-8 220
Inameti
Bassey
32
ing to wore. He's very offenFr 6-6 193
David Monaya G
34
sive minded. When he and 45 ha Shun Braynt C
Jr 6-9 295
McKenzie touch the ball, they're
looking to score and we have home; we're more aggressive
to be aware of that."
at home. We have to be able•
If there is anything that to score in transition though,
Kennedy has to his advantage -because when it becomes a
in the quarterfinals its being able half cowl game, it's to their.
to play at the friendly con- advantage."
fines of the RSEC, where this
year. MSU has dropped just
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY
two games.
"We're confident we're at
lituly Suitor
home. We play much better at Lill itir fr..:, -..'.7:f 1.3,':,
SWdts'n:'''''f
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CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR, INC.
1 $10 State RI

1 2 1 So , Ilitayfiels1

• 247181•6

*Peary - Friday • 7700 ii.a..- 5:00

MEN VS.
TENNESSEE TECH
@ 7:30 P.M.
Bruce Cart, ,

Tickets: 809-4895 or Ticketmaster.com

www.GoRacers.com

TIRES
•MICHELIN .GOODYEAR .DAYTON
'TOY° .FIRESTONE •KUMHO

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
•Brakes
*Shocks
•Struts

•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
'Used Tires

TV, radio
TODAY
MEN S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Purdue at Ohio St
ESPSI2 — Miens (Ohio) at Kent St.
II p.m.
ESPN — Arkansas at Mesessipps
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS — Buffalo at Pneenitalai
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — UEFA Cnampoons WOW
playolts. 143th finals. leg 2, AC Miss
vs Arsenal FC at Milan. Katy
4 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC -- UEFA Champions
Llecue pley041*. 1/9ti letele Mg 2.
Barcelona vs Celtic FC, at Barcelona.
Spain (same-cloy tape)

Locally

couuum BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM — Murray Stale
women vs Morehead Stele women
OVC guaneranais lourrierment
7 p.m.
WFGE 103 7 FM WNBS IMO AM
Murray State men vs Tennessee Tech
OVC guanidine+. 101JMOON1,01
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Legal Notice
94 Apple Cafe of Kentucky Inc . 1005 Arcadia
Circle, Murray, KY 42071 hereby declares intention
to apply for a Alcoholic Beverage Limited
Restaurant By The Drink license no later than 4-108. The business to be licensed will be located at
1005 Arcadia Circle, Murray, Kentucky 42071, doing
businesa as Big Apple Cafe. The owners are as follows, Owner, Boone Chamber of 407 Elderberry Dr,
Dexter, KY 42036 and Owner, Kaycee Cooper, 1631
College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Any person,
eaarociati00, corporation, or body politic may protest
the granting of the license by writing the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003
Twilight Trail, Frankfort, KY 40601-8400, within 30
day. of the date of this legal publication.
Ordinance Number 2006-1467 an ordinance
amending Ordinance Number 794, Codified as
Section 156 of the City of Murray Code of Ordinannw
as it pertains to Definitions, Zoning Districts, Sign
Regulations, and the Board of Zoning Adjustments.
Ws H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor

to

Auxin.
Ws Hada McClure
Hari& McClure, City Clerk

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

inds

Ordinance Number 2008-1456 an ordinance
amending Chapter 156, Zoning Code, of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinances to create a new section
regarding Transient Business Regulations
H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing. Mayor
Attest
as Harla McClure
Herta McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
to Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
hPM on the
I St Sat of the month

•
Woad

e

Atc• OUNTING clerk
Payroll, A,'P. A/R Excel
eVenence a must
sfiffkingness to learn
Pkiasant personality
Call 270-436-2798 ask
for Lorraine.
BABYSITTER needed.
Coll 270-227-7951.

PAINTER/BOOM
Operator Ten plus
experience
years
painting in a commercial or industnal environment with aerial
boom-lift certification
Or 5 years of boom-lift
experience. Call 931436-5353
OTR drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
MVR.(800)468-6087
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the fat'lowing position
FIN/LPN- Sat & Sun
6p-6a WOfit 12 hrs.
get paid for 16 hrs Or
if you need full time
hours and benefits you
may pick up Mon 10p6a.
SRNA Full time 6A-2P
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Neale) Care. 402 W,
Farthing St. Mayfield.
KY 42066
HELP Wanted

S4

ague
dan

AM Toth,

CAREER OPPORTUNITY Local insurance
office has opening for
an entry-level staff
POsition If you are
pleasant and personable, career-minded
ambitious. a self starter
wth good work habes,
piease apply in person
at 707 South 12th,
Suite A. Murray. KY
NO PHONE CALLS,
BUSY Physician office
in need of
Clerical/Front
Dask/Nuning
Assistant MondayFriday 9-5 Please
Sand MUTT* A refer
Mose to P.O. Box
1040-13 Murray, KY
42071

Insurance Customer
Service - Western KY
and Northwestern TN Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representatives Duties include
commercial and per
sonal line insurance
customer service
Salary based on
experience P&C and
Life license a Plus but
not mandatory for the
right candidate Office
and training provided

iirtigifo!&
Brothasen of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the tollowing positions
• Director of Nursing of a 34 bed unit
• RN charge nurse
• LPN
We offer competitive wages along saith an
excellent benefit package. Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street,
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Nurses Aide/CNA
PAN. Training and working all shifts as needed. Must be flexible and mature. 11 you would
enjoy working with the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fern Terrace 1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray
EOE
060

060
Hs Waritol

Wenisd
JOIN Murray's favorite
Home
Medica
Equipment Company'
Due to growth we are
accepting applications
for Full-time 'Row
Therapist" Must be
license certified in
state of KY. Benefits
available. Apply at
Holland Medical 905
Arcadia Cir. Murray
MECHANIC
Part-time
Apply at Murray rental
& Sales
200 East Main, Murray
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789
deloiseadams()yahoo
COT

PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional
journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 North
12th St.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance experience
not
helpful
but
required Training will
be provided if necessary Send resume to.
1040-R,
P.O. Box
Murray. KY 42071
TOYOTA of Murray is
looking for the right
person to become pail
of its professional
sales team. Apply in
person at 1301 South
12th Street ask for
Chad or Andy
Nunserttax Displays
a growing manufacturing company, is seeking
outgoing, reliable, well
organized individuals
to assist our expanding
client base Full and
time
Sales.
part
Customer
Service.
Shipping,
and
Production positions
available Work week
Mon-Fn. 8-5, no weekends.

SLEEP Central Call
Center is now hinng
for FULL-TIME
Patient Caro
Coordinators. PCCs
are responsible for
processing incoming
calls from patients and
locations dunng nonbusiness hours.
Experience in medical
field and administra
hoe record management preferred, but
not required. Strong
customer service
background preferred.
Full time hours will be
Monday - Friday,
12pm to 9prn
Please deliver or mail
your resume to 120
Max Hurl Dnve
Murray, KY or email
to
elizabeth cam 0rotech
corn We are an
Equal Opportunity
Employer

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF'
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted.
Various Part lime
Positions:
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees,
March 10. Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
12800 US Highway
68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment
270-354-6568

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270759-9553
WANTED
In need of someone to
my
care/mentor
teenage son while I
work Must be responsible and be able to
pass a background
check Must have a
vehicle Please contact
Lisa 0 (270)205-0589
WILL clean houses,
spring clean or clean
offices Weekty Of by
sob (270)492-8171 ask
tor Lynda

BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray.
GOLD Gallery
in Benton pays top
dollar for your old
gold! Broken chains.
rings, act. & silver
coins. We've been
buying gold for 29years. Gold Gallery
Hwy 641 Benton, KY.
Call (270)527-3372

SCRAP
CARS
Po itri('if Ilk

I

hey . logo Parlk
753-5500
WASTE oil: Will pick
up used motor oil.
Drum exchange. MDF
270-436-2215

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

08 hot tub. New in
package. 6-7 person,
7HP. 46 lets, ozone,
water fat. Full warren
ty. Retail. $7,698. Must
sell. $4.200. 573-3001031
COME visit our new
showroom! Replogle
flooring.
hardwood
9875 Hwy 79 South,
Henry. Tenn (731) 2432568. We are sawmill
to showroom. Pre-finished flooring close-out
special! Discounted
and seconds, while
supplies last. 13,000
feet.
Sycamore,
Beech, Cherry, White
Oak in various widths
and finishes. Sold as is
$2.00-12.50 sq. ft.
Come see us' MonThurs 8-5, Fn .8-4. Sat
8-3.
DOUBLE vanity with
cabinet- white, like
new, best offer 2932442
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc package, retails
14,500, selling for
sell
$1.600, must
(573)300-1031
ORECK Vacuum
cleaners bags & belts
Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield

[
121Amihrices

WARD-ELK1NS
On

graFtwashings
FOR Sale. Sectional
Couch, Neutral Color,
Pillow
with
Loose
Back. Clean, Good
Condition
$100.00
753-8109
QUEEN mattress set260. 25" Phillips TV$70. 753-4758
1(1 I \* s \I %I

"ft 60'1 1b
r or' qt.\ If
I
'''''I, ,
,

All WINTER
CLOTHES
75% OFF NOW!
GOING 11.00
MARCH 8TH

All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
(*nate Control

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

753-3853

.6
Stomp /lintels

claw feet, 4 chairs and
leaf $350.00. Ablounge ultra, like new
$80.00.(270)767-2229
190:FARM EQUIPMENT:
Woods 121 Bush hog
cutter 10' wide, good
shape $2,000.00 7538428 293-6082

3&413R, 28A available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR Duplex, water furnished, $700/mo,
lease & deposit
required. 227-0375
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer. Great location
Pet and smoke free.
$350mo
includes
water. 226-8006

MINTY EOPINIft
1 989
Case
580K
XtendaHoe,
4WDr,
runs good $14,500
Call 293-2512

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7353
Tows.lcoracristoorailiy.cors
DUPLEX 2BR, 1-1/2
bath, all appliances,
storage shed, handicap
accessible
$525/mo. 436-5685

Homes For SW
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Gol
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands!' Call now
731-584-9429
-"OWNER
FINANCE"'
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean late model'
doubleivide. Country
setting, 3 bed. 2 bath,
garage, off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd. Murray 14,500.00
Down. 1585.00 monthly. Call Ruthe
(270)753-2222.
•"OWNER
FINANCE"
4 BR, 2-1/2 bath,
2.300 sq. ft. pool.
detached garage
$4,950 down.
$695/mo, 144 Seth
Lane. 753-1011
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56. 31311,
28A. $4,950 down
$649.00 month, 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
L270)753-1011
'07 16x68 Northern
Butt set-up in Hardin.
28R IBA. 1-800-4553001
1997 16x80 Belmont
3BR. 2BA. with out(270)227building.
9467
lellsoss For Rad
NICE 28R trailer, no
pets 753-9666

ft1,1
,
1$

(270) 753-1713

BEACH
110114TORAGE

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

MOTORCYCLE
helmets, jackets. &
saddlebags. Jerry's
Sporting Goods,
Mayfield

RI PI. %1N

Went to Buy

Please Reply to
Murray Ledger PO
Box 1040-A Murray
KY 42071

BUYING
Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repeari/Upgrockos
759.3554

Email resumes and letters of interest to
salesenurneritex.com

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

VISA

Aporteenb For Rant
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a message. 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
Wit). No pets
(270)436-5496
18.2 BR apts, 1 -year
lease:1BR $35000.
2BR $475.00 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
2BR 2BA. Duplex
garage, all appliances
$650. 436-5685
28R apartments avail
able Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. no pets 7532905
2BR duplex. 2BA
garage. No pets 7537457 or 227-305428R duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished, Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

o
60

DUPLEX 2BR, 213A,
404 Bambi Ct. North,
no pets. (270)3762746 (270)841-5653
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer, dryer 7595885 or 293-7085
EXTRA nice large, like
new, 2BR, 2 Bath, we
carpet, appliances,
almost new. $595/mo.
1410-B Hilly/00cl 7533018
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no petS
$260/mo 753-5980

2. 3 & 4BR houses
&
deposit
Lease
required. 753-4109

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600-

livestock & Sumba
34 Angus Balancer
Gelbvieh, Bulls, selling
March 18, 6:15p.m. at
MSU Expo Center
Information or catologs
call (270)556-4259
BERMUDA grass hay
square bales. $6 731514-3632

PARKSIOE
STORAGE

Murray Ledger ric Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

753-8756 759-1369

All real estate advertised herein
is subsect to dw Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefernice limitation or discnnunalion based on race, (not religion Ses, handicap, familial status or national onmn or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrinurie
hoc

COMMERCIAL proper
ty. 4 shops. 9 storage
buildings. 6,800 sq.tt.
Immediate
income.
Fully
rented.
Downtown
area.
$198,000. (270)7539887.

EMI

State laws forbid discrimination
m the sale, rental or acherming
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingh accept its
advertising for real estate which
a not or violation of the I" All
are hereby informed
thai alldwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For turtiwr assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,(703)648-1000

2 sided 12 X 24'
Billboard
Location Hwy 641
South (Midway area)
POC is Mike Conley
0 OBAR
PH: 270.293.3232
GARAGE, office on
paid lot set-up for a
used car lot $750
703-4768

C.••••1••••,

Lots For Sais
SARATOGA
3AC.,
FARMS, back nght corner. White fence in
front. 270-519-2290

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480

r

iga& Sappho

DOG Obedience
436-2858.
PAPILLON
female
pups $250 Brussels
Griffon male pup $125
748-5575

6.5 acres on Wrather
Road. Beautiful building site. $42.000 7535010. 293-0425
PARIS, TN area
22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek. Good
hunting, great building
site. $2,500 an acre. 1877-275-0543
s

38R, IBA, Brick with
hardwood floors,
newly remodeled, no
pets. 1710 Farmer
Ave.
$700 monthly
(270)293-4602
501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath;
washer/dryer;
dishwasher: refrigerator:
living/dining
stove:
rooms, bonus room:
screened porch; hardwood floors. 270-7611317

subscribe to the

LgbRaR&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
3m..
Pile
$11.00
SP SO 3 me.
6 leo.
6 Mo..-$66.10
lye.-$9.00
1 yr.-2104.00
All Other Mail
Subscription..
175.00
3so.---1711.$0 3 me.
6 me.--$010 6*ie..$96.00
1 yr.-SUOMI I IL
00
Rest of KY/TN
rPoryese & tiorieserso,

10X19 storage unit
Murray
Downtown
9887
840 753\
KEY MINI

Check

Money Order

Visa

MA

WAREHOUSES
Name
1850 SI RI. 121S
Murray. KY 4201•
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

I St. Address
I
City
I State
I
Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with paym- ent to

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42471
Or call (270) 763-1916

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
•

•-• •

••••• .11
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Murray Ledger & "Ilne
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l

raa-oftw

ifol
iorciebe & ATVs

2005 Grizzly Yamaha
•"OWNER
660. automatic, 4FINANCE'••
No credo check' Clean wheel drive. deferential
and nice 38R IBA lock, electronic display.
miles, 24hrs.
115
home on lot in Puryear
080
1.292 sqft hardwood $4,800
appliances (270)293 3264
floor,
$3.900 down, $475
monthly Cali Ruthie
Mahn'
(270)753-2222

Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free peck-upclekvery
in Murray 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Home & Mobile Home
additions
repair,
decks. 227-0587. 75i
0363

USED TIRES

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, goner
cleaning, hauling, etc
insured.

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 437
3344

PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeling
AciciruonsiCecks
Floors, Water Damage.

438-5141 A-AFFORDAISLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

DOOM. Windows.

Roofing.
e
Mobile
All
Repair
Brick, block.
We're not a handyman.
Insured
759-4704 or 978-2391

Commander in Mideast
says violence in Iraq
dramatically decreased,
but gains not irreversible

By The Associated Press
forces in the
WASHINGTON (AP)- The conuilander of U.S.
violence in
of
a
decrease
c
dramatic
e
a
HLUZ1
Middle East says there has been
14. 15. 16 inch
Since 1986
e.
irreversibl
not
are
gains
such
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"By almost every measure, the security situation
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prepared
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Fallon
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William
insured
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.
Committee
Call 753-5606
small
or
All Jobs - big
Paving
TRENCHING
hearing today before the Senate Armed Services
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Still, "multiple strains of violent extremism remain a
.'562, 227-0267
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759-0501
populace
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governmen
Sport utility
753-1537
external support," namely Iran and Syria, he added.
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Fallon's cautious optimism could help lay the groundwor
'99 Lexus RX300
Service
Handyman
Gen. David Petraeus, the
summer.
this
Iraq
in
reductions
troop
38EDROOkl, 2Bath
in
Silier/grsi, four wheel
halt
Odd fobs. Free estiBush to wait
with basement in town
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top commander in Iraq, is expected to ask President
mates.(270)762-0910.
Call
Tracy
$89900
home more
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as
late
until as
Williams 0 Campbell
S9.1400.
Construction
troops than already scheduled.
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.Flooring •Decks
from
759-8780
By July, the Pentagon is on track to complete its reduction
270-227-4869
-Vinyl siding
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Iraq.
to
deployed
brigades
Army
active-duty
15
to
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Home Improvements
4BEDROOM. 2Bath.
'05 Equinox. $9,999
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(270)978-2111
fenced in backyard on
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attacked a government building revised that figure.
CUSTOM Yard mownot.
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In his testimony, Fallon makes clear that Petraeus' views will
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7594151 • 293-2783 collapse and trapping soldiers
4424641-North CH& 2008 Chevy MON
293-2784
inside, officials said.
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Call
Appliances, Carport,
LTZ 34k loaded,
Four people - two NATO
Small Greenhouse.
Good thru March 15, 2008
excellent condition.
Ilamilton Craniti.
753-1916
soldiers and two Afghan civilLarge Fenced
has remaining factory
Marbli.
Backyard. Circle Drive. warranty $14,500
ians- were killed in that attack
to place
3301 St. Rt 121N.
Patio. 2/Room
(270)705-5818
and 19 other people, including
an ad in
753-8087
Workshop. Sena;
c soldiers, were wounded. offi2004 Volvo S40,
Barn-Outbuilding,
Imm liarriblion • 241.-092
All For only
Clean Air Filter
la's said.
97.500 miles, sun-roof
Tractor Carport
!tier %turd.. • 2'1I.1722
Check Firing
AM/FM/CD, dark Mu,
Initially. NATO officials said
Chicken Coop,

OWNER FINANCE"
No credit check, pc
vale 3bifd. 2batti horns,
in secluded area near
lake Recently 'Genoa
Sled including paint
updated electncal
12
plumbing
Toarose. Hamlin, KY
$4,900 Down. $595
rno Call Ruth 753-

5 killed, including 2
NATO soldiers, in 2 days
of Afghan bombings

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
PUSH MOWERS

LEDGER &TIMES

Storage & Tool Shed.
Large trees. $95,000
Open House Saturday
fient-12pm 615-804-

exactor with Ian lime,
or $9.600 Call 753
8802 day. 293-9761
night

JOE'S JOBS
S,ii.iII Iii qiNeitold
tcpau
Si-rio ii
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DEB RELI .

aid i Irk
it it'titlI

Vans

753-4344• 227-.

11.•ti,

'goy

sift w.t re.stis error
ertssolvers trim
12701781-110%11

1000 Dodge Wand
Sport
Caravan
138.000 miles $4,500
48'4 ?038
timenin-: shrubs
SOO

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage waterfront lot_ with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock concrete
ramp
boat
Cali
6275,000 00
753-2905 or 293-8595
MUST See" Just built
brick
2.500 sq ft
home Double garage
Private & beaubhil 2.
acre lot, 3/4 mile to
town $1 39.000 270519-8570 by owner,
Murray
NEW brick home.
Saratoga Springs I
38R. 38A, LA. DR.
Kitchen. Sun-room
2.950 sq ft heated
1289.000 293-2582
Construction
NEW
Finished
Just
Saratoga II 413R 28A
contemporary home
24 hour recorded mes800-986-2789
sage
extension 2061
Own.
to
RENT
2-30R
Coldwater
home 1100-91116-2719
extensor 2061
5
- .11FIATOGA U. New
Once home, 48R, 31f28A, IR, OR.
Kitchen, Sun•roorn. ate
& hardwood. 3.25040
It 5349 000 203-2562

Cab us we miIi be
glad to help
IlOu'flet tilldger # Tows

-53-2622
II: 227-0726
2005 Ford F-150, 4X4.
loaded. 17,300 miles.
condition
excellent
1(88 $21,400 Asking
$19,600 Call 7534895 Of 293-8944
B1991 Mazda
2200 pack-up, extended cab. automatic.
139k, needs motor
vis& best otter.
(270)759-3443 afar
Sem
1990 F-350 with 12
Cargo van.
73 Diesel Auto
New tires
$3495
PH 270 293 3232-

Unites Mimi

LAWN.
Mayfield sibs of
Calloway County
Reeves Lawn Care
(270)247 6100 leave
message

METAL ROOFS
LM,'. sr..),
Coated Steer
Roofing Systems
Vinyl Siding
Mike Chase Slochwell

759-1085• 22742311

NEED HELP?
14.111.1M:in !Nen ties
Al) remodeling
No job too .rtuill
Fret. estimate--

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
LAM
LAWN stilvh-

270-519-8570
S IMMONS S
a
Carpentry
Handyman Work Fr's
slamates

Mowing Mane wing,
L•nds,apon#
teal Vat teaming
Satista,non guaranteed

753-18111, 727-0611

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contractrng
Cornmercial /Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-67941
Cell: 270-978-1007

AT
If you have dropped off
Sports, Hunting, Fishing or
other pictures for
publication in the
Murray Ledger & Times
Sports Section and have not
yet picked them up,
please do so by

MARCH 14TH,2008.
Pictures not picked up
March 14th will be discarded.

Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

$5995

FREE pick-up & delivery
wfthin 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Betts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Fitter

$

95
9

All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Fitter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Check Firing

AS For Only
$
139°

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN

Thank You!
Be Safe, Call Before Diggiog

Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Fiber
Sharpen Slade
Check Betts & Pulleys
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only
995
6
1
$

Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to be
FREE pick-up & delivery
careful when you begin
within 5 miles
your spring planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
(km AddIllostal Pots & Labor At Additional Costs.)
at 1-800-752-6007 to have
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.

Murray Home & Auto

For more information.
call Murray Natural (;as
at 270-762-0336.

wvirw.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

out is•MALY *MAC! •••WILANCIF•mi

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-12:00

Chestnut St
Murray

•s3-11114

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

• f-41 (7/41
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • life • long Term C7'0'

Insurance available in city or county
•••••

753-4703
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Search on
for missing
Murray man
Staff Report
A Murray man is reported missing after leaving his 1703
Calloway Ave. home Tuesday evening.
According to a press release from the Murray Police Department,
Virris D. Vickers, 72, of Murray told his family he was going out for
coffee at 6:30 p.m. and has not been seen since.
Vickers is on oxygen; however one tank lasts two hours under
normal conditions, according to the report.
Calloway County DES Rescue Chief Ronnie Burkeen said this
morning that the squad was called out to help rescue the man and
were active until very early this morning.
"He's a 72-year-old man and he just drove away from home. His
been out
family doesn't know where he's at," Burkeen said."We've
since about 2 a.m."
Bill Call, the director for emergency management, said that
paralong with DES, Calloway County Fire-Rescue had six people
search.
the
in
g
ticipatin
• "We organized a search and went to the places he might have
gone," he said.
Vickers was last seen wearing a blue plaid shirt, jeans, a thin
with
black jacket and glasses. He is a white male,5-feet-9 in height
gray hair and hazel eyes.
a
He was driving a 1996 white Ford Mustang convertible with
VIC96.
Kentucky license plate number
hope,
Call said the car Vickers is driving is "distinctive" and he
it.
see
the public will
In the meantine, the search has come to a dead-end as rescuers
have run out of clues. Call said as soon as more information comes
be
in as to Vickers possible whereabouts, emergency workers will
searching again.
his
If anyone sees Vickers or has any information leading to
at
ent
Departm
Police
Murray
the
contact
to
urged
recovery, they are
753-1621.

ig
te

5

CalTh'way gets
emergency food
shelter funding

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Almo resident Shirley Mills
was rescued from her
vehicle Tuesday morning
by Kentucky State Police
Trooper Mark Sallin as her
car began to sink in about
five feet of water on Elm
Grove Road' near the
intersection with Ky. 464
near her home. Mitts had
tried to dnve through the
area, but her vehicle was
swamped by rapidly rising
flood waters.

Flooded roads prompt rescues
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ALMO, Ky. — A Calloway County
woman was rescued from her vehicle
Tuesday merging by Kentucky State
—linfft'e and Calloway County emergency
service personnel as her car slowly submerged in flood waters on Elm Grove
Road.
Shirley Mills, 71, of Alm°, tried to
cross the flooded highway about a quarter
mile east of Almo shortly before 11 a.m.
when her car was swamped in about five
feet of water, according to Calloway
County Sheriff Bill Marcum.
Marcum said a KSP trooper, later identified by KSP officials as Mark Salim.
waded through the waters and brought the
woman to safety after she had remliined

trapped for about 45 minutes. She was
reportedly hanging onto an opened, driver's side door as the car began to move
further into deep water and sink below the
surface.
All but the roof of the vehicle was
swamped by the waters. A passing
motorists spotted Mills and contacted
authorities.
"She got out in the middle of (the
water) and was swept off the road and
started to sink," Marcum said shortly
afterward while blocking off one side of
the roadway to prevent anyone else from
croasing the roadway.
-She was lucky," he said.
Mills could not be contacted for comment this morning, but Sallin said he
arrived on the scene to see the woman

standing in the passenger side door to keep
from drowning.
"You could barely see the top of the
vehicle and I didn't know how long she
had been out there," Sallin said. "I basically followed the roadway where I knew it
wasn't too deep and went out there and got
her up on the roadway. 1 think she had a
little hypothermia and her legs kind of
gave out."
Sallin said he was assisted in rescuing
Mills by Sheriff's Deputy Richard Steen
and a Kentucky State Forestry officer.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, the Calloway County Road
Department and the state Department of
Highways closed the roadway and tem-

.Special to the Ledger
•See Page 3A
Calloway County has been chosen to receive $22,617 to supplement emergency food and shelter programs in the county.
The selection was made by a national board that is chaired by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency and consists of represen
United
,
Cross.
Red
n
America
Army,
n
Salvatio
tatives from The
of
Jewish Communities, Catholic Charities, USA, National Council
,
the Churches of Christ in the USA and United Way of America
fiscal
as
function
and
staff
rative
administ
which will provide the
Staff Report
agent.
The Murray State University
by
The board was charged to distribute funds appropriated
ent of Engineering and
Departm
programs
Congress to help expand the capacity of food and shelter
Physics hosted itlinnual "Girls
in high-need areas around the country.
offi- in Engineering" event Tuesday
A local board made up of Mayor Tom Rushing, United Way
at
n at the Hoke Field House
America
Elkins,
Larry
xecutive
cials. Calloway County Judge-E
High School.
y
County
Callowa
the
in
s
Red Cross and family resource center officials, and churche
girls
Calloway More than 175 sixth grade
community will determine how the funds awarded to
from Calloway and Murray
shelter
and
food
cy
emergen
County are to be distributed among the
middle schools participated in
programs run by local service organizations in the area.
activity, according to Steve
the
to
The local board is responsible for recommending agencies
Cobb, professor and chair of the
this
under
e
availabl
funds
al
receive these funds and any addition
department.
phase of the program.
The project involves a comlocal
board,
national
the
from
grant
Under the terms of the
modeled after the
petition
organizations chosen to receive funds must:
television show,
or"
"Surviv
ent,
111 be pnvate voluntary non-profits or units of governm
with the girls working in teams
• have an accounting system,
to pipe water from an "oasis" to
• practice nondiscrimination,
They have to
emergency food their "camps.•have demonstrated the capability to deliver
design a PVC piping system to
transport the water around, over
and under obstacles. The water
See Page 3A
is then used to turn a small generator and light an LED, illus3-DAY FORECAST
INDEX
trating energy conversion and
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Friday
electricity production.
Thursday
Yanight
Ma gam
___:„.......r...\._,, .
hosted its fifth annual
Physics
The girls learn practical
and
ring
of
Enginee
ent
Departm
ty
The Murray State Universi
li PACES
teamskills,
solving
s Hoke Field House.
problem
School'
High
County
...
in Engineering" project Tuesday at Calloway
18 Classifieds
work, quantitative skills of 'Girls
participated in the
schools
middle
Murray
and
y
Callowa
from
engineering More than 175 sixth grade girls
o
measurement,
gil Commala
major from
physics
ring
-Rose White, left, a senior enginee
Sara
design and economics in a very activity. Pictured above Amber
assay
School.
Maly
Middle
County
y
Comics
Callowa
from
48
supportive environment. The Buchanan, Tenn., works with Rose Hafner,
area
Olean
ga
involved nearly 900 girls. The consider engineering as an
activity is mentored by female time, he said.
Cobb
careers.
future
for
study
of
and
TVA,
by
engineering students and faculThis marks the fifth year for event is sponsored
SA OM/win
said.
ty, and the girls have a great the event, which to date has it is hoped that the girls will
Sind'
IC

Program teaches girls engineering skills
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CHARACTER

.

-1
Home!
Offering 4. 7 Commission Rate When Selling Your
7001'
Over 1 1 Million in Produdion in
Top Selling A, listing Team

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.

293-0318
S. mou.is, 293-0699 TODAY
(All Pat

• a

Lindy Suitor

am
Sat, March 8 MSU Curris Center 8:45-11:00

713-1142

TOrry Sutter
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ine‘p.socs underwritten by Auto Club Properly-Casualty Insuranc•
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Environmental issues
discussed on new
'Roundabout Murray'
Special to the Ledger
The Roundabout Murray
program airing through March 9
Murray
feature
will
Environmental President Emily
Potion.) discussing Murray State
University's plans to "Go
Green" with new recycling
efforts on campus.
Pollom will explain how
Facilities Management and the
Murray Environmental Student
work
Society's EXO•Team
together to discover and implement improvements in the current recycling system
Also a guest on this week's
edition of Roundabout Murray
will be Mark Kennedy, a
County
Murray-Calloway
United Way Volunteer. He will
be discussing the upcoming
Chair Auction that will be taking place on April 19 at the
Murray Country Club.

This week's Roundabout
will also feature stones on
Robert Kennedy Jr.'s visit to
Murray State University; a tour
and update will be given on the
United Way Grand Home GiveAway; and David Columbia
will cover the opening day at
Murray's Dairy Queen.
Roundabout Murray is a 30
minute television show that
brings updates about Murray
State University. the City of
Murray, and Calloway County.
The show airs on WPSD:
Channel 6 Sunday nights at
midnight. NewWave in Murray,
on Channel 19 Mondays and
Wednesdays at 8 a.m.. noon and
on MediaCom.
6 p.m..
Thursdays at 6 p.m.; on Murray
15
Electric on, Channel
Wednesdays at 6 p.m.; on MSU
TV-II Tuesdays and Fndays at
6 p.m.

Towerier

Warning out on
telephone scam

NOTICE
• The Citizen Advisory
Committee for the City of
Murray Comprehensive Plan
will be meeting on Thursday
at 5 30 p m in the council
chambers of City Hall to
begin discussion on updates
to the plan This meeting is
open to the public and all citizens are encouraged to
For
attend with any input
further information contact
Planning
Murray
the
Department at 762-0330
Dexter-Almo
The
111
Heights Water District will
meet Monday March 10, at 6
p m
at the District Water
Office located at 351 Almo
Rd
• To report a Town Crier
Item, call 753-1916

Internet
SERVING MURRAY
Unlimited Hours No

is'

11.95.
• FRU MP Ttictmead Semen
• r•ter.. tenement' ••••..••• achy. v.:
.to•mei telentle•• ter eto•o•-•se
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Photo provided

Cassidy Neal, Sierra Todd, Sam
NORTH WINS GOVERNOR'S CUP DISTRICT: Pictured are, front tom left, Bnanna Dodd,
Halee Bergman and Hunter
Wood,
Emily
Harrison,
James
Betts.
Josh
Burkeen,
Austin
row,
back
Tyler,
Mark
Morehead,
Alexander.
Elizabeth
and
Munsel
Alec
Bailey, Not pictured are Russell Bohannon, Logan Palmer,

North Academic Team gets district hat trick
Gov. Cup win is
3rd in 3 years;
dedicated to
teammate in
Kosairs hospital

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Bill
Sheriff
Calloway
Marcum is warning residents
that the county has been targeted by a telephone-based bank
information scam.
"This person identifies himself as a 'Mr Rayburn' from
your local hank." Marcum said
Special to the Ledger
Monday "He say', they are havCalloway
North
The
ing trouble with their computers
and are trying to get all of their Elementary Academic Team
accounts straightened out. He captured the first place title in
will tell you that if you will give the 2008 District Governor's
me some information concern- Cup Competition held Saturday
ing your account he'll get it at Southwest Elementary.
Calloway
straightened out.••
North
The
Marcurn warned against pro- Elementary Quick Recall Team
viding Social Secunty numbers. placed first. with four consecuhank account numbers. PIN tive wins In the first round
numbers or any personal inforNorth defeated East C'alloway
mation to anyone over the
Elementary, and then went on to
phone.
County
Trigg
Those with caller ID can see defeat
that the call If coming from an Intermediate in second round
"S66" prefix followed by a competition
sequence of zeros and other
numbers.
"We've contacted the attorney general's office about it and
they said they have had a sutular
MSU News Bureau
complaint.- MAN= said. We
Murray State University is
institutions
local
notified all the
students the opportunioffering
about it "
ty to learn about living a healthy
Legitimate hank representalifestyle by participating in the
tives do not ask for personal
next Student Health Awareness
financial information of any
Screening Fair on Thursday
and
phone
the
over
kind
Student Recreation and
the
at
similar
Anyone receiving a
Center
Wellness
phone call Is asked to contact
Screenings will begin at 3
the Calloway County Shenff's
p.m and continue until 6 p.m.
Department at 753-3151 or
"The goal of the student
Murray Police Department at
health lair is to educate students
752-1621.
on the importance of a variety of

defeated Murray
North
Middle in the semi-final round.
East
defeated
then
and
Calloway a second time for the
championship.
Quick Recall Team members
Mark Tyler, Samuel
are
Morehead, Halee Bergman,
James Harrison, Josh Betts,
Hunter Bailey and Brianna
Dodd.
The North Quick Recall
the
received
also
Team
Cathenne Hume Sportsmanship
Award, which is voted on by a
student from each participating
school. This award goes to the
school voted as having the best
sportsmanship throughout the
entire tournament.
Calloway
North
The
Elementary Future Problem
Solving Team placed first,
defeating both Murray Middle
School and Trigg County
Intermediate School teams.

Throughout the tournament
Emily
Team members are
Wood, Logan Palmer, Alec on Saturday, North Calloway
Munsell, Cassidy Neal, and Elementary students, coaches,
Elizabeth Alexander.
and parents all wore buttons
North Calloway Elementary with a picture of teammate
Individual Written Test winners Russell Bohannon and the slowere:
gan.'Win for Russell."
• Emily Wood 1st place The team dedicated the win
Composition
in honor of Bohannon, who
•Halee Bergman - 3rd place remains in Kosairs Children's
- Composition
undergoing
Hospital,
•James Harrison - 3rd place chemotherapy.
- Language Arts
Calloway
North
The
• Mark Tyler - 1st place Elementary Quick Recall Team,
Language Arts and 2nd place
the Future Problem Solving
Arts & Humanities
Team, and all individual written
place
2nd
Neal
-•Cassidy
will advance to
Language Arts and 4th place - test winners
Cup
Governor's
Regional
Math
Saturday.
on
Competition
• Josh Betts - 1st place Science and 5th place - Social March 22, at East Calloway
Elementary.
Studies
The North Team is coached
• Samuel Morehead - 3rd
place - Science and 5th place - by Susan Earheart, Vicki Pierce
and Jennifer McCafferty.
Arts & Humanities.

Murray State student heath fair is Thursday

ds
Ile-town rewar
qCKING

The tienefits of nometown banking nave never been so
clear4 Now. you are rewarded for making banking easier
with a great rate" on checking, a free check cant free
ATMs anyw4sere— free bill pay. and more
And qualifying is easy If you like the convenience of a
check card, the power of the internet and the simphoty
of automatic trar•sfers, this account vvas made for yoti
Stop In ether office and dam your reward
Hometown Fle.varth Checking its easily the best

heath and wellness issues.'• said
Amelia Dodd. faculty member
in the college of health services
and human sciences.
Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Murray State exercise
science students and Purchase
Area Health Education Center
will provide the screenings and
informational booths.
"We offer at least one opportunity for students to receive
free screenings each semester,"
Dodd said
The student health fair is for
students only. It is a free service
offered to students with their
university ID.
Screenings that will be
offered include:
II Osteoporosis/bone density
screening — provides valuable
information to Identify adults
that are at nsk for osteoporosis.
Participants place their bare foot
in a Sahara Bone Sonometer.
This is a non-invasive screening
and takes about two minutes for
results. To have the screening
performed. bare skin is required

Staff Report
PADUC,All. K

Mdigray Bank

A Bioelectrical Impedance
device will be available to estimate percent of body fat. After
entenng specific data such as
height, weight, gender, age and
activity level, the device uses a
pain-free electrical signal that
passes through the body to estimate body fat.
To improve accuracy, it is
recommended to wait three to
four hours after eating to have
performed.
screening
the
Participants should also avoid
vigorous exercise, dehydration
or dnnking excess amounts of
water or caffeinated beverages
pnor to the test.
•Grip strength test — uses a
hand dynamometer to provide
an objective measurement of
grip strength and compare findings to norms based on age and
gender
• Body Mass Index BMI

— The task

force on developing Murray
State University •s extended

CALLOteAY COUNTY
PRESCI-400L/HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION

Friday, March 14
from 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

•ON BALANCES UP
EASY BANKING EASY SWI I LH EASY DECISION!

MASS.

screenings —expresses a relationship between a person's
height and weight. A desired
BMI for good health is in the
range of 19-25. Nutrition in the
form of a balanced diet that contains vitamins, minerals and fluids necessary for optimal health,
combined with routine exercise
will help achieve a health BMI.
•Blood pressure screenings
will also be offered. The average
blood pressure is 120/80.
Hypertension begins at 140/90.
High blood pressure is a major
risk factor for cardiovascular
disease and stroke.
Dodd says not only is it
important to have screenings
done to reveal current health
problems and provide information about problems that might
crop up in the future, taking part
in the free screenings now is
also a good way for students to
learn about normal ranges and
establish a set point from which
to target personal health goals
dunng their early adult lives.

Task force looking at Paducah campus models

APY*
TO $25.000"

(no panty hose, socks, etc.).
•Body composition screening — measures the percent of
fat compared to lean tissue

It

11.111 child will be 1 0,Iyears old on ot hem October la, 2008 come sod
regoter You will need to bong the following with wou

Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2007)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)
V

Your child does need to be present
to register Registration will be held at itic
Preschool which is behind.
the Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
whedule your appointment.

campus at Paducah met Monday
and discussed the five models of
extended campuses, their advantages and disadvantages.
Tbe five models were agreed
upon during its Feb. 18 meeting.
The models are renovating
and enlarging the existing MSU
Paducah campus Crisp Center,
building a new facility owned
by Murray State University,
building a new postsecondary
education facility. considcnng
other vacant facilities in the
Paducah area and becoming part
of a larger multi-institution
facility.
According to Bnan VanHorn,
assistant dean for the center of
continuing education, the models were discussed and a continuation of the meeting is planned
for late March.
The task force was created at
the Nov. 30 MSU Board of
Regents meeting. The purpose
of the task force is to examine
the develooment of the Paducah
campus and to consider options
for the expansion of programs,
services and facilities for both
undergraduate and graduate
education

1
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Clinton hints at sharing ticket; Huckabee drops out-

Lawmakers maneuver in attempt to
halt mountaintop mining
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Carl Shoupe is hopeful that a maneuby lawmakers on Tuesday may clear the way for legislation that
could effectively halt a form of mining that involves removing mountaintops to get coal out of the ground
"We need this legislation," said Shoupe, a resident of Benham, a
coal town in Kentucky's Appalachian region it's cnminal what
they're doing up there. It's atrocious."
Shoupe and other mountain residents were in Frankfort on
Tuesday to urge state lawmakers to pass legislation that would prohibit coal companies from dumping dirt and rock from mountaintops
into streams and valleys.
Lawmakers began hearing testimony on Tuesday in the House
Appropnations and Revenue Committee More testimony is scheduled for Wednesday.
Chairman Harry Moberly. D-Richmond, said the proposal had
been denied a lair heanng in the House Natural Resources and
Environmental Committee where it had been assigned dunng each
of the past four years. Moberly arranged to have the measure heard
in his committee, which usually deals with financial matters.
Moberly was among a group of lawmakers who toured mountaintop removal operations last year at the invitation of the environmental group Kentuckians for the Commonwealth.
ver

Beshear says he's still shy
on needed casino votes
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A proposal to legalize casino gambling
by amending Kentucky's constitution is still shy of the 60 votes it
needs to clear the state House, Gov. Steve Beshear told reporters
Tuesday.
Beshear acknowledged the proposal, which was one of his top
legislative pnorities heading into the 2008 General Assembly session, is facing an "uphill climb" getting onto the ballot and before
Kentucky voters this November. Nevertheless, Beshear said the
measure has support from at least 50 House members and could get
more. ?
"We all agree that at the moment we're not there," Beshear said.
"But we're still hopeful that we can come up with the votes necessary."
In mid-February. Beshear proposed amending the state constitution to allow up to 12 casinos throughout the state, including seven
at race tracks and five freestanding locations. Beshear said his proposal could generate $500 million in upfront license fees and $600
million per year once the casinos are fully operational.
The additional money could help Kentucky's ailing financial outlook, Beshear said, at a time when the state is facing a projected revenue shortfall of about $900 million over the next two years.
Voters would have the chance to either reject or ratify the proposed amendment before it took effect.

Beshear simplifies process to restore
voting rights for felons
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear on Tuesday
removed extra hurdles that convicted felons had to clear before getting their voting rights restored.
In reshaping the policy, Beshear said that felons who have fulfilled
their sentencing requirements will no longer have to pay a $2 fee,
write an essay or get three recommendations to regain the right to
vote.
Beshear's predecessor, Republican Ernie Fletcher, had imposed
the extra steps. According to state statistics, the steps had drastically reduced the number of felons winning back their voting nghts.
Beshear said he was essentially restoring a policy followed by previous governors for a number of years.
"I believe in a second chance," Beshear said at a Capitol news
conference. 1 believe in rehabilitation. I believe in ... full participation
in democracy."
Meanwhile, the govemor told reporters he wants a review of
Kentucky's penal code this year. with the goal of having legislation
ready for 2009 that would deal with the state's fast-rising prison population.
Beshear said he wants a study group to meet with corrections officials, judges, prosecutors and defense attorneys to come up with
legislation that would "try to bring some sense into this system," he
said.

WASHINGTON (API —
Hillary Rodham Clinton, fresh
off a campaign-saving comeback, hinted Wednesday at the
possibility of sharing the
Democratic presidential ticket
with Barack °barna — with her
at the top. °barna played down
his losses, stressing that he still
holds the lead in number of delegates.

On a night that failed to clarify the Democratic race, John
McCain Tuesday clinched the
Republican nomination. Clinton
won primaries in Texas. Ohio
and Rhode Island, halting
Obama's
winning
streak.
°barna won in Vermont.
Both Democrats insis'ed
they had the best credentials to
go head to head — or as Clinton
put it "toe to toe" — against
McCain.
Asked on CBS's "The Early
Show" whether she and °barna
should be on the same ticket,
Clinton said: "That may be
where this is headed, but of
course we have to decide who is
on the top of ticket. 1 think the
people of Ohio very clearly said
that it should be me."
°barna, who had hoped to
knock Clinton out on Tuesday,
said he would prevail despite
facing a tenacious candidate
who "just keeps on ticking."
Clint6n acknowledged the race
was close and said it would
come down to her credentials on
national security and the economy.
The two presidential contenders made the rounds of the
morning network television
news shows today, declaring
only one thing certain — that
the campaign would go on and
that the next big showdown
would occur April 22 in
Pennsylvania.
McCain, whose grasp on the
nomination once seemed a distant reach, was headed for the
White House today to have
lunch with President Bush and
get his endorsement. Bitter
rivals in the 2000 presidential

AP'

Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y. acknowledges supportere during a primary night rally Tuesday in Columbus, Ohio.
primaries, the two have forged
an uneasy relationship during
Bush's administration and have
clashed on issues such as campaign finance, tax cuts, global
warming and defining torture.
But the president planned a
five-star ceremony, with a formal welcome at the White
House's North Portico, lunch in
Bush's private dining room and
a formal endorsement in the
Rose Garden.
McCain surpassed the 1,191
delegates needed to win his
party's nomination.
Mike Huckabee hung in until
Tuesday night, gamely keeping
up the fight weeks after dropping from long shot to afterthought. He went out as he came
in — never missing a chance for
a wisecrack.
"It's time for us to hit the
reset button," he said."We start- Republican presidential hopeful, former Arkansas Gov. Mike.
ed this effort with very little Huckabee, right, drops out of the Republican
presidential.
recognition and virtually no
race at a'Vary watch party, Tuesday in Irving, Texas, aftet_
resources. We ended with
slightly more recognition and John McCaiNclinched the nomination.
very few resources."

III Flooded roads ...
From Front
porarily posted additional signage on both
ends of the flooded section to prevent further accidents.
Two "High Water Possible" signs had
been permanently posted, but Marcum suggested additional signage.
However Keith Todd, a spokesman for
the DOH Paducah office, said this morning
that the waters have receded and the roadway has been reopened. Todd said a DOH
inspector had just passed by the area shortly
before the accident and declared it passable.
"I think he said it was a matter of about
20 minutes or so. That is how fast that water

rose." Todd said.,
A small section of Ky. 464 immediately
east of Almo in the area of the railroad track
has also been reopened after caution signs
were posted Tuesday.
According to reports from the sheriff's
department this morning, flooded roadways
were a persistent problem throughout the
early morning hours Tuesday continuing
until the afternoon due to constant rain over
the area.
A vehicle reportedly hydroplaned on
Radio Road shortly before 1 a.m. and struck
a light. High water was also reported over
Ky. 1841 near Dexter about 4 a.m. as well as
a section of Ky. 464 in Almo near the inter-

•Emergency funding

•••

From Front

Teen charged for pouring
alcohol in teacher's drink
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Police have charged a 15-year-old
Berea student for spiking his teacher's dnnk with alcohol.
Berea police said the Madison Southern High School student
brought the 101-proof Wild Turkey in a Mountain Dew bottle from his
home Friday
Berea Police spokesman Ken Clark said the student poured some
of the alcohol into the teacher's Pepsi can while she was distracted.
Neither the student nor the teacher have been identified.
The teacher said she smelled the alcohol before she drank from
the can and alerted school administrators.
The student is charged with possession of alcohol by a minor and
menacing. He has been released to his parents.
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of Murray

sections of the highway and First and Fink's"
streets.
Another vehicle was reported trapped it
flood waters on Old Salem Road around
noon shortly after the Elm Grove Road Mei::
dent. Calloway County Fire-Rescue;
Calloway County DES Rescue Squad artilb
other emergency services were called to
scene to rescue two teenager.,
CCFR Depufy'Chia Earl Erideti-affil
morning that the teens tried to cross a t1oot 4
ed section of the highway, but their engines
was swamped in the high waters.
4
"It's a good thing, too. They floodedi
before they got out in the current." Hicks
said.

and/or shelter programs, and
•if they are a private voluntary organization, they must have a
voluntary board.
Qualifying organizations are urged to apply.
Calloway County has distributed emergency food and shelter
funds previously with Need Line participating. This agency was
responsible for providing meals, lodging and utilities for 166 households.
Public or private voluntary organizations interested in applying

for Emergency Food and Shelter Program funds must contact Peggy
Billington, 753-0317, at the United Way office located at 607 Poplar
St. for an application.
The deadline for applications is Wednesday, March 12.
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Book your
Manicure or Pedicure
today and get ready for Spring!
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Awaiting Spring
Well, we finally made it to March! Hooray! It's almost Spring! We
sure are looking forward to warmer weather!

mask Yes
Our thanks to Mark Dycus and his concert choir from Calloway
County High School for coming out and performing for our residents. They were wonderful!! So much talent! What an asset to
the school and our community

Monday, March 10, 2008• 7:00 p.m.
Thanks in advance to the girls from Phi Alpha Sorority; they're
coming out to play bingo with our residents this coming
Saturday. We're sure looking forward to it!

Residents Celebrating Birthdays This Week
Sherfield - March 10
arbaraor

Azil

Enjoy this concert at
Murray State University's Performing Arts Hall.
Murray, Kentucky
Admission by MCMA membership or
SI0 tickets available at the door
for more information call 753-4446 or 753-5650
TT. i(sntucin, Arls Council a Palo agency in lir Comilorce Lab4nel
1•1•4 xeralionst fUndong tor AIM CAM Ismic Mociasion ,
4404 state
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Night Classes
Each semester I teach one night class. usually on Monday
evenings. In the Fall fierrleSter. I will teach my Teaching
History class for those students planning to become high
school History teachers, and in the Spring semester I teach a
History of Kentucky class.
Just now I am sitting in my History of
Kentucky class in Room 506, Faculty Hall,
watching over my students as they labor
over their first examination of the semester.
Already we have discussed Kentucky before
the arrival of Daniel Boone and others
from the east, a Kentucky inhabited by the
first Kentuckians. various groups of Native
Americans in the prehistoric period.
We have discussed the "contact period,"
that ferocious time of conflict between the
first Kentuckians and those Europeans and
Afncan Americans traveling down the
• By James
rivers or through the Cumberland Gap.
Duane Bolin This contact period coincided with the
:Ledger & Tunes American Revolution, and Boone and BenColumnist
jamin Logan and Stephen Trigg fought
together against the British and their Indian
allies at the Battle of Blue Licks, after Cornwallis had
already surrendered to Washington at Yorktown.
We discussed the Illinois Campaign•of George Rogers
Clark, various battles between white and Indian Americans.
and the events leading up to America's Second, American
Revolution, the War of 1812. As Dr. James W. Hammack.
Jr told us in his book on Kentucky and the War of 1812,
Kentuckians played a crucial role in the war. Indeed, of the
1.826 battle deaths in the War of 1812, 1,200 of that number were dying Kentuckians. So, we have already covered a
great deal of ground in this class that meets each Monday
evening.
Night classes are challenging for students and teachers
alike. We are to meet for two hours and thirty minutes of
class time. so I usually hold class from 6:00 to 7:30, take a
ten minute break from 7:30 to 7:40. and then finish out the
last hour from 7:40 to 8:40. By the time the last students
straggle out ot the room, by the time the last question is
considered, it is usually 9:00 before I trudge up the stairs to
ni litstory Department office, put away my books and
notes, and lay out my notes and materials for my 9:30 class
the nest morning.
Like the settlement of 'Kentucky. night classes are
endurance contests. I don't mean contests between the professor and the students, but endurance contests between the
professor and the students together against time itself. We
over
week •s worth of class in one long session's time.
Protessors must carry: to each night class an extra measure
of motivation, an extra dollop of excitement for the material
at hand, and an extra portion of strength for the evening's
work. Students must put aside thoughts of which basketball
game they are missing. or of the time sacnficed from home
of doom
One thing that I especially enjoy about night classes are
the combinations of students gathered together in one classAmbitious teenagers are there side by side with
room
older. non-traditional students who have come straight from
work or families to squeeze in perhaps a single class for the
semester 1 always learn from my young, teenaged, traditional students, hut I learn even more from my older, nontraditional students They teach me things that I did not
know about Kentucky History. hut they also teach me about
mon% anon and determination and courage.
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Duane Rohn teal lies in the Department of History at
Afurras Slam l'no resin He mm he reached at
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Our Elected Officials
State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Own 329J Capitol Annex
melvin henley OIrc ky gov

Frankfort Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankton, Ky. 40601
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Doing the Right Thing
He sounds a little like
Kathenne Hepburn, and when
he mentions values and
virtues some in the audience
might recall that he comes
from a
long line
of hell-raisers. But
the bottom
line on
Robert F.
Kennedy Jr.
is that he
is passionate about
our responBy Constance sibility to
Alexander
protect the
Local
environColumnist
ment, and
he has put
his money — and power —
where his mouth is to take a
strong position on the issues.
Spasmodic dy sphonia, a
disorder of the larynx, is the
cause of RFK Junior's vocal
quavers. And being a member of a raucous, hard-drinking clan might be the source
of the addiction and marital
problems that have plagued a
couple of generations of the
Kennedy clan. In fact.
Kennedy's call to environmental greatness has a direct
link to his 1983 arrest for
possession of heroin. In the
ME hours of community
service that were pan of his
sentence. Kennedy ended up
volunteering at the Hudson
River Foundation. In 1984,
he was hired as the group's
prosecuting attorney, and
from there he emerged as an
outspoken and eloquent advocate for doing the right environmental thing.
Last week, MI lennedy
addressed a packehouse at
Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium. The
"overarching issue," he
insisted, is that the power
and greed of huge corporations is having corrosive
impact on the environment
and democracy itself. He
went on to describe the
environment as a vast infrastructure that must be kept

a

a
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Main Street

Ledger Me photo
in good shape because of its
connection to fundamental
spiritual concepts
"Wilderness is the undiluted work of the creator,"
Kennedy claimed, listing
many epiphanies associated
with remote natural settings.
including John the Baptist.
Jesus Christ. Moses, Buddha
and Mohammed.
Moreover. Kennedy
emphasized the link between
nature and working people,
pointing out that the disciples of Christ were men who
earned their livelihood in its
midst. -Christ," Kennedy
declared. "was a fisherman."
The current presidential
administration was taken to
task for its role in dismantling laws and regulations
that ensure the existence of
pristine public lands, clean
air and clean water as legacies for younger generations.
To prove his point. RFK Jr.
directed listeners to the Website of the Natural Resources
Defense Council. a group he
works with.
-The top 1130 environmental officials in this administration have been lobbyists
for the worst polluters. They
are the bottom feeders of the
industry." he said.
Citing one example after
another, he listed v
government agency e fficials,

including those who are supposed.to be ensiiririg ebal
mine safety, who focus on
the needs of large corporations while penning public
policy that ignores concerns
of day-to-day people.
He spoke of the link
between public health and
public policy, pointing to the
alarming rise of asthma in
America.
"Bad air is the cause of
asthma attacks," he asserted,
explaining that the situation
is exacerbated by the more
than 400 coal-burning power
plants in the U.S. that are
burning coal illegally.
Coal, clean coal, mountain-top removal and clean
water were issues Kennedy
talked about specifically in
relation to Kentucky. For
instance, he referred to the
mercury content in our water
that makes fish caught in the
state unhealthy for eating.
Hearing such a shocking
array of wrongs provokes
skepticism, and I admit that
doubts about Kennedy's facts
led me to verify his assertions. Indeed, he was not
overstating his case when he
referred to the Federal Environment Protection Agency's
warnings about the consequences of eating freshwater
fish.
"Some fish and shellfish

contain higher levels of mercury that may harm an
unborn baby or 'Kama child's
developing nervous system."
it says on the official EPA
Website.
Furthermore, the EPA and
the Food and Drug Administration advise women who
may become pregnant, pregnant women, nursing mothers
and young children to avoid
some types of fish and to
eat fish and shellfish that are
lower in mercury.
Log on to svww.waterkeeperorg for information on a
simple test that uses a lock
of your hair to determine
your mercury levels.
More specifics about the
EPA's recommendations on
eating fish are located on
their site:
http:/Avww.epa.govlwaterscienceijishadvice/advice.html.
The National Resource
Defense Council, one of the
groups RFK Jr. works with,
brings suit against corporations and organizations that
flaunt environmental laws.
Their site is:
hap:/lwwwnrdc-.org/
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercam.
Contact the columnist directly
at
constancealexanderiP newwave
COMM.MI.
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To the Editor.
We. the most powerful military force
on Earth, have been unable to dissuade
North Korea front that small nation's
nuclear ambitions. We can't even buy
them otT with promises of food and
fuel to cook It. But the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra has brought the
North Koreans to their feet cheering
the "Stars and Stnpes" and welcoming
an American flag in Pans.
So good music has done what the
threat of annihilation can't do. It has
touched the human spirit with the message of hope Art, not scietwe, is the
power that moves people. Because art.
in music, speaks the universal language
of hope, while the threat of the bomb
only confirms fear and breeds hatred.
So. Mr. President. instead of confronting North Korea with our power,
aided by China. Russia, Japan and
South Korea, try a different tune, one

ERS WRITE

played by the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra.
Or even some little David with his
flute. Meanwhile, let's book the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra for the
people of Iran.
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray
To the Editor,
I write this letter concerning Commonwealth Attorney Mike Ward's recent
DUI arrest. I wonder how much more
does Mr. Ward think the people of
Marshall and Calloway counties should
take of his behavior?
There is something else I would like
to address about Mr Ward. Around the
last pan of September 2007, as many
recall. Mr Ward had to take time off
front work as C'ommonwealth Attorney
for "medical reasons." I wonder how
many really know what those reasons

were?
I ask the readers is it nght that a
man in this position continue prosecuting individuals and putting them in jail
for things that he has been involved in,
as well? I do not understand how the
court system can continue to let Mr.
Ward remain in his position as Commonwealth Attorney.
If Mr. Ward wants Marshall and
Calloway counties to be proud of him
like he had stated in The TribuneCourier, then he needs to resign his
position and admit he has a problem
and get help just as any other man
would be asked to do. I feel strongly
that the Circuit Court system has been
damaged by Mr. Ward's actions.
1 want to commend the Marshall
County Sheriff's Department for not letting politics play a role in this matter.
John Martin
Benton. Ky.
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Obituaries
Annie Lee Cooper
The funeral for Annie Lee Cooper will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Revs. Bob Saywell
anti Robert Jetton officiating_ Burial will be in the South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Cooper, 94, of Cooper Road in Murray.
died Monday, March 3, 2008, at 6:12 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Emergency Room.
She was a homemaker and a member of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, where
she was also a member of the United Methodist
Women. Born April 10, 1913 in Calloway County
to the late 011ie Brandon and Pearl West Brandon
Kelso, she was also preceded in death by her hullCooper
band, Leon Cooper, two sisters, Ruth Brandon and
Clara Treas, and a brother, Hewlett Ray Brandon.
She is survived by three daughters, Jean Cooper, Joan Cooper
and Jane Gaines and husband, Tommy, and a brother-in-law, Jackie
Cooper, all of Murray; a granddaughter, Krista Albrecht and husband, Scot, and a great-granddaughter, Addison Leigh Albrecht, all
of Jacksonville, Fla., as well as several nieces and nephews.

Dennis Miller
The funeral for Dennis Miller will be today (Wednesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton, with Dr. Roger
Joseph officiating. Internment will be in the Benton Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Miller, 58, of Benton, died Sunday, March 2, 2008 at Jackson
Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield. The son of the late Gilbert
Miller and Lillian Beane Miller, he is survived by his wife, Shanna
Henson Miller.
He is also survived by two daughters, Amy Rolle of Dallas,Texas
and Tiffany Philips of Olympia, Wash; three sons, Todd Miller.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Bobby Henson of Calvert City, and Randy
'Henson of Hardin; two sisters, Glenda Musser of Farmington and
Gina Work of Water Valley; three brothers, Daniel Miller of
Mayfield, Danny Miller of Calvert City and David Thweatt of
Pryorsburg; eight grandchildren.

Rulaan
A graveside service for Rula Williams will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m, at the Marshall County Memory Gardens. Murray Riley
will officiate. Collier Funeral Home in Benton is in charge of
Arrangements.
Mrs. Williams, 81, of Benton, Ky., died Sunday, March 2, 2008,
at Britthaven in Benton. She was a homemaker and a member of the
First Christian Church Disciples of Christ.
The daughter of the late Charles and Ruby Cole, she was also
preceded in death by her husband, Stanley B. Williams; one son,
Mark Williams; one sister, Edna Ayers; and two brothers, Wade
Wagner and Steve Cole.
Survivors include two daughters, Lyn Williams and Kim
Bazzetti, both of Benton, and three grandchildren, Rula Walker,
Hardin. and Clint and Jerod Williams, both of Benton.
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Companies hiked prices
on drugs needed by
elderly by 7.4 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) Drug makers increased their
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prices last year by an average of
7.4 percent for brand-name
medicines most commonly prescnbed to the elderly, according
to the advocacy group AARP.
The increase was about 2.5
times overall inflation, continuing a long-standing trend.
The advocacy group has
tracked drug prices going back
to 2002. Specifically, it looks at
the prices charged to wholesalers. It noted that the price
increases have been slightly
greater since the Medicare drug
benefit kicked in Jan. 1, 2006.
In the four years before the
benefit's startup, wholesale
prices rose between 5.3 percent
and 6.6 percent a year, according to AARP's tracking.
AARP officials said the outcry over drug prices was quite
strong when Congress approved
legislation establishing the drug
benefit. Since the drug benefit
began, that outcry has diminished. thanks to the federal government picking up much of the
tab for beneficiaries' medicine.
"Unfortunately, many manufactures have taken the absence
of an outcry as a green light to
go ahead and raise prices even
more," said John Rother,
AARP's policy director.
All but four of the 220 brandname prescriptions in the study
had price increases during 2007.
Nearly all exceeded the rate of
general inflation. Among the top
25 drug products, the sleep aid
Ambien had the largest price
increase, 27.7 percent.
Ambien is manufactured by
Sanofi-Aventis. On the other
end of the spectrum. Merck's
cholesterol drug Zocor had no
price change in 2007. Also,
Bristol-Myers Squibb's blood
thinner Plavix had a price
increase of 0.5 percent.
The manufacturer's wholesale price is the most substantial
component of a prescription
drug's retail price. However,
insurance companies, such as
those that cover Medicare beneficiaries, typically negotiate
confidential rebates from the
manufacturer, which can be
passed on to the customer.
potentially
Plans could
negate a higher wholesale price
by negotiating a steeper discount or by lowering their reimbursement rates to pharmacies.

Paying more
for prescriptions
The cost tor brand-name drugs
has riser by 40 percent. whole
costs tor treating chrOrnc
conditions has nearly doubled
since 2002
Average percentage
change In manufacturer
prima'
8 perc•nt
7 4*.
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82nd Airborne unit leaving Iraq; U.S. troop
drawdown resumes following 2007 'surge'
WASHINGTON (API - An
Army paratrooper unit that led
the U.S. troop surge into
Baghdad last year is returning
home, marking a resumption of
a troop drawdown that will test
the durability of recent security
gains.
The drawdown began last
December with the departure of
ase brigade, numbering about
5,000 troops, dropping the overall U.S. troop level in Iraq to
158,000. A three-month lull was
built into the drawdown plan,
during which commanders saw
insurgent violence shift from
Baghdad to northern Iraq.
Although it has not yet been
publicly announced, a senior
military official told The
Associated Press on Tuesday
that the 2nd brigade, 82nd
Airborne Division is heading
back to Fort Bragg, N.C., in
coming days and will not be
replaced in the rotation. The
official spoke on condition of
anonymity because the movements are not completed.
That will drop the number of
U.S. combat brigades in Iraq
from 19 to 18, with an additional three scheduled to leave by
July. Yet to be decided is
whether further reductions will
be made after July; President
Bush on Saturday declined to
promise that he will order more
cuts before he leaves office in
January.
A brigade usually numbers
between 3,500 and 5,000 troops,
depending on how it is organSome military leaders have
pushed for a continued drawdown beyond July, arguing that
a strained Army and Marine
Corps need relief after five years
of combat and multiple tours of
duty with long absences from
home. On the other hand, they
don't want to reduce so quickly
that security gains are lost.
The 2nd brigade, 82nd
Airborne has been operating in
northeast
Baghdad
since
January 2007, when Bush
announced he was sending
21,500 Army and Marine reinforcements as part of a
revamped military strategy to
tamp down sectarian violence.
The reinforcements included
five Army brigades and two
Marine battalions.
The first unit to leave Iraq
without being replaced in the
rotation was the 3rd brigade, 1st

AP

A U.S. soldier walks inside the ancient arch of Taq-i Kisra during a patrol at Salman Pak City
about 30 miles south of Baghdad this morning. The arch, believed to have been built in the
Third Century A.D., was part of the imperial palace complex built by the Sasanian kings.
Cavalry Division, which went
home last December. It was not
one of the five "surge" brigades.
Rather, it reached the end of its
15-month tour and left without
being replaced. That unit had
been operating in volatile Diyala
province, north of Baghdad, and
when it departed U.S. commanders moved other forces into
Diyala from nearby areas.
It was not clear Tuesday
which of the remaining U.S.
units are being moved into
Baghdad to take over for the
departing 2nd brigade, 82nd
Airborne-or from which parts
of the country those units are
shifting. The paratrooper unit.
known as Falcon Brigade and
commanded by Col. Don Farris.
has operated mostly in northeast
Baghdad, including the Sadr
City and Adhamiya districts.
In an interview Nov. 26-with
reporters at the Pentagon. Farris
said the number of attacks in his
area had dropped by 75 percent
since May I. 2007. He said
security was terrible when his
unit arrived.
"Whole-scale murder and
displacement of families from
both sects was alarming," Farris

said. "Al-Qaida remained organized, determined and extremely
lethal, and Shiite militia death
squads operated with impunity,
committing horrific acts of violence against Iraqi citizens."
In designing their drawdown
plan, U.S. commanders hai,e
sought to shift forces in a way
that avoids leaving gaps in key
areas, while handing off more
security responsibility to Iraqi
forces where possible.
At a Pentagon news conference Tuesday, Army Lt. Gen.
Ray Odierno, who was the No. 2
U.S. commander in Iraq until he
returned home in mid-February,
noted that another brigade was
coming out of Iraq. He did not
identify the brigade.
"I think we'll reduce another
brigade and be down to 18
brigades next week," Odiemo
told reporters, adding that when
he completed his 15 months as
commander of Multi-national
Corps Iraq he felt comfortable
that the plan for reducing to a
total of 15 brigades by July was
sound. "I think that was a good
decision, but now I want to see
what happens when we go to 15
brigades: What does that

mean?" he added. That is what
he thinks Gen. David Petraeus,
the top U.S. commander in Iraq,
will explain to Congress when
he returns for scheduled testimony April 8-9. Asked his view of
statements by the Democratic
presidential candidates, Sens.
Hillary Clinton and Barack
Obama, who say that if elected
they would begin pulling out
U.S. troops on a timetable.
Ddiemo said it was too early to
say what approach would be
most advisable by next January.
"I'm not involved in advising
presidents right now," Odiemo
said. "But I would just say, from
a military perspective, what I
would ask for is just do an
assessment, ask the military
leaders involved to give you the
current assessment, and we'll be
prepared to do that." Under current plans, the United States will
have about 140,000 troops in
Iraq once the brigade total has
dropped to 15. That is about
8,000 more troops than when the
buildup began. Commanders
have decided to keep a large
portion of the support forces that
went in along with the combat
forces.

U.S. strike in Somalia targeted embassy bombing suspect

WASHINGTON (AP)- A associate of al-Qaida member
U.S. missile strike in Somalia Harun Fazul, who was indicted
on Monday targeted a Kenyan for the 1998 embassy bombsuspected in the 1998 bombings ings," Kolko said. He referred to
of two U.S. embassies in Africa, the August 1998 simultaneous
officials said Tuesday.
bombings of the embassies in
The Navy was going after Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar es
2032 D3 04 05 06 07
Salh Ali Sal& Nabhan when it Salaam,Tanzania in which more
Average change In therapy
launched at least two Tomahawk than 200 people were killed.
cost for treatment of chronic
conditions'
missiles from a submarine off
Kolko said he could not con5.. 4
the coast of the East African firm if Nabhan was hit in the
nation, a Pentagon and FBI offi- strike and referred questions to
1150.80
cial said.
the Defense Department. The
2
"Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan is Pentagon official said he did not
on the FBI's "seeking informa- know if the attack succeeded.
tion list" and is wanted by the He spoke on condition of
FBI for questioning in connec- anonymity because he was not
Si79
.34410
1
tion with the 2002 attacks at the authorized to speak on the
2032 03 04 05 06 07
Paradise Hotel and the unsuc- record.
'F-o• mosey wedge, used brand name
cessful surface to air missile
U.S. officials had said
preacinpOon drugs
attack against an Israeli airliner Monday that the missile attack
SOURCE AARP
AP
in Kenya," said FBI spokesman was aimed at a "known al-Qaida
Richard Kolko.
terrorist" but declined to name
Still, a change in the wholeThe list consists of subjects him. Officials have said for sevsale price generally leads to a • the FBI would like to talk
to, eral years that ungoverned areas
similar percentage change in the
while the Most Wanted Terrorist of Africa are a breeding ground
price of most prescriptions, list is suspects who have been for
terrorist groups.
AARP said.
indicted.
Hundreds of people shouted
The trade group representing
"He is also thought to be an anti-American slogans Tuesday
drug
makers.
the
Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of Amenca, said
AARP's numbers don't reflect
the true amounts that consumers
pay for medicine. Nor do the
numbers reflect a slowing in the
growth of drug prices when taking into account generics.
Since 2000 prescription drug
prices. as measured by the fedMEW__
•
eral government, have increased
more slowly than overall medical inflation, said Ken Johnson,
212 I
Street • 753- 1 586
senior vice president for the
trade group.
Johnson pointed to government figures that show prices
increased 3.7 percent annually
for medicines versus 4.3 percent
for overall medical inflation.
AARP planned to officially
release its report today . While
the report focused on higher
prices for brand names. federal
health officials note that more
people are taking generic medicines.
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Studies show that reading
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in Dobley, the southern Somali
town that was hit in Monday's
attack. Dobley isjust miles from
Kenya, where border agents
tightened controls.
Meanwhile, congressional
auditors said Tuesday that the
United States needs a comprehensive new strategy for
Somalia.
The
report
by
the
Government
Accountability
Office said a number of challenges have limited existing
U.S. and international efforts to
stabilize the country, which has
lacked a functioning central

government since 1991.
It noted that an African
Union peacekeeping mission
has been hampered by a shortage of troops amid an insurgency; humanitarian and development assistance to Somalia
has been limited because poor
security keeps aid from the most
vulnerable; international food
aid has not reduced the country's acute malnutrition rates,
and much of the assistance
promised to Somalia is conditioned on political progress that
has not been achieved.
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COMMUNITY
MSU Speech/Debate
Union wins second
place at tournament
(his past weriesd., six members on the travel team of the
Murray State University Speech
and Debate Union won Second Place large team sweepstakes and Second Place Debate
Sweepstakes(only behtnd Western Kentucky's 50 member
team), at the State Speech and
Debate Tournament held ai
Transylvania University in Lexington.
Michael McLaurine, a senior Organizational Communication major from Louisville
and resident of White College.
placed 1st in Persuasion as
well as placing 2nd in Dfbate
Speaking and 2nd in Debate
Team with Allen Fulkerson of
Owensboro Community College. Michael's speech qualifies him to speak at the State
Capitol in Madison. Wisc.; and
his speech will be published
in the Spring edition of the
Interstate Oratorical Association's annual publication. Only
the lost place persuasion speakers from each state are invited to this prestigious tournament. April Payne. a senior

Organizational Communication
major from Franklin. Tenn. and
resident of Regents College,
along with Megan Parks, a
Chemistry/Pre-Med
senior
major from Symsonia and resident of Hester College. placed
2nd in Duo. April also placed
4th in Broadcasting. -Robin
Phelps, a sophomore JournalC'ommunications
ism/Mass
major from Cape .Girardeau,
MO and resident of Elizabeth
College. placed 6th in Novice
Debate Speaking. Traci Rose.
a sophomore Animal Health
Technology major from Murray, and resident of Lee Clark
College placed 1st in Novice
Informative Speaking as well
as 5th in Overall Informative
Speaking and Ilth in Novice
Anna
Speaking.
Debate
Michelle Overby. a freshman
Electrical Engineering major
from Benton. and resident of
Regents College placed 6th in
Dramatic Speaking.
All members will be leaving for national competition in
Si. Lows thru the week.

731,4 nnouncemen/
Olivia Brooke Wilson
Krystal Rayne Ward and
Christopher Joe Wilson of Murray. are the parents of a <laugh-
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ter, Olivia Brooke Wilson. born
on Thursday. Feb. 21. 2008.
at Mun-ay-Calloway County
Hospital, Murray.
The baby weighed h pounds
and measured 19 1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Jean Olney.
Powell, Tenn., Sandra Carroll
and Brian Wilson. both of Murray.
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Purchase Area Chapter plans
meeting on Thursday

.53nniversary

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky
Public Retirees will meet Thursday at 10:30
a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr.,
Paducah, for a combined meeting and
luncheon.
All retirees of the Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman. Graves, Marshall and McCracken County Retirement
Systems and Kentucky Sate Police Retirement System are invited. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

Shrine meeting Thursday

Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of The
Nile will meet Thursday at 630 p.m. at the
Shrine Club facility on Ky.. 121 North. All
members and prospective members are ins ited. A meal will be
served.

Garden Department will meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Clukall
meet Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club house with County Finn
Extension Agent Todd Powell as speaker. Hostesses will be
Martha Crafton, Dee Morgan and Marlene Beach. Members
are requested to bring personal items for Domestic Violence
Center.

Relay for Life Team plans promotion
Mun-ay-Calloway County Hospital Surgery Relay for Life
Team will have a rebate day Thursday at Sirloin Stockade.

Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Schroader

Cookbook compiled by MES

Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Schroeder of 2331 Brooks Chapel Church
Rd.. Dexter, will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on
Thursday. March 6. 2008.
They were married March 6. 1948, by the Rev. Bruce A.
('nil at Reidland Methodist Church. Their attendants were the
late Ruby Mac and William Brooks Schroeder.
Mrs. Schivader, the former Reba Dell Hopkins. is the daughter of the late Stanley and Mary Bell Hopkins. She retired
from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Schroeder is the son of the late Clyde and Veiler
Schroeder. He was employed by the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company for 22 years. He retired from Murray State
University in 1988 and also worked as a security guard at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Schroeder have one daughter. Elizabeth Joann
Schnieder of Alm°. anti one son. Ronnie Jay Schroeder and
wife. Elaine. of Dexter. They have two grandsons. Jeffrey Dale
Schroeder and wife. Ginger. and Enc Schroeder and wife,
Shannon. of Dexter; one great granddaughter, two stepgreatgranddaughters: two great-grandsons and one stepgreat-grandson.
Mr. and Mrs. Schroeder will celebrate their anniversary with
priVille dinner with family members.

Murray Electric System staff and families have compiled a
cookbook with all proceeds to benefit the Calloway County
Relay For Life. The cookbooks are $8 each and are available
at the MES office located at 401 Olive S., Murray.

Fundraising event to
be held this weekend
Taco John, Backyard Burgers.
Staff Report
The Calloway County Chap- The Big Apple cafe. J. Edwards
ter of the American Red Cross and Nicks. Domino's Pizza will
will sponsor a Dine In/Dine participate on Saturday only.
Out fundraising event this
-The only thing people have
weekend at various Murray to do is make sure to menrestaurants.
tion that their meal ticket will
Chapter
Molly be going towards the Red
intern
Williams. said the effort will Cross,- Williams said.
All funds raised during the
benefit the chapter's Heroes
campaign. It will take place Heroes campaign will be used
at a minimum of nine local for crisis relief for Murray and
restaurants that will offer rebate Pt7alloway County residents that
nights this Friday and Satur- are affected by fire, flood, tornado or other disasters. Red
day.
"It's a great way to give Cross officials hope to raise
back to the local Red Cross $15,000 by the end of the
by just going out and having month.
For more information, cona nice meal." Williams said.
The list of restaurants that tact the Calloway County Chapve so far committed to par- ter of the American Red Cross
ticipation include Pizza Hut. at 733-1421.
lith Burger Inn. Los Portales.

Murray Schools in session March 20
Murray Independent School District will be in session March
20. The calendar originally scheduled March 20-21 as a minibreak for the district: however, based on the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) approval of the 2007-2008 calendar
that shows March 20 as a scheduled make-up day, school will
be in session. This make-up day is in observance of Thursday. Feb. 21, missed due to inclement weather.

Habitat looking for power pole
Habitat for Humanity of Murray-Calloway County is looking for a temporary power pole for their next house they are
ready to start. If you have one that you could donate, please
contact Chuck Hulick at 753-0323.

CCHS conferences rescheduled
Parent and Teacher conferences at Calloway County High
School have been rescheduled for Thursday from 3:30-630
p.m. No appointments are necessary.

Scholarship applications available
The Hazel Woman's Club/Janie Story Memorial Scholarship
.Applications are now available. Interested seniors may get an
application at the CCHS guidance office and pick one up. All
applications must be turned into the guidance office by 3:15
p.m. on April 3.

sit
Drawing class to be held
Murray Art Guild assistant Stacey Reason will teach an 8week drawing class designed to introduce basic drawing materials and techniques to the beginner, or a good review for anyone else. Participants will be introduced to the basic principles and elements of art and design, with an emphasis on
mark making, process, perspective, proportion and composition.
Students will be working mainly from a still life with guided
creative exploration. Subject and concepts will be based on
students' interests. Dates and time are Wednesdays, March 12
- April 30. 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Spanish class scheduled
Starting Friday, March 7. Beginner's Conversational Spanish Classes will be offered fret of charge for those age 60
and older at the Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens'
Center. located at 607 Poplar St., Murray, inside the Weaks
Community Center. Spanish classes will be on Fridays from
12:15 to 1 p.m. and will run each Friday until March 25. The
class is limited to 12 participants. Those interested should sign
up at the center or call Ten Cobb at 753-0929.
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Blood Drive held at MMS
On Jan. 31. Murray Middle
School sponsored it's first blood
drive since 2(X)4, thanks to the
American Red Cross Pint-Size
Heroes Program
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The Pint-Size Heroes Program as a Red Cross initiative
specially designed to introduce
children to the blood donation
process. The program is comprised of a fun education segment and a blood drive held
at a participating elementary
school, middle school or community orgam ration.ChiIdren
are encouraged to play a major
role in the process by volunteering at the blood drive and
recruiting parents, guardians or
other adults to give blood.
Sixty donors signed up to
donate blood at Murray Middle School. The school's goal
was 40. Winter weather closed
the drive before everyone who
signed up could donate. Still.
48 people were present to
donate and the American Red
Cross collected 43 productive
units of blood.
Your next opportunity to
donate blood in Murray is Saturday. March IS. from 9 cm.
to 1 p m at Wal-Mart located
on Highway 641 in Murray.
Donors who were =SW to
donate at Murray Middle School
on Jan. 31 are encouraged to
visit this blood drive. Your
donation will count toward
MMS's blood drive goal.
For information contact 1800-GIVE-LIFE (I-800-441(3543).

Kindergarten Registration night set
The Murray Independent School District will host Kindergarten Registration night Monday, March 17 from 5 to 6:30
p.m. at Murray Elementary School, III Broach St. Children
who will be five on or before Oct. I. 2008 are eligible for
registration. A current Kentucky physical examination. Kentucky immunization certificate, eye exam from an optometrist
or ophthalmologist and a copy of child's social security card
and official birth certificate will be required for registration.

Grief Recovery Program lists date
A new Grief Recovery Outreach Program has been changed
to Monday. March 10, in the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The 12-week program will meet
from 7 to 9 p.m. every Monday for 12 weeks. For more information or to reserve a spot, contact Kerry Lambert. MCCH
chaplain at 762-1274.

Youth registration scheduled
Youth Sports Association will have T-Ball. Baseball and
Softball registration at wwwicsportzevents through March 21:
register at Walmart on March 6 from 4 to p.m.. March 7
from 4 to 9 p.m. and March 8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.: final
way to register is at Trophy Case on March 10 to 15 from
10 a.m to 6 p.m. and March 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion
The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e MIA their contact information to David McDowell at david.mcdow •
ell@murray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion sec
lion of the Murray City Schools web page.

Free tax help by AARP
Free tax help from AARP tax counselors is available for
low and middle income, with special attention to those ages
60 and older at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center. 607 Poplar St, Murray, each Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. through April 2. For information call Teri Cobb at
the center at 753-0929.
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March focuses on colorectal cancer

Photo provided
Dr John Trent. left, a cancer researcher at the University of
Louisville, posed for a photo in the House chamber with Rep.
Melvin Henley, right. after being honored by the House of
Representatives for receiving an Apple Science Innovator
Award.

State Rep. Henley welcomes
renowned cancer researcher
AlsiKI4 /It Ky
The House of Representatives paid tribute
a worid-l.lass Kentucky cancer researcher who just won a science
h/into.ition jy.jut
lh John 'Trent leads the drug discovery efforts at the University
ot I ours% tiles Limes tilahain Brown Cancer Center.
be.. JIM: llne it 10 inaugural recipients of an Apple
II.i
end
Inniii dna Av,ard, which honors highly distinguished scienSc
tists v. ho have used technology to aid their research (Xher honorees
same from institutions such as liars aid. Princeton and Duke
I ins ersity
Dr Trent v 'sited the('apitol in Frankfort, where the House passed
a resolution hi.ruiring his accomplishments and then adjourned in his
twin( ir
I.

Kellogg grant for 'Health
Matters for Students'
the
\inei ic in
litifilJtlitA/Y4nith and Nonpiolu
cadership program at Mutt us
state l'Illsersit has l ust bccii
awarded us set crab W K
Kellogg grant I ht. twit
Valli lot ¶7S MO %ill he used
for enhansemein of the -Health
Statiii Ii r Students'. r1gram
till .hirlpus at)d the development
ot the program on IS other sain
puses as well Itc•Calkh v. ill also
he sondikted on the impak t of
the program oil students
SIUTT.1 Slats: originated the
progralii. condus tmg a trial poi'
est tor two !,Cals Niter title tun
ing the process. the program
began m c.1111C,1 As.ording to
Dr Roger Neis director of
Murray'. Ainett•an
program, n.. only will the
already slated IS ,dinpu,,e,
have access to -I lealth Matters,Nit .11•o
c srntiu.ill%. we would
like to share it is !Ili any college
or university in the country who
wants he a ran (it it
tor
-Health
Matter%
Students lilt udes health seg
'tients on issues sui.h as smok
ing. fitness. stress. alcohol abuse
and nutrition. among others
Lash f t•e minute segment is
presented in Llass throult;
tine, handouts and Power
Thirty one faculty members
It.'iii a %Waft).iii disc'plows al
Mutto %talc Noluntecred to
present health segments esery
other week tor the tall and
spring semesters
-No: are grateful to the
Kellogg Votindation lisi ..Uppor11111: out work to expand the
•Health Matters• program tar
be,iond MSC." said Murray
State President Randy Dunn
• Ill, i• a great example .0
oss the um.

pooling their talents to create a
very important teaching and
learning tool We take seriously
*int tespon•Mdity to raise student awareness about health
issues so they can make
intornicd choices We look forward to sharing these resources
with other schools through the
support of the Kellogg grant
Past Kellogg grants have
helped the !MINN!, program
develop a number 01 initiatives
irk hiding s Jaw development
and set-‘1...0 learning manuals.
comprehensive plans tor student
Ii.. 11111
research for testho,,ks on leadership in the nonprow SC,till' and the ireation of
the Service Learning Scholars
1)rol.larri and the MSt. Center
It Sets Ise Learning and Civic
I rw.weliwIll
Kellogg grants have also
sfS ,risored \1St leadership and
sets ke learning workshops for
training laculty members trorn
nit ye than Ion educatubnal
intr. Ms art mrld the w,)rld
mg Oxford and Cambridge umsersmes in lnglarud and Tetley
College m Ireland
WK
I he
Kellogg
h
ion poi% ides hundreds
of millions of ihillars each year
to organitations to help people
help themselves enhance then
quality 01 Me and the live% of
future generations
Dr Kohut I. Long. Faculty
I elfin.
MSt and vice president ot the A K Kellogg
I 0(111%1111On has been mstrumen1.11 In th,• tie% di Merit 4 all

Spacial to the Ledger
More than 108,000 men and
women will be diagnosed with
colorectal cancer this year. Of
those, more than 49,000 will die
from the disease, which is preventable. treatable and beatable
if diagnosed in its earliest, most
curable stages.
March is National Colorectal
Cancer Awareness Month and
organizations
nationwide,
Murray-Calloway
including
County Hospital, are determined
to change these alarming statistics.
Colorectal cancer is cancer
that occurs in the colon or rectum. Colorectal cancer is the
second leading cancer killer in
Kentucky and the United States,
but it doesn't have to be.
Those who are at risk for colorectal cancer include men and
women who are age 50 and
older, people with a personal
family his ry of colorectal cancer or bent n colorectal polyps,
people with a personal or family
history of inflammatory bowel
disease, people with a family
history of inhented colorectal
cancer, people who use tobacco.
people who are obese and/or
sedentary, and anyone who has
symptoms that include rectal
bleeding. abdominal discomfort.
pain. bloating, change in bowel
habits, iron deficiency, anemia,
and unexplained weight loss.
Colorectal cancer primarily
affects men and women aged 50
years or older. For men,colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer after prostate cancer

4r.
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Study: You may not want to eat white snow, either
PITTSBURGH Al'.
To the list of
simple childhood pleasure* whose safety has
been questioned. add this: eating snow.
A recent study found that snow — even
in relatively pristine spots like Montana and
the Yukon — contains large amounts of bacteria.
Parents who warn their kids not to eat
dirty snow respecially the yellow variety)

are left wondenng whether to stop them
from tasting the new-fallen stuff, too,
because of Pseudomonas syringae, bacteria
that can cause diseases in bean znd tomato
plants.
But experts say there's no need to banish
snow-eating along with dodgeball, unchaperoned trick-or-treating and riding a bike
without a helmet.

It s a s ei) ubiquitous bactena that's
everywhere," says Dr. Penelope Dennehy,
member of the American Academy
Pediatrics' committee on infectious din::
eases.
.•
"We eat stuff that's covered with bacteri
all the time, and for the most part it's kill
in jbe stomach," says Dr Joel Forman,
nkmber of the pediatric academy.

F

She needed the most advanced and
accurate technology available.
Hannah Steele — Murray. KY

And she found it at Murray Hospital.
64-Slice CT Scanner

STOP BACK & NECK
PAIN TODAY!

Not all CT scanners are created equal when it comes to helping physicians see
small anatomical details in your body Which is lust one reason why we chose
the 64-Slice CT Scanner at Murray-Calloway County Hospital

SPINAL DECOMPRESSION THERAPY*
Sate Painless Procedure for
• Disc Bulge
• Sciatica
• Disc Herniation • Neck Pain
• Headache
• Arm Pain

• NO DRUGS
• NO INJECTION
• NO SURGERY

With unprecedented speed .and outstanding image quality, it helps detec
disease earlier leading to more effective treatment options. Scans are eas\

64-Slice (71Scanner at Murray Hospital

and non-invasive. So when someone you care about needs the most advanced
and latest medical technology that can really make a difference, it's right here
in Murray.
Murray Hospital is offering the only 64-Slice CT Scanner in our community
more information please contact us at 270.762.1919 or-Visit us on the web
www.murrayhospital
org
at
For

. V.

-40
••• cagoimonn'waft
-.Maws IAN chmegingric
•

Etbe

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

270-759-0030
1102 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY

•

Pictured is MCCH's Endoscopy staff, from left, Sherye Hooks, RN, Sandy Holman, RN, Ritk
Cummings, RN, Jacob Douglas. Tech, Myra Melson, RN, and Kim Simmons, RN. Not pictured
are Carolyn Marcum, RN, and Christi Eldridge, Tech.
.4!
and lung cancer. For women, now. Options for screening colonoscopy, or barium enema..:
colorectal cancer is the third include: Annual Fecal Occult
Educational information ik
most common cancer after Blood Test (FOBT) annually; located in the MCCH lobby
breast cancer and lung cancer.
Flexible sigmoidoscopy every throughout the month of March.
If everyone ages 50 or older five years; a colonoscopy or For more information on
had regular screening tests, at double contrast barium enema colonoscopy, call the American
least one-third of deaths from every five to ten years; digital Cancer Society at 1-800-ACSthis cancer could be avoided. rectal exam every five to ten 2345 or the Kentucky Cancer
Those that are 50 years of age or years at the time of each screen- Program at I-800-4-CANCER.
older should start screening ing
sigmoidoscopy,

too...•••••••/...•
••■•••/••••••••
•••••••••••••••••
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$8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
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!All 3 .415 Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 I...1
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00459

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00500

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00105

BEEN TREE SERVICING, LLC, PLAINTIFF,

GE CAPITAL FRANCHISE FINANCE
CORPORATION,

WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A.,
VS NOTICE OF SALE

VS NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER'S SALE
HAY WHITE,SHIRLEY WHITE,
BENEFICIAL KY., INC , AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY, DEFENDANTS

ALLAN TODD DALTON,
(11) DEAL HOLDINGS. LLC,et al.,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 10, 2007, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $61,228.24, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 14, 2008, at the hour of
10:00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:,
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.5 miles southwest
of the Town of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being Lot 3
of a Subdivision Plat of the Gary Malt and Debbie Mart property of record in
Plat Book 24, Page 29, Slide 2243,(a rep/at of Tract 1 of a Minor Subdivision
Plat of record in Plat Book 24, Page 24, Slide 223'71, and being further described
as follows:

Pursuant to a Judgment and Order of Sale entered on February 12, 2007, in the
above-styled action, 1 will sell at public outcry at the front door of the Calloway
County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, the property described herein according
to the following terms and conditions
PATE OF SALE
Friday, March 7, 2008, at the hour of 10:00 cm., local prevailing time. or as
soon thereafter as said sale may be held.

PLACE OF
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street Murray. Calloway County.
KY 42071
AMOUNT OF MONEY TO BE RAISED
Amount of Judgment

$28,995,828.84

Beginning at• point in the centerline of Justin Drive, located 142.40 east of the
east line of Hopkins Road, being the southwest corner of Lot 3 described herein,
thence, with the east line of Lot 2, north 09 deg. 43' 59' west, paining through a
"diameter mbar (w/cap #3175)set at 25.38', for a distance of 202.90' to a"
diameter rebar (w/cap *3175)found, a common corner with Lots 1,&NI the
northwest corner of Lot 3,

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
This property is located at 1500 North 12th Street, Murray, KY, and is more
particularly described as follows:
Lots No, 8,9 and 10 in the WHEELER SUBDIVISION as shown by Amended
Plat recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 17, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court

thence, south 89 deg 48 24' east 191,06' to•
"diameter rebarlw/cap *3175:
set, the northwest corner of Lot 4,
thence, with the west line of Lot 4, south 02 deg. 19' 14' west, pasting through a
?' diameter rebar(w/cap 831751 set at 174.98', for a distance of 200 00 to the
centerline of Just Drive, the southweet corner of Lot 4,
4.8 24'

west 148 65 to

Thus tesm contams 0.779 acres, but is subject, however. to•26 roadway easement for Justine Drive. Survey by C. Thomas Dowdy, Kentucky Professional
Land Survey No. 3222, dated September 19. 2001.
Being the same property conveyed to Ray White, and wife, Shirley White, by
deed dined October 12. 2001, of record in Deed Book 419, Page 609, in the Office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
ALSO: 2002 16 x 84 Ardmore Mobile Home, Serial No CLA060671TN
The aforementioned property shall be sold on•cash or credit basis of thirty(30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(1051 of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2007 and subsequent ad valorem taxes
This 30th day of January, 2008
Ftespectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00308
AMERICAS WHOLESALE LENDER.

PLAINTIFF,

'HRISTOPHER L ALEXANDER AND
MIRANDA J ALEXANDER,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of• Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 14, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the appronnuitat of $7949981.1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. March 14. 2008, at the hour of
10-00 cm., local unie, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 71 Crossland Road, Murray,
KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows,
A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 36, Township 2, Range 3 East
Beginning at a point in the Wen night-of-way line of Kentucky Hwy. *783, said
point being 308 feet 4 inches South of the intersection of the West right-of-way
line of Kentucky Hwy 0793 and the South right of way line of Kentucky Hwy
094, thence in • westerly direction for • distance of approximately 206 feet to •
point thence in • southerly direction for • distance of approximately 126 feet to
• point, thence in an easterly direction for • distanoi of approximately 206 feet
to the west right of way line of Kentucky Hwy 0783, thence in a northerly direction and alodrthe West right of way line of Kentucky Hwy 0783 for•detainee
of approximately 125 feet to the point tibeginning
Kentucky Hwy SI83 in the above description was erroneously referred to as
Hwy 1023 in • Deed from Otto S Parks, et ux to Ronald L Lockhart, et ox .
dated February 6. 1968, and of record in Deed Book 106, Pere 51, Calloway
County Clerk's Office
Being the same property conveyed to Christopher L Alexander and wife,
Miranda J Aleaterider, by deed dated December 1. 2006, of record in Deed Book
828, Page 663. in the office of the Clark of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be gold on •cash or credit bees of thirty i.th,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110%1 of the purchaee price and execute bond
" per
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12,
annum front the date of sale until paid. and fully due and wane within thir,
days A hen shall he retained on the property as additional security All delin
quent taxes if any shall be ascertained end paid by the Commissioner, but tto.
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem tame
This 3001 day of January. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commie...osier
Calloway On-WA Court

THERE IS EXCEPTED THEREFROM that certain tract of land conveyed unto
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the Department of
Transportation by Deed. dated March 19, 1984, and of record in Cabinet 2.
Drawer 17, Book 165. Card 1459, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Being the Same real estate which was conveyed to GD Deal Holdings, LLC, a
Delaware limited liability company by Consolidation Deed from H & H
Investment Properties, LLP. a Kentucky registered limited liability partnership,
dated April 19,2001. recorded May 17, 2001, in Book 379, Page 515, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

=MB
1. The premises is indivisible and cannot be divided without materially impairing its value and the value of the hens of Plaintiff and the liens of the
Governmental Defendants, and the premises shall be sold as a whole, free and
clear of all hens, claims, interests and encumbrances, other than restrictions
and easements of record, wrung laws affecting the property, etc
2. This sale is eubject to all environmental regulations concerning the
Underground Storage Tanks located on the premises and that the sale of the
personal property collateral includes the Underground Storage Tanks. Any purchaser at the sale is required to comply with 401 KAR 42200 Sec. 4311 by completing and transmitting to the Commonwealth of Kentucky's Environmental
and Public Protection Cabinet's Division of waste Management a Notification of
Underground Storage Tank System Form within thirty 30) days after confirmation of the sale by the Court

Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.0 miles southeast or
the City of Murray, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of
the Northeast Quarter of Section 2, Township 1, Range 4 East, and being Tract
2-D as shown by a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Nelda Wiggins property of
record in Plat Book 32, Page 58, Slide 3074, and being further described as follows.
Beginning at a" diameter rebar lw/cap #3175 set in the east line of the Old
Murray Paris Road, located 128155 south of the south right of way line of
Kentucky Highway 121 South, being the southwest corner of Tract 2-C, and
being the northwest corner of Tract 2-D described herein;
thence, with the south line of Tract 2-C. south 81 deg. 07' 36' east 972.12' to a r
diameter rebar lw/cap *3175)set in the west line of the Kathy Ann Lyons property (Deed Book 173, Card 1387), being the southeast corner of Tract 2-C and
the northeast corner of Tract 2-D;
thence, with Lyons' west line, south 06 deg. 19' 30' west 241.00' to a'
'
1 diameter
rebarlw/cap #3175) set, the northeast corner of the Sue Lemmorui property
(Deed Book 204, Page 1791;
thence, with Leinmons' north line. north 83 deg. 04' 59' west 936.05' to a'"
diameter rebar lw/cap #3175)found in the east line of the Old Murray Paris
Road, Lemmone' northwest corner;
thence, 30' from and parallel to the centerline of said road, the following bear
trigs and distances
North 03 deg. 18' 05" west 121 33' to an angle point,
North 00 deg. 41' 23' west 94.44' to an angle point;
North 03 deg. 13' 23' east 61.29' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 5.6526 acres, but is subject however to a 10' wide public utility easement across the property and adjacent to the Old Murray-Pans Road.
Allan Todd Dalton obtained title to the above described property by deed from
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc.. dated April 20, 2005, of record in Book 590, Page
649, and by quitclaim deed from Dedra Dalton, dated April 19. 2005, of record in
Book 590. Page 653, both in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.

3. The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
(30) days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (3(h days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, same bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days A lien shaline retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
4. The risk of loam shall be upon the purchaser immediately upon acceptance by
the Master Commissioner of its bid. The Purchaser shall be required to carry
insurance against fire and windstorm with extended coverage provisions an
some good and aolvent insurance company to protect and secure the unpaid purchase money and to keep same in effect from the date of sale until execution and
delivery of deed

This 30th day of January, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

6. Neither the Master Commissioner nor any party hereto shall be deemed to
have warranted title to any purchaser with respect to the property sold
This 30th day of January, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus.
&pre Rd
6PM on the
I St Sat of the month

POND Stocking'
Thurs, 3/201 The Fish
Truck will be at SS
Murray from 1114512:30. 1-800-3352077 or
sismiwkyfiststruck.com

NM Waned
ACCOUNTING cleric
Payroll, A/P. A/R. Erce
experience a must
_Willingness to learn
P45sant personality
Call 270-436-2798 aSk
for Lorraine
BABYSITTER needed
Call 270-227-7951
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BUSY Physician office
in need of
Clerical/Front
Desk/Nursing
Assistant. MondayFnclay 9-5. Please
send resume & references to P.O. Box
1040-13 Murray, KY
42071

' II •I'll

•••
1 1 ,i I I
I
I

••••• ••• •••• Rep .0••

into
Savings!
subscribe to the

years
experience
painting in a commercial or industnal environment with aerial
boom-lift certification
or 5 years of boom-lift
experience Call 931436-5353

MURRAY

LEDGERSETIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
3ino
6 mo...---$.52.511 3 mo.--433.00
m0...—..-460.00
I yr.----MN
1 yr.--Medi()
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 me..--......$7030 3see. ----Snit/
6 mo.--...—$90.00 6 ma.
1
I yr.---S145.06
Rest of KY/TN
/Parresr

On Hwy. 68E
Thurs.-Sat. 4-8:30 p.m.
Sunday 12-7:30 p.m.
Opening March 7th

753-1752

270-753-1916

PAINTER/BOOM
Operator Ten plus

112 mile from Jonathan Creek Bridge
I

Murray Ledger & Timc

Nip Wailad

Dinner Bell

111
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by theCelloway Circuit
Court on January 14, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $111,784.23, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 14, 2008, at the hour of
10:00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 258 Murray-Paris Road,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30
daye, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price, in earth, together with bonds
for the remainder, payable in two equal installments, with good and sufficient
surety, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be
ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.

5 The above-deecnbed real property will be conveyed subject to such valid and
existing restnctions, reservations, limitations, conditions, exceptions, and
covenants as may be revealed in the record chain of title

VS NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANTS.

The Court has also awarded court costs, attorneys'fees, interest and the cost of
this Master Commissioner's Sale.

thence, with the centerline of Justin Drive, north 89 deg
the point of beginning

PLAINTIFF,

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

(270)354-6521

I Check

A Rachman)

Money Order

Visa

Name__
I

St. Address
City

Zip

I State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916
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fieet*t.K1 Huthea. a leader in the Manufacturmg
Musing industry is seeking a prolessiocud. goal oriented team minded usdividual io nen our sales team
Position supports local Account Sales Managers
with quotes And coder entry, creates marketing
k reales

and Administrative Services, Murray State University.
Full-time position to begin May 2008 or negotiable.

inventory

whi,o1 diploma, but prefer

high

a

a high surtunameni

Bachelor •s ig Associate Degree

for sustainer

>anti& lion and accuracy. excellent

serbal/written onfununw at

skills. computer Mel
pail

▪ y With knowledge if a sanely of sonwire
•

and the

Application Deadline: March 31, 2008.
For more information visit:
http://w w.m urra ystate.ed u/indiridr/jobrpthtm.

objecmes Qualified candictee

meeting goals and

abilit), to

manage retailer and customer

otters tompetthve compensation
and benefit package basest on qualifications Ti)
apply send rewartte and ...Wary histoo to

!clarions Position

Keith Hays. Human Resources

To Apply: Submit a letter of application, resume, and the
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of at least three (3)
professional references to: Director of Human Resources
Search Chair, Murray State University, 322 Sparks Hall,
Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an Equal Education and
Employment Opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

Fleetwood Homes of KY, Inc.
P.O. Box 430, Benton. KY 42025

1E31NS Vented

1-F-0-Drug Ftee Wortplace

w4

Busy surgical practice
is seeking Full-time 10
RN or ARNP
to assist surgeon in office
& operating room.
Surgical exp. preferred.
Send resume with references
to: WKS,300 S. 8th St., Suite

401E., Murray, KY 42071.4I

Shirley T. Johnson
•Productr-Ettrector

-

,

Twilight Cabaret
.- • Theatre Production,

600 Driftwood Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

(270)436-2399
LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCED
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR,
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
www.hvilightcabaretproductions.org

soureock
AN workmates

Needed
KY
Graves

Farms, Murray,
in Calloway &

Counties KY

Ernp from 4/15108 through 1/1/09
Pay rate is 58 65 per hour Employees guaranteed 14 of contract hours Tools arid Knoprnent
provided at no cost Housing provided to svorkcommuting area at no cost
MS
beyond
Transponatioe and subsistence expenses rear
bursed to workers at completion of 50*. of contract if applicable No expeducation required
Apply 0 nearest KY Dept of Labor office with
J0OKY0349787

4ffittitoni.
litittliasen if tienion is currently exerting
applicamins In it I he billow mg positions
• INrectiir of' Nursing el' a 34 bed unit
• R's throve nurse
• I.PN
We offer competitive wages along with an
excellent benefit package Amin:ants must he
licensed in the State 01 Kentucky Apply in person at lintthasen of Renton 2607 Main Street,
Iknion, KI' 4202S
FOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PIP ASF
Nurses Aide/CNA
PRN Training and working aN shifts as need
ad Must be flexible and mature If you would
engts working with the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
f-em Terrace 1505 StadltOti Viler* Dr PiAll,taI,
[OE
I aalgo Bay Coffee is MIN est-piing applis a
thins Int out store general manager Dunes
include customer servux, overseeing Iola/v.141
onligations inventory. day today oper411,,n, it
the store and personnel matters 2
I idalgo
Management expenence preferred
Oa) offers great career opportunines and benefits Salary commensurate with experience
Mail resume to 1201 P.wie 5th-et Murras K1
42071 or ennui lidalgohay_ks kr sahsssiirit

ci

In addition to Mote general nuswget Se are
asserting applicartiona for pan tune das turista
M '
12 Ransil elpenenee preferred hut
not required

.
611
141)

JOIN Murray's favorite
Medical
'Home
Equipment Canner?'
Due to groten we are
ocesomkg laPPPnliffnni
for Fue-ume *Firm
Thief apisr Must be
license certified in
Oaks of RV Benekts
Apply at
avenabie
Hollend Medical 905
Arcadia Ca Murray

TOYOTA of Murray rs
looking tor the right
person to become part
of its professional
sales teem Apply in
person at 130 t Sour+
21e Street ask for
Chad or Andy
PADUCAH Reel Estate
April night licensing
dam 270-223-0710
dirloweedarre•yahoo
COM

DISCLAIMER
When actessanti the
-help wanted- section
On OW slassifieds

wchpage at
(IRMA!,ledger cum,

will be redirected
to aitinetwort corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webote
lioweser, as a national
webute. nor all listings
on the johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
you

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits' No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterpnses
800-346-2818
ext
150.

'

Farm Workers

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applis anon.

Finance

reports. and generates reports to assist Wes leant in

roust hare

1505 Diuguid Dro.e • Murray. KY 42071

DEADLINE EXTENDED:
DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES

reports. orders point of sales materials. writes and
updates flout plan literature.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1:11
Nelli Waned
[

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Sales Coordinator

Murray Ledger & limes

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position
FiNil_PN- Sat & Sun
6p-6a Work 12 his
get pa0 for 16 hrs Or
it you need full time
hours and beneNs you
may pick up Mon 10p6a
SRNA Full time 6A-2P
Anyone interested in
becoming part of Out
team may apply in
Person at Green Acres
Hearth Care 402 W
Farthing St. Mayfield,
KY 42066
HELP Wanted:
Insurance Customer
Santos - Western KY
and Northwestern TN
Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representa
lives Duties include
commercial and per
sone line insurance
customer service
Salary based on
experience P&C and
Life license a plus but
not mandatory for the
right candidate Office
and training provided
Please Reply to
Murray Ledger PO
Box 1040-A Murray
KY 42071

LOOKING FOR A
JOB?
PART-TIME
PERSONAL
CARE
ATTENDANT Wanted
female MSU Student wi
WfteeliCifteff looking for
personal
part time
Care Attendant to work
Wednesday evening
Saturday and Sunday
Will work an average 8
hrs per week Hourly
rate $10 00,hr Duties
include assistance with
dressing
shower
errands eel

Must be

have clean
Will
driving record
train right portion Mail
inquires to Ms &lam
St 8156 Lee Clark
College Murray KY
or
email
42071
pane 196280hofmaal co
m Deadline for submissions March 12th

flexible and

NUMERITEX
MOONY*
a growing manufactur
wig company is seeking
outgoing. reliable well
organized individuals
to assist our expanding
client base Full and
part
time
Sales
Service
Customer
Shipping,
and
Production positions
available. Work week
Mon-Fri, 6-5, no weekends
Eniel resumes and letters of intermit to
saleallinumeillex corn
PART-TitiE apentnent

laainiananoa
Evailance Nei
repeat, paining.
Returns lo 1011 Norin
12111 St

OTR drrvers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
MVR (800)468-6087
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
Journeymen painters
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted This company is an equal opportunity employer
SLEEP Central Call
Center is now hiring
for FULL-TIME
Patient Can
Coordinators PCCs
are responsible for
processing incoming
calls from patients and
locations dunng nonbusiness hours
Experience in medical
field and administrative record manage
merit preferred but
not required Strong
customer service
background preferred
Full time hours will be
Monday - Friday
12pm to 9pm
Please Cleaver or mail
your resume to 120
Max Hurt Drive
Murray KY or email
to
ekzabeth cam0rotech
corn We are an
Equal Opportunity
Employer
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF'
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted
Various Part time
Positions
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees'
March 10 Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman s Anchor
Resort & Manna
12800 US Highway
68E
Benton KY 42025
Call For Appointment
270 35.4-6568
090
Oommic &Mime

GOLD Gallery
in Benton pays top
dollar for your old
gold, Broken chains
rings, eel & silver
coins We've been
buying gold for 29years. Gold Gallery
Hwy 641 Benton, KY.
Call (270)527-3372

SCRAP
CARS
up
hey tutu Port,
cinn
WASTE oil: Will pick
up used motor oil
Drum exchange MDF
270-436-2215
Articles
For Sala
08 hot tub New in
package 6-7 person.
7HP, 46 lets ozone,
water fall. Full warranty Retail: $7,698 Must
sell: $4200. 573-3001031

COME stet our new
showroom! Replogle
flooring
hardwood
9875 Hwy 79 South,
Henry, Tenn (731) 2432568. We are sawmill
to showroom Pre-finished flooring close-out
special, Discounted
and seconds, While
supplies last 13,000
feel
Sycamore.
Beech, Cherry, White
Oak in various widths
and Washes Sold as is
$2 00-52 50 sq. ft
Come see us, MonThurs 8-5, Fn 8-4, Sat
8-3
DOUBLE vanity with
cabinet- white like
new, best offer 2932442
NEW pool taNe, never
used, 1--slate solid
wood, carved legs, fell,
ace package. retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031
°RECK Vacuum
cleaners, bags & belts
Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayherd
II \'s NI \I
NI 11

1•

till hfi'I'
tf\\to,‘ tl
IA/

ALL WINTER
CLOTHES
75% OFF NOW!
GOING S 100
MARCH STII

CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270759-9553
WANTED
In need of someone to
cars/mentor
my
teenage son while I
work Must be respon
sane and be able to
pass a background
check Must have a
vehicle Please contact
Lisa 0(270)205-0589
WILL dew houses,
spring ciean or dean
offices Weekly or by
lob (270)492-8171 ask
for Lynda

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Saba
Rapers/Upgrades
751.3056

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIAWC IS
WARD 'LOCUM%

(270) 753-1713

QUEEN mattress set$80 25 Phillips TV
$70 753-4758

Ige

n fteMillmil

WOODS 121 Bush hog
cutter 10' wide, good
shape 52.000 00 75384213 293-6062

1969

Case '
,fir'',

XtelICISIH041

ANTIQUES, Cal Larry
753-3633
BUYING
.Airik cars, trucks and
tailors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book WOW.
6999

4

runs good $14.50(
Call 293-2512

len Nalmeni
MOTORCYCLE
helmets, pickets. &
saddlebegs Jerry's
Sporting Goods
Aleyfiekl

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

DUPLEX 2BR, 1-1/2
bath, all appliances,
storage shed, handiaccessible
cap
$525/mo. 436-6685
DUPLEX 28R, 2BA,
404 Barnbi Cl. Norte,
no pets. (270)3762746 (270)841-5653
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer. dryer 7595885 or 293-7085
EXTRA nice large like
new, 28R, 2 Bath env
carpet, appliances,
almost new $595/mo
1410-B Hillwood 7533018

UOUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Got
Unbelleveln• Deals.
Only 4 left Save
Thousands') Gall now
731-584-9429
•"OWNER
FINANCE•••
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean late model
doublevelde. Country
setting, 3 bed, 2 bath,
garage, off 94E toward
lake 217 Cross Spann
Rd Murray $4,500.00
Down, $585,00 monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.
—OWNER
FINANCE*"
4 BR, 2-1/2 bath,
2.300 sq ft. pool,
detached garage
$4.950 down
S695imo, 144 Seth
Lane. 753-1011

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721, Mon &
Thurs
10-12am, TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity,

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56 38R.
2BA, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
(270)753-1011

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
rtunity
TDD et-MO-648-6056

'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
2BR IBA 1-800-4553001
1997 16x80 Belmont,
3BR, 2BA, with outbuilding
(270)2279467
93 Mobile Home for
sale 16x80 3 bedrooms 2 bathrooms
must be moved ph
435-4009 cell 2274475 call evenings
only $6,500

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid. available
now, no pets,
$260eno. 753-5980

igen For kb
[
4BEGROOM, 2Batti.

COMMERCIAL property. 4 shops, 9 storage
buildings. 6.800 sot
income
Immediate
rented
Fully
area,
Downtown
$198,000. (270)7539887,

BRICK
48R/2BA.
3,000 sq.ft. living. 2 car
t
i ------Prop. Ns9 garage, detached 6 car
garage/shop.
New
C/H/A. New paint, car2 sided 12' X 24
pet, floors New refrigBillboard
erator 2 acres, 2 mites
Location Hwy 641
from Murray on 121S.
South (Midway area)
759-9982
POC is Mike Conley
OBAFI
BY Owner- Brick 38R,
PH 270.293.3232
2BA, new paint, carpet, full walkout baseGARAGE, office on
ment, C/H/A, new well
paid lot set-up for a
pump, storm windows,
used car lot $750
2 car garage, deck, 1
703-4768
acre land with mature
OFFICE or retail apace
trees, Charlie Miller
available. Pnme locaRd.. minutes from
tion. 753-2905, 293Murray off 641 North.
1480
$87,500.(270)753- .
7549 or (586)7646477

Ill

2, 3 & 46R houses
Lease
&
deposi
required 753-4109
3811, 1BA, Bnck 'myth
hardwood floors,
newly remodeled, no
pets 1710 Farmer
Ave
$700 monthly
(270)293-4602
501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath;
washer/dryer,
dishwasher; refrigerator;
stove,
living/dining
rooms, bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors. 270-7611317

1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment
clean arid nice all
appliances including
W/D No pets
(270)436-5496
162 EiR apts. 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00.
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559

DOG Obedience
436-2858
390
1.1maxk & %gobs
34 Angus Balancer,
Gelbvieh, Bulls, selling
March 18, 6:15p.m. at
MSU Expo Center.
Information or catologs
call (270)556-4259
BERMUDA grass hay

square bales, $6. 731514-3632

EEL.
NEWMAN House
Chicken and burgoo
sale! What, Whole
chicken- $7.00
Gallon of Burgoo$12 00
When. March 9th tror
9:00am -12.00pm
Where. St. Leo
Church parking lot.
located on corner of
Hwy 641 and Payne
Street.
'First come, first
serve

ralwow"

Housing

to the Federal Fad
Flou.ang Act which mak, it

illegal

eons

&Swaim any furterImitation or discnnuna-

bon based on race, mice tale

pm, wt.. handicap

familial sta-

tus or ItatiOnal origin. Or Inten -

to make any such prefer
elan. hmOarporr, or disermina tion

bon
State laws forted discrimination
in

the sale, rental or advertising

of real estate based on factors in
addition

to

those

protected

under tederal law

We roll knowinglt aept any
rea1 estate what+,
nolanon of Me law All

advertising tor
is 1101 in

persons an

1\1\111)1
I)) 11 I NI I It 1 '

www.crealis eprop-

ert.Nol. tI ts,t
12701-61-11( /511

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
$275,000.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.

hereby inlomsed

MINI Farm can be split.
acres. 38R all
with walk-in closets, 2
full bath, garden tub,
eat in kitchen iv/ breakfast bar, at kitchen
appliances, pantry, utility room, well built
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra insulation, ect, good tested
well, 25 fruit and nut
trees, new barn. Just
south of Murray. 1203
Tom Taylor Trail 270227-0860
7.887

that all dwellings advertised art
available in

an equal

opportu-

Housing

Advertising require-

ments, contao
Rene

P

Ahlam

Ail AA Counsel

t $0-1003

111111•14 •••11014111

MUST See!! Just built
2,500
sq.ft.
brick
home. Double garage.
Private & beautiful_ 2+
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
town. $139,000 270519-8570 by owner,
Murray

119E Main
(270) 753-6266

28R apartments available Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit no pets 7532905
2BR duplex, 2BA,
garage No pets. 7537457 Of 227-3054.
281,1 duplex, nice.
Cut-VA. appliances fur
matted. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9096
314-BR, 28A available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

[
CILFar Nis
SARATOGA
3AC
FARMS, back right corner White fence in
front 270-519-2290

1850 St RI 121S

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4t1, S&
270-436-5496

3 Br 2.5 Ba, Garage, alt
appliances Top of the
line 907A N 20th
!
$75000 per mo 753
5344 752-0313
3EIR Duplex, water furnished, $700/mo
Maim I depose
required 227-0375

270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer Great location.
P* and smoke free
$350mo
includes
water 226-8006

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Snstde climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We set boxes'
„•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Corneesiane
Realty & Rental

PARKSIDE
STORAGE

Rental Niamey &
Properly Management
Services availaisie

Call 761-7145
leitkamemealtpcate

FOR-SALE BYOWNER: 3-bedroom, 1 bath, 1200 Sq-ft. Brick
home on 1 -1/4 acres
3-miles from Murray
4424 641-North, CNA,.
Appliances, Carport, Small Greenhouse,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Drive,
Patio, 2/Room
Workshop, Small
Barn-Outbuilding,
Tractor Carport,
Chicken Coop,
Storage & Tool Shed,
Large trees. 595,000.
Open House Saturday
9am-12pm 615-8047444

Act Notice

is

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

28R 2BA. Duplex
wive all appliances
$650. 436-5685

view&

Murray Ledger & Times Fair

All real ,tati- advertned

"'
For
"'hi
t'artalse
s r assistance with Fair

2 BR 2BA Garage, all
appliances Very nice
90213 N 20th 650 00
per mo. 753-5344 7520313

A-8756 759-1369

BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
411 She Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

753.3853

$7
'I I

'0'I •
$1

'0
C.

&Om

Rini Eaten

NICE 2BR trailer, no
pets 753-9866
320
Apartments For RIM

fenced in backyard on
large lot in town
597,900. Call Tracy
Williams S Campbell
Realty 293-3467 or
759-8780

6.5 acres on Wrather
Road Beautiful building site $42,000. 7535010. 293-0425
PARIS, TN arts
22 acres adorning
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
site $2.500 an acre 187'275-0543

NEW
Construction.
Just
Finished:
Saratoga II. 4BR 28A
contemporary home.
24 hour recorded message
800-986-2789
extension 2081
RENT
to
Own.
Coldwater
2-3BR
home 800-986-2789
extension 2051
SARATOGA II, New
brick home, 4BR, 31,2BA, LR, DR,
Kitchen, Sun-room, tile
& hardwood, 3,250-sq.
ft. 5349,000. 293-2582

ile

feyelas & Art's

—OWNER
FINANCE•
No cretin check' Clean
and nice 3814 IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1.292 sq ft. hardwood
floor,
appliances
$3,900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-n27

**OWNER FINANCE**
No credit check, private abed 2bath home
in secluded area near
lake Recently remodeled including paint,
updated electncal &
plumbing
127
Tearose, Hamlin, KY
$4,900 Down. $595
mo Call Ruth 7532
222

313EDROOM. 28eth
rath basement in town
$89,900 Call Tracy
Williams 0 Campbell
Realty 293-3467 or
759-8780
NEW brick home.
Sanatoga SPrings I
38R. 38A. 1..R. DR.
Kitchen. Surnroorn.
2,950 so fl heated
$289,003 293-2582

2005 Grizzly Yamaha
660. automatic. 4wheel drive, differential
lock, electronic display,
115
miles. 24h rs
$4,800
080
(270)293-3264
Ares Pats

USED TIRES
14 15, 16 inch
Startong at S20
mounted

Coll 753-5606

'94 Lexus RX300
Siker/gray. few wiled
arise, essormt
Great ommlftion.
270-753-9343
270-227-4869
'03 Ford
Escape.
96.000 miles, sunroof,
electric lockahvindowa,
leather. Excellent eon(awn $7,800. 270293-3817
•

9
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Road rally, state parks discussed

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting

.!

No one can accuse the
Kentucky Department of Parks
of not trying to drum up busi3 301 St. Kt 121N
CommercialI Residential
ness. And I mean that in a
753-8087
Remodeling, Additions,
good way. I like the creativeness of marRepairs, Concrete & Roofing
keting to
niche groups
Office: 270-761-6790
JOE S JOBS
that may not
Cell: 270-978-1007
otherwise
visit the
State Parks,
especially
;6.44
during a
05 Equinox, $9.999
time of the
ic
‘I I ON\ kl
Electr
Hill
.04
Since 1986
\ I( I
year not
I k%1 \
Rendezvous,$9,899
&
About
Out
24 Nowt SUISICI
d
considere
'99 Chevy Z-71,
Res., Corn &c. Ind.
... Kentucky the peak vis$7,200
Licensed & Insured
itation pen'99 Blazer $4,900
Style
All jobs - big or small
od.
00 Explorer $4,900
k II: 227-0-2(1
753-9562
What the
02 Montana $5,800
By Gary P.
'04 Maxima SL
270-519-8570
Parks
LAWN care for
West
SIMMONS'S
$12,700
Mayfield side of
Department
Syndicated
02 Taurus SES
Carpentry
Calloway County
has done for
t
Columnis
Free
Handyman Work
$5,700
Reeves Lawn Care
the first time
'05 Altana 2.5S $8.500
estimates
(270)247-6100 leave
a
package
together
put
to
is
C&K (270)705-5973
message
436-5141 A-AFFORDrevolving around a road rally.
Anytime
ABLE Hauling. Clean
ckmotorsky.com
METAL ROOFS Well, actually it's two road ralout garages, gutters,
lies in March and takes in three
junk & tree work.
state parks at two different
A-1 Stump Removal
times of the month.
Used Cars
Fully insured. 437What really makes these feePhoto provided
tJtkr, Cham• St
3044
based events unique is that it
613a
227
•
759-1085
taking in a Road Rally with the Kentucky State
by
see
can
you
views
scenic
NEED A VEHICLE? Al Joe's Mower repair
the
are
These
can include some lodging and
Tune-up specials
Parks.
meals if that is to your liking.
HELP?.
NEED
ivery
pick-up/del
Free
wnloads/2008DaleHollowRoad
never
have
who
those
This rally is unique in that it
For
n
Services.
Handyma
61
270-753-44
in Murray. 436-2867
Gary P West can be reached
Rally Flyer.pdf. The plan is to
g.
river
rally
All
boat
remodelin
road
a
in
ferry
a
involved
includes
been
705 S 12th Street
at west1488@bellsouth.net or
in
Parks
State
smaIL
too
other
job
No
include
it
Carpentry
is
churches
d
ALL
historic
understan
to
three
thing
crossing,
first
the
Financing On
for additional information
Free estimates.
Home & Mobile Home
2009.
built in the early 1800s, a Civil
is not about how fast you drive
Selected Vehicles
check his web site at
additions,
(731)247-3001
state.
repair,
beautiful
this
Enjoy
the course. To the contrary, this War encampment site, an old
decks. 227-0587, 753www.gatypwest.coni.
(731)363-3511
going.
get
and
out,
get
up,
Get
1920s
settle
the
from
to
you
s
store
encourage
general
rally
2004 Volvo 540,
0353
a
that is still in business today,
back, enjoy the scenery, learn
PLUMB Level
97,500 miles, sun-roof,
APPUANCE REPAIR
Construction
little Kentucky history and soak the first oil well in Kentucky,
AM/FM/CD, dark blue
SERVICE 8 PARTS
Remodeling
exterior with tan interithe Rockhouse National Bridge,
up the natural sites that have
(270) 293-8726 OR
Additions/Decks,
or. $9,600. Call 753become a common denominator a fish hatchery where you can
759-5534
Floors, Water Damage,
8802 day, 293-9761
feed the trout, a drive across
for all of Kentucky's State
Chuck Van Buren
Doors, Windows,
night.
a family event.
is
Wolf Creek Dam, view of a
This
Parks.
Roofing.
‘sPit
and
points
r waterfall, and drive
earn
ts
spectacula
Participan
Home
Mobile
All
hicheu
on some of the most scenic
prizes by checking off a list of
Repair.
"scavenger hunt" items and cor- country roads in this area of the
Brick, block
2000 Dodge Grand
We're not a handyman. rectly answering several quesstate.
Sport.
Caravan
Insured.
Registration for just the road
tions. You may be happy to
759-0501
138.000 miles. $4,500.
759-4704 or 978-2391
rally is $110. The package fee,
learn that the road rally takes
753-1537_
270-489-2038
ROOFING Free estibased on double occupancy, is
place on all paved roadways.
BEECHER'S
mate.(270)293-4020
S421.79. It includes two nights
The Iron Furnace Road
Service. (270)293-1924
Used Reeks
Handyman
lodging at beautiful Dale
Rally, March 9- 11 is the first.
Odd jobs. Free estiLake
Greenbo
both
Hollow State Resort Park,
involves
910
It
(270)762-0
mates.
2005 Ford F-150, 4X4,
Friday night dinner and planned
State'Resort Park and Carter
NADEAU'S
loaded, 17,300 miles,
program, Saturday breakfast,
Caves State Park in northeastConstruction
condition.
excellent
•Flooring r.r.."Tcks
ern Kentucky. This road course Saturday night dinner and
KBE/ $21.400. Asking
*Vinyl siding •All
magic show, Sunday breakfast
$19,600. Call 753takes in covered bridges, train
Magic is a Coonhound,
Sally is a black Labrador Retriever
Wale( Damaged Floors
Home Improvements
4895 or 293-8944
and dinner.
tunnels, old steel bridges, and a
female, two years old
mix, female, young adult
Braces & Floor _lasts
(270)978-2111
Event times are Friday, 3
20-ton boulder dislodged from
Plumbonc
&
1990 F-350 with 12'
nernodeltng
• SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
PM
AM-4
10
nsured
MON.-FRI.
LicensecVI
SHELTER HOURS:
a massive earthquake some 200 p.m.- 8 p.m.; Saturday,9 a.m.
cargo van,
nadeauconstructioo.net
David Sandra Dimecontact
on
For more informati
years ago, private tours of
-8 p.m.; and Sunday,9 a.m.
we Do insurance Won,
7.3 Diesel Auto,
CUSTOM Yard mowyea & taeslerCard
New tees
8 p.m. CST. For reservations
Grayson Lake Dam and the
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter t
ing, trimming. years
$3495
call 1-800-325-2282. There's
Greenup Locks and Dam. Of
experience. (270)804at (270) 759-4141
731-247-5422 course
PH • 270.293.3232"
participants will visit
more information at
5890,(270)345-2511
-2643
270-293
www.scenicroadrallies.com/do
several iron furnaces which
DAVIS Handyworks
Boats & *oars
played important roles in
No Job too Small'
THE Murray Ledger & Kentucky's 19th century indusSmall home repairs,
Times considers its
decks,
roofing,
try.
70hp
24' pontoon
sources reliable, but
winsiding,
garages,
Registration for just enjoying
Evirude power tilt and
occur.
do
s
inaccuracie
doors.
dows, and
road rally is $70.
the
turn asking $3.500
this
using
759-4418, Readers
Insured.
492-8826
The total package includes
information do so at
227-9484
their own nsk. Although two nights lodging at Greenbo
DNJ HANDYMAN
persons and compa- Lake, one night at Carter
We do at the odd jobs
nies mentioned herein Caves, dinner Sunday. Monday
1-7--1Wad
'
you don't have time
are believed to be rep- and Tuesday, breakfast Monday
for
utable, The Murray
L&M
and Tuesday. The cost is
Painting, siding, roofs,
Ledger & Times, nor
LAWN SERVICE
decks.
$281.22 single and $343.79
its
employees
of
any
.
Mowing. Manicuring
293-5438
double.
responsibil
any
accept
&
Landscaping
Road rally times are Sunday.
FUTRELL'S Tree
ity whatsoever for their
Leaf Vacuuming
Service
2 p.m. - 8 p.m.; Monday and
activities.
Satisfadion guaranteed
removal, TRENCHING
Tnmming.
Tuesday, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST.
753-1816 227-0611
stump grinding, fireReservations are made by call731-782-3951
wood. Insured. 489731-336-5288
ing Greenbo Lake State Resort
YOUR AD
2839.
Park at 1-800-325-0083. Visit
COULD BE
%vv.,
‘i
WE SERVICE their website at www.sceniii
11
HERE FOR
All Maior Appliam-r
croadrallies.corn/down\1 \\v., \
ONLY $75.00
and Most Moior Brands loads/2008CarterCavesGreenbo
A MONTH
weekly & pccial pkaups
WARD-ELKINS RoadRally Flyerpdf.
CALL 753-1916
•locally owned/operated
On the Sour,- Murray
The second rally will be the
775) 753 1713
759-1151•293-2783
e Road Rally on
Rockhous
Continuing a 34-year tradition,
436-2867 Lamb's
193-2774
March 28-30 at Dale Hollow
Professional Tree
The Place to
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
Tree
YEARRY'S
Lake State Resort Park in
Service Complete tree
Murray
...
Start
Service. Free estiremoval, gutter
southern Kentucky near
the selection process of Miss Spring 2008.
Ledger & Times
mates. Phone 436cleaning, hauling. etc
Burkesville.
2562. 227-0267
Insured
270 753-1916
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County

i i

David's
Home
Improvement

It's time for

Miss Spring

2008
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:

Dog gone good
The world has gone to
the dogs, at least in our
house. One thing that we
love to do is to pamper
our family pets. This week
we thought we would give
you some great doggie
treats. Our dogs suggested these for you to try.

Tried & True

Doogie Cookies
By Moca
1 jar stained baby meat
6 heaping tablespoons
wheat germ
4 heaping tablespoons powdered milk
Form 5-6 balls and press on greased cookie sheet. Bake 10-15 minutes in oven at 350
degrees.
Recipes
By Mr Mom Mark Anderson

OMR

Liver snacks
By Lady
I pound of raw beef liver
1 cup white or yellow corn meal
1/2 cup flour
1 to 3 teaspoons of garlic powder or 2 or
3 cloves of fresh garlic.
Put liver in blender or food processor (with
fresh garlic, if used) and blend until liquidfled. Mix with dry ingredients. Spread on greased
cookie sheet. Bake for 20 minutes and 350
degrees. Cut while still warm A pizza cutter
works best. Place in small bags and freeze

tor later use
•0411

Give me a bone
By Poritchop
4 cups white flour
2 1/2 cups oatmeal
4 T. Safflower Oil
1 large egg
2 cups water
2 T. brown sugar
I beef flavor or cubes
Mix all ingredients and shape into hones.
bake at 300 degrees for I hour.
IMO

Dog Gone Cheesle
By Cookie

6 tablespoons fat foil or margarine for
example)
I cup all purpose unbleached flour
1/2 cup finely grated cheddar cheese
1 small garlic clove, mashed or minced.
Blend fat and cheese until smooth. Stir in
garlic, then mix in flour. Mixture will be
crumbly. Roll mixture into shape of a log
and chill until firm. Cut -slices from roll and
place on ungreased cookie sheet. Bake at 375
until slightly brown. about 10 minutes.
Has my daughter's dog Porkchop said,
"Bow -wow or that's a keeper'. Please keep
your recipes coming by (mailing us at trirrnommurrayOtheltrouth.net or writing Mr Mom at
Murray Ledger & Mites.

• Senior girl from Murray High
or Calloway County High
• Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
• Individual interview process (for finalists only)
Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
All information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Monday, March 10, 2008.
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P.O. I3os 1040 • 1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, Kentuck
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llorostopo
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, March 6. MS:
lie assertive this year Often you
will need to take the lid off pressure
and let a utuatnxi Mow Don't take
ioo much on or try to handk too
much Ask and expect others to do
Miro tau share Never assume that
your emotional and physical
resources arc endless, as they are
not U you are untie, don't formal12t a relationship this year, but feel
free to start one If you are attached,
there could he some tension Relax
more, and so will your partner, who
might simply be having a hard mut
PISCES understands you perhaps
mu well
lite Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Pusan ve , 3- Average, 2-So-so; IDifficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Slow down and let others
catch up. You have so much news,
and with so much happening, covering all the bases might he impossible Don't try You still might be
bathing in yeuerday's laurels
TAURUS(April 20-May 201
***** Though you might hold
your breath at a +(pie/ay moment or
Iwo. when all's said and done, you
have a lot to smile about. &belle in
the power of luvk and oust.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Step up to the plate
Responsibility tumbles on you, and
(Ni can handle it. Understanding
will build if you relax and go with
the flow Keep in mind what is
going on with a family member
CANCER clues 21-July 221
*ter* Understand what is going
on with someone at a distance As
an empathetic Moon Child, you
walk in another's footsteps. Though
you have a nervous moment or feel
•touch negative, let it go
LEA)(July 23-ASS. 22)
***** Relate individually

COMICS/ FEATURES
Active fantasy life does not
mean you are cheating

rather than with several peel*. A
financial tightness could be runts
you down You have many options
DEAR ABBY: My co-workthat, as of yet, you have not even
ers and I have been talking, and
touched upon..
we disagree on this. Is fantaVIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
sizing about someone other than
*** You might feel worn out.
your partner cheating' I say no
Others tend to chip in, though occaWhat du you think' -- 'BEAUsionally someone needs a push or
TIFUL
DREAMER,'
request Fatigue could be coloring
BRIDGETON. MO.
your outlook!
LIBRA (Sept 2.3-Oct. 22)
*** Work demands concentraDEAR
tion, yet you get tired quickly
"BEAUTIbecause of the unensity of your
F
U
L
focus. Ask for some help, or sneak
DREAMin a num walk to recharge
ER": It is
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
not unusual
**** Creativity emerges in a diffor people in
ficult moment Someone who you
the throes of
believed was on your team might
pashon—m
not be true-blue Take a look around
even walking
with new eyes and see who is the
Abby down the
source M deception.
street -- to
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec. 21)
take a fantaBy Abigail
*** Tension builds because you
sy side trip
Van Buren
might have pushed way beyond
Its not cheatyour limit. Listen to others, but you
ing and can enhance the capemight need to close down or head
fleece.
home early. Don't make this a big
However, for you and your
deal
co-workers to discuss sex at the
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
office IS being 'unfaithful' -***** You might be close to
to your boss'
unstoppable, but in your big push.
00111
you could cruise over an unusual
DEAR
ABBY:
After 10 years
piece of information or insight
of marriage. I have come to a
Take your time nailing a situation or
realization. I am a terrible housegetting to a core issue. Investigate
keeper! I have tried learning to
and discover new ideas.
clean better, using new techAQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
niques or different equipment.
*** Look at your spending before
My husband has begged, bribed
you launch into &CUM You need to
and fought with me over pickhandle a situation differently. Listen
ing up my stuff. We have a
and think Evaluate more carefully.
good relationship. though, and
Your sense of what might be going
this is one of the only conflicts
in could change dramatically
between us.
PISCES Feb. 19-March 201
***** Your smile is a sure-fur
We by no means live in
winner, no Milner how you look at
squalor, but our house is usuit. Someone or a group of 'someally messy. Frankly, I'm not
ones' could be difficult at touchy.
interested an housecleaning. I'm
Could a different approeds work?
not lazy. I'm busy with two
Why not try it on for size?
kids, volunteering at two dif-

Dear

Todaylallistory
By Tbe Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Mardi 5.
the 65th day of 2008 There are
301 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in...History
On March 5. 1770, the Boston
Massacre took place as Bntish
soldiers who'd been taunted by a
crowd of colonists opened fire,
killing five people
On this date
In 1849. Zachary raykie took
the oath of office ai his presidential inauguration

In 1868. the Senate was organized into a COW of Impeachment
to decide charges against Presidem Andrew Johnson, who was
lea acquitted.
In 1946. Winston Churchill
delivered his famous "Iron Curtain" speech at Westminster College in Fulton, Sao
In 19S1. Soviet dictator Josef
Stalin died after three decades in
power
In 1961. country music perform-

ers Patsy Chne. -Cowboy" Copas
and "Hawkshaw" Hawkins died
in a plane crash near Camden,
Tenn, that also claimed the life
of pilot Randy Hughes (Cline's
manager).
In 1970, a nuclear nonproliferation treaty went into effect after
41 nations ratified it.
In 1977, President Carter took
lillestiOrls from 42 telephone callers
in 26 states on a network radio
call-in program moderated by Walter Cronkne.
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Are meds still necessary
after 20 years?

fermi schools, prepanng healthy
meals, engaging in endless play,
make-believe and kiddie craft
projects.
My mom and grandmother
were also somewhat laissez-flare
about housekeeping. Their mono
was always,'Happy children are
more important than a clean
home.'
ThCft are SO many MOM Intelesung and important things to
do, I get little satisfaction from
housekeeping. Cleanliness is
short-lived around here, anyway.
I believe there are more messy
homes out there than people
admit. A little clutter Dever hurt
anyone.
This problem is not family.
threatening, but I would like
your opinion on it. -- GOOD
MOM IN ROCHESTER, N.Y.
DEAR GOOD MOM: You
asked for it -- and here it is. I
agree that there are probably
more messy homes out there
than people admit. However,
there is a difference between
'clutter' and 'not clean.'
Your kitchen and bathrooms
should be kept clean to safeguard the health of your children and spouse. If the problem is clothing in your bedroom that you have tossed all
over, allow me to remind you
that it takes only a moment to
toss an item into the clothes
hamper, hang it up or return it,
folded, to the drawer from which
you took it.
While I agree that 'happy children are more important than a
clean house,' the two are not
mutually exclusive. A disorganized house can also be a sign
of a disorganized mind. You're
setting a poor example for your
children, who will grow up thinking this is acceptable -- just as
you did. You should be teaching them to do their part, too.
P.S. Has it occurred to you
to hire a housekeeper to come
once or twice a month?
MIN

DEAR ABBY: My husband
reads the newspaper at the dinner table almost every night in
front of the children. He says
it's the only time he has to read
the paPer.
Is it rude to read at the dinner table when there are four
other people sitting there? -INQUIRING MIND IN GEORGIA
DEAR INQUIRING MIND:
It's not only rude, it's poor parenting. You're doing your part
by having dinner on the table,
but your husband is shirking ha
duty as a dad. The dinner hour
is the ideal time for family conversation, for him to learn about
what's going on in the children's
lives and to discuss current events
-- providing they are old enough.
It is also a time for parents to
'model' the kind of manners
they want to pass on to their
kids
I don't know what your husband is doing AFTER dinner,
but that would be the optimum
time for him to catch up on
the news rather than hiding from
all of you.

DEAR DR GOTT: Ow son.
now 47, was severely brain injured
in a txke accident 28 years ago.
As a result, he also suffered greed
mal seizures. He was pit as 100
milligrams of Dilantin twice a
day. It was thee increased to three
times daily.
He has been
SCIZUfe- free
for almost 20
now.
years
My son is
otherwise
very healthy.
He lives with
us but has
become quite
independent
and
even
drives
his
By
own car
Dr. Peter Gott
Our farmly physician
retired, and ow new (young) family physician said the decision
was ours, but we should think about
stopping the medication_ We're hesitant because we dread the possibility of seizures again. What
are your views on this situation?
DEAR READER: Most neurologists l know often remove
patients from Dilantin if they have
been seizure-free for several years.
Thie must be done by gradually
reducing the dose and must be
supervised by a neurologist. Only
this type of specialist can tell you
whether it 13 appropriate to discontinue the Dilantin.
You and your son need to
speak to his neurologist about the
possibility of stopping the medication, and the possible risks and
benefits of stopping versus continuing the medication.
If the specialist believes it is
best to stop the medication, he
or she may recommend testing
before, during and/or after the

Dc Gott

process This will provide appropriate monnorusg of your son for
any adverse effects from stopping
the Dtlznun, such as return of
the seizures or abnormal brain function.
I am not a neurologist and am
not familiar with your son's case
His neurologist is his best source
fat further information.
DEAR DR GOTT: What medical information 13 obtained from
a blood gas? What symptoms indicate that a blood gas be performed on a patient"
DEAR READER: An arterial
blood gas measures the acidity of
the blood, as well as the amount
of oxygen, carbon dioxide and
other gases. The test is used primarily for evaluation of patients
who are unable to breathe properly and maintain normal pulmonary functions. If the oxygen
level is down and the carbon
dioxide is elevated, aggressive therapy is required. This generally
includes nebulizer treatments, supplemental oxygen, inhalers and
more. It is also vital to find the
cause of the breathing difficulties. Pulmonary disorders are one
of the most common, but heart
failure, drug overdose, kidney failure and other severe stress disorders may also cause an abnormal
blood-gas level.
Patients who have serious lung
disorders, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
often require supplemental oxygen 24 hours a day. A blood gas
is important in this instance to
ensure that the patient is responding appropnately and is receiving a proper amount of oxygen.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Pulmonary
Disease."

08WracUMge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q .1 6
V8 73
•K Q7 2
•A 1 8
WEST
EAST
+843
•A 5
111
•A 109652
•9 8 5 4
•J 10
4Q 10 6 5 2
+973
SOUTH
•K 10 9 7 2
VICQ4
•A 6 3
•K 4
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
I•
1•
I•
Pass
2•
Pass
4•
Opening lead — jack of hearts

(Note that a spade return by West at
trick three — very difficult to find —
would defeat the contract.)
At this point, declarer paused to
take stock of the situation. The ace of
spades was the only remaining sure
loser, but if West got to ruff another
heart, the contract would go down
one.
East's
vulnerable
overcall
strongly suggested that he held the
ace of spades. Furthermore. since
West had started with only one heart,
he was likely to have at least three
spades. If so, a trump lead at this
stage would allow East to take the
ace and give West the killing heart
ruff
South therefore decided that desperate measures were called for. so
at trick three, he crossed to the club
king, returned a club and finessed the
jack! When this held, he cashed the
club ace, discarded the heart queen
and then led the queen of spades
East rose with the ace and returned a
heart, but declarer ruffed high and
drew trumps to make his contract.
To get home safely. South had to
take a finesse that risked losing 4
trick he didn't have to lose, and then
discard a winner in another suit — all
before he led trumps. But, under the
circumstances, this offered the best
chance, so what might have seemed
absurd at the start proved to be absolutely. necessary.

There are times when declarer is
forced to do something that to the
canal observer might appear absurd
On closer analysis, however, it may
then be seen that the play in question
actually offered the hest chance for
success
Take this deal where South
reached four spades on the budding
shown and West led the jack of
hearts Fast won with the Kt and
returned a heart to South's king,
ruffed by West West then shifted to a
diamond, taken by dummy's king.
Tomorrow: Charting your course of play.
cxessaai.w.,ssra.ws.

Crosswords
ACROSS

1 ()I 2 1-3 1_ I 1 1

14

1 Rear,
to Popeye
4 Laird
8 Costa —
12 Flan eggs
13 The bode
— *tate
14 Party-tray
cheese
15 Did a magic
trick
17 — Marquette
18 Ballpark Spurs
19 Russian range
20 Wheat hulk
23 Take charge
(2 vets)
26 Old Norse

,r•

27 rarr
..ne
ll
28 Where moo
keys swing
31 Hobby ender
32 Caravan halts
34 Chow down
35 Tar — chuan
36 Citrus coder

REANUTS(,
)
Ti415 IS nOW WE PLAN'
MAIM,ltiftthr PRST
WE MAW A p46
CIRCLE Olt 111146

TUE14 WE
EAGal PDT
SOME feAlthitS
IN 11411046

(IF I WIN,IT'S
CIO YOU
FV04.1F I DON'T
UNDEK5111410
)?IN, IT'5
444,13' NAT
44/A1t5?
NO FA

37 Miss Kitty s
friend
38 Form a gully
40 Plus
41 Raises corn
44 Annoy
48 Melville captain
47 Chipping toon
(2 aids)
52 Shr
53 Three squared
54 Kind of boots
55 Stared et
56 Frankhn s Mew
57 Ben 8 Jerry
nval
DOWN
1 Fly ball's path
2 Egg — sung
3 X. tor Caesar
4 =ad the
5
8
7
8
9

— de ballet
Copper source
A Kennedy
Dupe
Throdcilht

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MHY

TIME BOPP

Chill
'ODA

AMMM
MD=
IIMPOBEIE00

FERAIN ER00
IZID PINY DT OM
IS ORO FIDE R Y
AS ANY IYIAL
EN
REEDS EON BOA
MAMA ANA M
MACS PYLON
DEPARTIORE
I LE
AEIEN ORAL ELS
BUNT RgINT FAT
3-5 0 2008 United Feature Syrnicate. ksc
10 Reiner or
Sagan
11 'Mister Ed'
actor
16 Kind
of wedding

Mill MIME
MINI MOM MOM
WEIRAMOMM MUM
WEN
MU=
IMAM Add=
AM= MOM Add
MEM dill= MU
MR AIM
AIM
MINIM WM=
Mad= MAU
MOM ddlOMMddil
MEM MUM AIM
MEM AM= MO

19 All-purpose
vehicies
20 — -a-brac
21 Mr Limbaugh
22 Against
24 Inched forward
25 Wool producer
28 Fanatic's feel
ing
29 Cereal grains
30 Comics dog
32 Skiff movers
33 Big flap
37 Ankle-length
38Sethrmly
39 Competition
41 Starlets
aspiration
42 Popeye s hi
43 Go wild about
45 Fencers blade
47 Parker filler
48 Cato s 102
49 Ernesto
Guevara
50 Tease
51 Scout

ORmTS
SPmo
simml
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

RACERS77

74 EAGLES

Twin Peaks
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Murray State's Pam Bell blocks the shot of Morehead
State's Brittany Bass while Racer teammate Jessica
Jackson looks on in the first half Tuesday night in quarterat
final action of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
Center.
Events
the Regional Special

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
section Tuesday night.
student
MSLJ
the
of
in
front
Teal
$anero Thomas celebrates the Racers 77-74 win over Tennessee
with .8 seconds to play
throw
seconds remaining and added a free
Thomas had seven points, but hit the go-ahead layup with two
for the three-point win.

All
Aboard
RACERS GRAB SEASON-HIGH
52 REBOUNDS IN ROUT OF EAGLES

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
When Alaina Lee drilled a jumper at the midway point in the
half, giving her team a 2I -point advantage at 23-2, she didfirst
I:ly MICHAEL DANN
Tennessee Techpts
her arms up in the air, pop her collar or anything fancy.
pump
n't
Name tree ham-a ftm-a rob a pf
ports Editor
12
4
1
7
12
ficeense 35 540
She ran to the baseline, picked up Tarah Combs on the
; Imagine if basketball were
Mt' 23 7-13 2-2 13 2417
s and zig-zagged her down the floor 94 feet.
inbound
28
84
Faber 2.614 12.131
olaved with a piece of string tied
0 1 0
00 2
was pretty much a microcosm of how things went for
Berms 16 0-1
That
to it.
2111
1.2 2
Nor 2. 5.9
Lee and the Racers Tuesday night in quarterfi0 2 0
00 0
Woo 2 0.0
: That's about how it was for
nal action of the Ohio Valley Conference
0 00 0
00
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0
Albs
in
Murray State Tuesday night
00 0 00 0
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Basketball Tournament at the Regional Special
30 0
00 1
(luarterfinal action of the Ohio
DEWS 24 04
Events Center, as they clipped the Eagles 8122 3
60 4
Woes 15 1-4
'Valley Conference Tournament
1 0 5
PO 7
64311 9 2.6
67, setting up a showdown with No. 2 Samford
ifgainst Tennessee Tech.
Talk 200 2546 1149 42 1914 74
Friday afternoon in Nashville.
up
: Anytime the Racers built
ms,
Poicordscos FG 400 FT 842 }Peet Ocala 626
The game will be Friday at 2 p.m. at
*hat they believed was a com- 231 Pato 2-7 Mr444 1-2 Atfreroe 1-2 4,044, a
5
al Auditorium in Nashville, Tenn. The
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Municip
0.9
Dos
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01
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I
cushion,
139eil
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BMW Solo6Pastor 5. McNees* Aanotont 15
nship game will be played on Saturday
champio
their
roll
and
would pull the twine
Fobs 3 Bono 1 Abler 2 Dosa Nestote 2.
at 11 a.m.
fAltasfe 2 Mont 9eolt 7 (•IICP 2 Sanwa Bonet
!way back into the contest.
Fault "ere
ss
When Lee drained her jump shot at the
., In a game that saw six ties and Dom Valtfroa Bort board
one
only
the
mark, she already had nine points in the
11:50
changes,
ei lead
-ne
t
Tennessee Ted.
She went on to score 16 in the first half
game.
• t really mattered came with
pa
pas
Nome min fgrn-e fton-a nab a
and finish with a game-high 24 points on II 12 02 24
o seconds to go when a driving
Carlo 36 1020 2-2
1-2 6 04 5
Embry 23 2-5
of-18 shooting from the field, 2-of-5 from
vin Thomas cut into the lane
2 1 2
00 1
Hammy Z2 14
d found a wide open Darien)
beyond the arc and handed out two assists in 27
1
5-7
53 14
Chinas 33 SO
2 3 7
1-3 B
Oran* 32 111
Thomas under the bucket to break
minutes of work.
3 4 14
4.5 2
35 5-7
4 74-all tie and give the Racers a Gnaw
Sure Lee is a senior, she's a leader and, yes,
0 1 9
2-3 4
News Z3 34
1 0 2
00 0
B 13
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16-74 advantage.
at the RSEC, but her efforts didn't go
game
last
her
played
she
AMY 200 2043 1542 37 13 $11 77
: After a quick Tennessee Tech
unnoticed by head coach Jody Adams.
d to
Pocar44.4 PG 4,3 Fr 1312 3.Po1 Gat 415.
4meout, the Eagles attempte
"I think Alaina Lee brings a lot of different things to this team
267 tGalor2.7 Mors 1 1 KTItrnos 12. Hobo.0
Stake a full court pass. but the ball 2
the greatest thing about Alaina is she's not just a one side of
and
0Pam 031 Awn %bounds 3 Easlecl 404 3
as pulled down by Thomas. and En*, Game0Durso Turceen 11 Cogs 5.
type of player," Adams said. "She plays on both sides of
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the
1 Kito.ros Holbook 0 Timmy 94014 11
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, but the individual accolades aren't what the guard from
snowing that if he missed it and it that Billy Kennedy was questionshot off Tuesday
this
get
to
s
sideway
turns
Carter
Bruce
State's
Murray
Houston. Texas, was worried about. It was taking care of her
,as touched, time would run off ing in his post game news conferto play to teammates.
past Tennessee Tech's Amadi McKenzie with 2:46 left
and prevent TM from being able ence.
Valley
"This is something that we have been working hard for all
11) inbound the ball a second time.
According to the rules as tie the game at 70-all in quarterfinal action of the Ohio
Events
Special
l
year," Lee said. "To finish the year out strong and finally get this
: Thomas missed, but Amadi Kennedy understands them, the Conference Tournament Tuesday at the Regiona
e.
first game off our chest, it feels great to get back to Nashvill
McKenzie was called for a lane officials had the opportunity to Center in Murray. Carter finisf)ed with a team-high 24 points and
but
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OVC
the
again
win
to
missed
mission,
our
Thomas
on
.
still
4io1ation
We're
grabbed 12 rebounds in the win.
m See RACERS,2C
And McKenzie was called for a
we're going to take it one game at a time, but it feels really
good."
The Racers (22-7) pulled down a season-high 52 rebounds.
tkIRST REGION TOURNAMENT
holding the Eagles to an opponent season-low 26 en route to the
win. The victory also ties the Murray State record for single-season wins, with the Racers' 22nd victory of the season.
Murray State took a 46-26 halftime lead, shooting 20-for-36
(55.6 percent) from the floor, going l6-for-24 (66.7 percent)
while Morehead State managed to go 8-for-25 (32 perDESPITE YOUTH, INEXPERIENCE inside,
cent) from the field. 3-for-15 (20 percent) inside, but made five
CCHS IN TOURNEY FOR 7TH STRAIGHT YEAR
at 6 p.m. inside the Regional Special Events of its 10 three-point attempts (50 percent).
junior varsity ranks.
By TOMMY DILLARD
Murray State also had the early edge on the boards. 22-12,
But none of that seems to have phased the Center.
the regular season including 15 on the defensive end, compared to three by
Sports Writer
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a
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hasn't
which
,
program
Calloway
: Don•t tell Bruce Lane and his Calloway
a way — any way — to get to Morehead on the offensive end. and Adams wasn't a bit surprised
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district favorites Marshall by the fast start.
over
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a
round,
first-time head coach and pasted together a
m See MSU. 2C
again tonight when they take on Fulton City
•See LAKERS, 2C
Inakeshift lineup of players fresh from the

SENIORS CARTER, GEORGE HAVE RACERS ON WAY TO NASHVILLE
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New-look Lakers ready for closeup
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halftime, after being up by
The Racers 118-12 overall and lead at
as eight points with 727
many
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to
travel
now
13-7 in OV(')
a 3-pointer by Kevin
after
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s
Nashvilk to play in the semifinal
of the ()VC Tournament on Thomas.
The Racers built that lead
Friday night against Tennessee
up to eight points in the secback
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State at Municipal
With 8:09 to play after a
half
ond
Murray State is the only
Thomas.
school not from Tennessee to be free throw by Kevin
A 6-0 run by the Eagles got
represented this weekend as
two 64-62, with
Austin Peay. Tennessee Martin TR/ to within
and the Tigers will round out the 6:35 still logo
Murray State mtptered a
field of the Final Four starting
, building u a fivecomeback
lnday
, but thehp in the
advantage
point
Racers
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• Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your 4U70
any better than we can

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Park 43
Lou Holy Cross 51, Lou Central 38
Lou Iroquois 54, Buda East 31
eth Region

Tuesday s Scores
By The kw:rotated Press
Sege Basketball
Mel Round 3rd Region

Simon Kenton 51, canoi co 36
South Oldham 37 Shelby Co 36

A9C9/0 67 Breckinncige Co 48
Muhlimberg North 67, Edrnonson Co 51

asuirsnowg Somali& Meade co
easneboro 41. Einlyeen co 38
Th Avon
Lou. Ballard 98 Lou. Atherton 65
Wu Eastern 58 Lou Male 48

lith Region

50

Boone Co 52, LiadlOw 35
Notre Darns 69, Dayton 17

Lou Jetlersontown 75 Lou DuPont
Manual 73
Lou Seneca 44 Lou Moore 42
Girls Basketball
First Round let Region
Graves Co 68. Fulton Co 55
Marshall Co 65. Paducah Tilghtnari 44

Christian Co 93, Lyon Co 51
Macksonville-North Hopkins 53 Webster
Co 45
4th Region

A

III

Cumberland Co 52 Glasgow 37
Franklin Simpson 93 Warren East 44
5th Region

11th Region
Let Paul Dunbar 61 Franklin Co 47
Lexington Catholic 64 Scott Co 55

12th Region
Mercer Co 61, Southwestern 54

2nd Region

4A

10th Region
Campbell Co 48, Bracken Co 44
Montgomery Co 65. Pendleton Co 28

Rockcastie Co 89, DenvIle 47
13th Region
South Laurel 74 North Laurel 59
Haden 44 Lynn Camp 39

14th Region

4-

Breathitt Co 67, Estill Co 30
Perry Co Central 85. aertions 53
15th Region
Pike Co Central 62. Paintsvits 60

MICHAEL DANN /Ledger & Times
Kart Co 59 Manon Co 55
Kevin Thomas drives past Tech's Daniel Northern in the first
Pikeville 57 Men Central 46
North Hardin 130 Bardstown 55
16th Region
half.
6th Region
Morgan Co 33, Russell 31
Lou Butler 51 Lou Presentation 31
A pair of free throws by that scaled the deal and was set up
Boyd Co 28
56.
Co
Rowan
Ridge
Lou Fairclaie 64 Lou Pleasure
Northern with 25 seconds left an just the way Kennedy drew it up.
to
"We wanted an opportunity
the game tied the contest at 74,
but it Was Danero Thomas' layup spread the floor and we saw the
matchup with Kevin Thomas and
Frank Davis, we called "flat."
which means spread the floor and
let Kevin Thomas make a play.
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Frott Page 1C
Tonight
We wanted him to do it with
By MSU Sports Information
back lw :he regional. But now son.
City vs. Calloway Co.
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The start we had definitely
The Murray State Men's Golf team finished third in a strong
When:6 p m
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field of 16 teams at the Grover Page Classic at Jackson , Tenn.
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squad aren't ready for their ode helped because
C.enter
lot of confidence.- Lane said.
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hut then
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not
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to tall till the bus. so to speak, could have cashed it in before
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getting to that point
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they
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in
stretch
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85=160
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event
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But Lane was pleased, and a have
Ashley Hayes notched the team's only doublesquad
you can at this time of the year."
hit surprised, at how has team roles in the backcourt. George double. grabbing 14 rebounds and scoring 19 play as hard as
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tit
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"fins
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that
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still directing
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against
in 14 points.
eral freshmen m the mis. he straight
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County and then the offense from the point guard
Paige Guffey and Gerraca Matthews each
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make a difference," Adams said. -This is where
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team
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MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
"This group is a hard group
Delivery Will Be: Friday, March 14
6 p.m.
to get frustrated." he said. "1 get
Duke at Virginia
ESPN
Murray - Southern States
being
about
s
sometime
them
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ESPN2 -- Syracuse at Salon Hal
2 00 - 3:00 p.m.. Phone 270-753-1423
•p.m.
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to
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don't
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that
sense
Call
NBA BASKETBALL
To Place An Order Call The Store Above Or
losses They're ready to move
I p.m.
1-800-247-2615
Phoenix at Denver
ESPN
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Racer golf team takes third

•Lakers

at Grover Page Classic

•MSU

Fish For Pond Stocking

TOCKEIS INC.
S AMISH PONNS
MIM
farleystishfarm corn
CASH. ARKANSAS 72421 •
WWW

ATTENTION!
If you have dropped off
Sports, Hunting, Fishing or
other pictures for
publication in the
Murray Ledger & Times
Sports Section and have not
yet picked them up,
please do so by

SOCCER
4 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC — UEFA Champions •
League. pleyoas. 143111 finals. leg 2.
Real Madrid CF vs AS Roma. at
Madrid. Spam (satire-day tape)

First Region Tournaliemit
Girts First Round IRacex Angie)

Monday
Calloway Co 59 lone Gas 30
Ballot Mormon& 44 Heckman Co 26
TtMeday
Marshall Co 65 Putman Tilghman 44
Graves Co 68 Fulton Co 55
Soya' Fleet Round(RUC)
Tonight
Ca, vs Calloway Co
Graves Co as Lone Oali

6p m
730 pm

Thursday
Marshal Co vs Hictimen Co
Pao Tilghman vs Meyeiskl

IN *MD
•

6p m
7 30 p m

*MD

Locally
PREP BASICETBAUCU p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM — Calloway vs

MICHAEL DANN / Ledge & Times
State applies defensive
for
Murray
guard
senior
Alaina Lee, a
pressure to Morehead State guard Anitha Smith-Williams in
the second half Tuesday night.

•II13 •

•

•

•

•

Fulton City boys at Fast Region
Tournament
7:50 p.m
WNBS 1340 AM — Groves vs Lena •
Oek boys at First Region Tournament

•

•

MID

•

MARCH 14TH,2008.
SENIOR'S- START YOUR WEEK WITH US COME

Pictures not picked up by
March 14th will be discarded.

Thank You!

IN ON MONDAYS AND ENJOY
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FRESHLY BREWED COFFEE AT 20% OM
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• •
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Price's 22 leads Tennessee State into semifinals
TIGERS WILL }ACE RACERS; AUSTIN PEAY AND UTM ALSO ADVA
NCE

:MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Biace Price had 22 points and
eight assists to lead Tennessee
St6te to a 68-61 win over
?vibrehead State in the first
round of the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament Tuesday
night.
Tennessee State (13-16) went
ahead for good on a layup by
Price that made it 4-2 with 17:27
left in the first half.
The Tigers advance to the
stimifinals of the tournament
Ftiday against Murray State, a
77-74
first-round
winner
Tuesday night over Tennessee
Tech.
; Morehead (15-14) managed
tcl pull within one point at 58-57
06 a Demonte Harper jumper
with 4:26 to go, but Tennessee
State ended the game with a 104 run to seal the win.

Jerrell Houston scored 16 for
the Tigers, while Gerald
Robinson
added
13 and
LaDarious Weaver 11.
Jamyron
Steward
led
Morehead State with 18 points,
Kenneth Fatted scored 14, Leon
Buchanan
11
and
Maze
Stallworth 10.
Tennessee State finished 23of-44 from the floor (52.3 percent), while the Eagles were 19of-42 (45.2 percent).
AUSTIN PEAY 76, EASTERN KENTUCKY 51
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.(AP)
— Ernest Fields scored 15
points and Austin Peay beat
Eastern
Kentucky
76-51
Tuesday night in the first round
of the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
Austin Peay (22-10, 17-4
OVC) won its ninth game out of

its last 10 with a balanced scorThe Governors advance to
ing attack.
the tourney semifinals Friday in
Eastern Kentucky(14-16, 10- Nashville, where they will play
(1) had upset the Governors a Tennessee-Martin, which
beat
year ago in the OVC tourney Samford 101-94 in triple overchampionship game.
time in the first round Tuesday
Derek Wright and Kyle night.
Duncan added 13 points each
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
for the Governors, who have 101,SAMFORD 94(30T)
reached the OVC semifinals 10
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) —
of the last 13 years. Wes Marquis Weddle scored
39
Channels
added
12 and points and Tennessee-Martin
Fernandez Lockett 10.
made six straight free throws in
Adam Leonard led Eastern the last 18 seconds of the third
Kentucky with 17 points and overtime in a 101-94 win over
was the only Colonel in double Samford in the first round of
the
figures.
Ohio Valley Conference tourney
Austin Peay made 16 of 19 Tuesday.
free throws to 5-of-6 shooting
With Martin leading 95-94,
for the Colonels.
Weddle made two free throws
Austin Peay led 39-27 at and Lester Hudson four as the
halftime and enjoyed comfort- Skyhawks (17-15, 12-9
OVC)
able leads throughout the second finally put the game away.
half.
Joe Ross Merritt kept
Samford (14-16, 10-11) in the
MICHAEL DANN/ Ledger slimes
game with 29 points and late Murray State center Tony Easley battles Tenness
ee State's
baskets that forced the first and Darius Cox in a Jan. 5 game
at the RSEC. The two squads will
Conference
third overtimes.
meet again in the OVC Semifinals on Friday.

2008 Ohio Valley
Basketball Tournament
March 4, 7-8
Municipal Auditorium
Nashville, Tennessee

*Welt IS litliti
Your carrier will deliver the paper as long as it is safe to travel.
Please understand, the safety of our carriers is very important to us.
We will do our best to deliver the newspaper to you.

Men's Bracket
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Former Racer PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
OC hired at
Good thru March 15, 2008
PUSH MOWERS
Lafayette
'FEIN WILL COACH
QUARTERBACKS AT
PA.SCHOOL
Staff Report
Mickey Fein, formerly the
otensive coordinator at Murray
Scott and Tennessee-Martin. has
bollen named quarterbacks coach
adfl passing game coordinator
fdt the Lafayette College football program. Fein will serve as
atop assistant coach on Frank
Tpvani's staff and will work
ctosely with associate head
cpach Bob Heffner who has
recently undertaken offensive
cpordinator duties.
"We had a great pool of candidates and Mickey really
emerged from that group."
Tfivani said. "He was standout
player at Maine and spent time
caching at three different
Division I FCS schools. We're
happy to have an assistant coach
with this level of experience join
our staff.: Fein spent the past two seasons at Murray State as the
offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach. Murray State
finished second in the Ohio
Valley Conference and 20th in
the nation in total offense with
410.5 yards per game in 2007.
The squad finished first in the
OVC in passing yardage and
fast downs and featured freshman quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt.
wbo earned OVC Newcomer of
the Year Honors after leading
the league in total offense.
touchdown passes and passing
yards.
: In 2006, the Murray State
offense finished third in the confetence with 189.8 passing yards
per game. Fein's offense generated 300 yards or more in five
games, including a season-hest
514 yards against Indiana State.
:Fein came to MSU after
spending three seasons (200305) at the University of
Tennessee-Martin.

murrayledgencorn

Clean Air Filter
Check Finng
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$5995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

Brian Whitaker
Nancy
$100.000
Cash Flurry

Ronald Rose
Lookout

$500.000

4s

$75 Million Cash
Blowout

All For Only

Patrick Matthews
Park City
$10,000
Jumbo Bucks

$9995

Willa Conley
Van Lear
Trip to Las Vaw
Palms
4

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Bells & Pulleys
Check 8. Adjust Carburetor
Check FIrmq

a

All For Only

813995
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Marilyn Hill
Louisville
$10,000
Cash Connection

p.

ga

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Kenneth Lee
Pembroke
$120,000
Gold Card

*

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filler it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean AO Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finnig

waysto.win!

All For Only

$16995
*
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
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Any AdditIonel Parts & Labor At AddMonal costs.)

Put a little play in your day!

Murray Home & Auto

*

www.murrayhomeandauto.com
73,1•2571

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-5:00
Sat 7:30-12:00

kytottery.com
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OVC WOMEN'S TOURNAMENT ROE \DUP
2008 Ohs() Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament
March 4, 7-8
Municipal Auditorium
Nashville, Tennessee

Samford advances to face MSU
SEMO,EIU WILL SQUARE OFF IN OTHER SEMIFINAL
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. —
Eastern
defeated
Samford
Kentucky. 69-56. in a firstround Ohio Valley Conference
tournament game Tuesday
night at the Pete Hanna Center.
The game, played in front of
.1 season-high home crowd of
gises Samford its third straight trip to the ()VC
tournament semifinals. The second-seeded Bulldogs will play
Murray State
thud -seeded
Friday afternoon at 2 p.m. at the
Municipal
Nashyille
.,1uditorium.
Samford (23-8) was led by
senior Taryn Towns with 16
points and six assists. Freshman
Savannah Hill scored 13 points
and senior Alex Munday added
10 points for the Bulldogs.
With Samford leading 54-45.
EKU went on a 6-0 run to cut
the lead to three at 54-51..with
5:06 left in the game. With
Samford leading 56-53. the
Bulldogs went on a 9-0 run to
push their lead to 12 at 65-53
with 1:52 to go after a pair of
tree throws by Emily London.
EKE! could get no closer than
nine points the lest of the a
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI 67,
JACKSONVILLE STATE 45
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
- Senior center Missy Whitney
recorded a double-double of 16
points and 13 rebounds in leadSoutheast
top-seeded
ing
Missouri State to a 67-45 win
over eighth-seeded Jacksonville
State tonight at the Show Me
Center in a first round contest of
Valley
Ohio
2(108
the
Conference Women's Basiettliall
Tournanient.
Ashley
guard
Senior
Loselady added 11 points and a
career-high five steals. Juniors
Sofiya Daugherty and Rachel
Blunt recorded nine points
apiece. and junior guard Standra
Pal equaled a career-high with
eight points. Junior forward
Cry sta Glenn produced six
rebounds for Southeast.
The Redhav.ks connected on
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MICHAEL DANN / Lodger & Times
Lee on this shot in game
Alaina
defenders
Maxwell
Monica
action at the RSEC back on Feburary 23.
in
Auditorium
nearly 40 percent of their field- Municipal
Nashville.
goal attempts while forcing 1St
Edwards finished with 12
to shoot 30 percent front the
points, all from 3-point land, as
field
the point guard tied her seasonEASTERN ILLINOIS 65,
high for treys. Dominique Sims,
NESSEE STATE 51
meanwhile, gave EIU a slatION. Ill. —
('IlA
Rachel Galligan posted a 25- stuffing performance. scoring 11
point. 11 -rebound double-dou- points to go along with six
ble and Megan Edwards made a assists and seven rebounds.
Edwards connected on 3trio of clutch second-half 3pointers, lifting Eastern Illinois pointers with 7:11, 533 and
to a 65-51 victory in the quarter- 3:57 remaining in the contest.
finals of the Ohio Valley Those nine points helped EIU
Tournament blow open a game that was tied
Conference
Tuesday evening at Lantt at 39-all with 12 minutes left.
Edwards' consecutive 3Arena.
With their first-ever sictory pointers capped a 16-6 run that
in the ()V(' Tournament, the led to EIU's first double-figure
Panthers 118-12) advance to the lead of the game. In fact, after
semifinals where they will play the game 'was tied at 39-all.
top-seeded Southeast Missouri Eastern outscored TSU 26-12
noon on Friday at the the remainder of the contest.
at

Come •Jo iii iiie Dance.

Mow

OS Illentheed Siete

•

Gillispie doesn't fear letdown
after near-upset of Tennessee
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Atter one of the
most celebrated losses in recent Kentucky basketball history, coach Billy Gillispie is well aware that
nothing less than a victory will suffice as an encore.
The Wildcats ( 16-1 I, 10-4 Southeastern
Conference) face a virtual must-win scenario
against South Carolina Wednesday to keep alive
hopes for an at-large bid to the NCAA tournament.
On Sunday, Kentucky — playing without freshman phenom Patrick Patterson. sidelined with a

Peppers Chrysler
Sik
0CT8032

$22,460
MSRP
Peppers Disc - 2,962
Mfg. Rebates - 5,500

Stk sr T

Auto 4 Cyl AC

at 2008 Dodge Avenger SE

17 2008 Toyota RAV4
‘

stress tracture in his ankle — pushed then-No. I
Tennessee to the wire before falling short, 63-60.
Despite the losing cause. Gillispie heralded the
effort as heroic.
"Not one person came up to me and said,'Hey
coach, go get them, let's win this thing,— Gillispie
said. "Everybody was trying to be supportive and
sympathetic, but it was a little bit lost that we went
there to win. We gave a gallant effort and came up
a little bit short."
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